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A TIME FOR CHANGE

Two professional issues capture our attention today—the expanding
scope of services of professional accountants and the concept of inde
pendence. In contrast to national strategic issues such as the Persian
Gulf Crisis, these may not seem vital. But to the way of thinking and
living for professional accountants, they are quite important.
Since the passage of the Federal Securities Laws nearly 60 years
ago, the accountancy profession has developed from a modest number
of thousands to hundreds of thousands of practitioners. The major
national CPA organization has grown from 5,000 to 300,000.
Similarly, the scope of practices by CPAs has grown both more diverse
and more specialized, and additional professional accountancy
certifications have developed. To be viable and responsible, the
accountancy profession must meet the needs of the society in which
it exists. As society’s business needs have expanded and become more
complex, the practice of professional accountancy necessarily reflects
these changes. A moral guideline and a basic tenet of the 1933 and
1934 Securities Laws, independence, has served to direct the behavior
of auditor CPAs, and permeates views of proper professional conduct
of accountants in areas outside of auditing as well. Independence is
now undergoing substantial review by a blue-ribbon AICPA task
xrn
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force headed by Vin O'Reilly of Coopers & Lybrand. The effort of
this task force—to establish broad “common law” premises for
independence as a basis for replacing SEC regulations with AICPA
self-regulation—is an important undertaking.
As is perhaps a common view, independence in its traditional sense
applies mostly to audit and attest activities. But this is rooted in “old
fashioned” notions of social expectations of the 1930s. It is not fully
reflective of the current and future increasing reliance of society on
the broader services now offered by CPAs. Change in society and
in the accountant’s role in society must be considered.
Jack Carey [1985], an important architect of the AICPA’s
professional code of conduct, presents reasons for recognition of the
evolutionary forces which affected the definition of the term
independence. Our actions define independence! Carey’s suggestions
have force because accountancy is not defined in a true sense. A
definition limits that which is defined by (1) providing a
comprehensive list of what something is, or (2) fully describing what
something is not (establishing the boundaries). Accountancy is not
defined or limited in this manner, because accountancy by its nature
is the entirety of the professional services it provides to meet the
decision information needs of society. As society changes,
accountancy must evolve to meet society’s needs. As accountancy
evolves, so must its fundamental tenets, such as independence.
Current views of independence do not reflect well the current (or
future) state of accountancy in society.
It is understandable that some might believe that accountancy can
and should be defined, and the definition and certain fundamental
concepts, like independence, should guide what accountants do. This
might make accounting more a science or an applied science, and
perhaps this is an ideal toward which we should strive. However,
accountancy now and in the forseeable future is better characterized
as an applied social science, and has meaning best understood in the
context of the society to which it applies itself, and in the context
of the changes of that society, which in turn effects changes upon
applied social sciences (in this case, accountancy).
Several reasons make this a time to consider the definition of
independence.
1.

Management advisory service has become the fastest growing
area of services in many public accounting firms.

A Time for Change

2.
3.

4.
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The profession has asked the SEC to reexamine the SEC’s
rules concerning independence.
One major public accounting firm has restructured itself to
help reduce problems of independence related to its audit
practice and its consulting service.
It seems to be increasingly likely that the crisis in banking and
savings and loan operations will trigger a review of both the
McFadden and Glass-Steagall Acts, and thereby throw open
the door to rewriting securities and capital markets
regulations, independence being among them.

One of the most interesting recent events related to the concept
-of independence is the intervention of the IRS in the Federal Trade
Commission’s consent decree with the AICPA concerning the use
of contingent fees and commissions for CPAs for nonaudit and
nonattest work. The IRS expressed concern about the independence
o f CPA tax preparers and advisors, even when there was no conflict
with audit or attest work, citing the Supreme Court decision in U.S.
v. Arthur Young [1984] to support its arguments. Several other issues
also suggest the need to gain a new understanding of independence,
such as the proposed incorporation of public accounting firms,
acquisition of subsidiaries by public accounting firms, the role of nonCPAs in the AICPA and the accounting profession, the increasing
percentage of CPAs who are not in public practice, and so forth.
The concept of independence is currently associated with a complex
set of rules that reflect the traditional views of another day, and has
created understandable confusion in the understanding and applica
tion of this fundamental principal. An example is found in a recent
Wall Street Journal report [Gottschalk, 1991]. A CPA who is also
an Accredited Personal Financial Planner (a designation by the
AICPA for CPAs who have demonstated knowledge and experience
in financial planning) was quoted as saying CPA financial planners
have a special position because of “their independence and emphasis
on putting their clients’ needs first.” Are independence and putting
client needs first compatible views in this context? In the same report
a regulator is quoted as stating that there is nothing special at all about
CPAs, clearly implying that the concept of independence is meaning
less in the regulation of financial planners. Although this is only one
article, it is illustrative of the confusion that surrounds independence,
particularly as it applies to newer nonattest and nonaudit services.
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As the concept of independence is examined, it is important to keep
in mind some of the most important underlying concepts upon which
independence itself is based. In 1944 Maurice Peloubet defined
independence as “integrity and objectivity.” Carey [1985] also
reminds us that independence also means “not (being) influenced or
controlled by others in matters of opinion or conduct.” In the areas
of attestation and auditing, the concept of independence has been
modified, largely by governmental actions to protect the public, to
mean independence from the client. This is a specific form of
independence which infers that under these laws auditor CPAs are
expected to consider one group more than another. However,
independence in the basic sense expressed by Peloubet and Carey
is broad and flexible, and is applicable to all professional services
provided by CPAs, even those not involving “third parties” (i.e., the
public). In order to be regarded as professionals in our contemporary
global capital market setting, offering a variety of “independent”
professional services will require our committment to and
performance of a higher vision of responsility than a legal/selfinterest basis alone can assure.
The profession must now begin to debate and resolve the
contemporary context of its social role if it is to have a well defined
position on independence for potential legislation. As Federal
Securities Laws and other investor protector statutes nearly six
decades old are reviewed, it may be found that Securities Laws
notions of independence require a broader application—to all public
accounting services. It is incumbant upon us to act in accordance
with our ideals in all our services.
We are arriving, it would seem, at a “time for change” in the
definition and application of the concept of independence, the
“cornerstone” of our profession.
Larry M. Parker
Gary John Previts
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REVISIONS IN DISCLOSURE RULES:
AN EXAMINATION OF DISCLOSURE COSTS
FOR U.S. BANKS

Terry Warfield

ABSTRACT
This research investigates proprietary disclosure costs associated with
the mandated release of financial information by firms. These
disclosure costs can arise if firms are required to release proprietary
information which could be used by other firms to gain a competitive
advantage relative to the releasing firm. While considerable
accounting research has documented the informational usefulness of
financial accounting data to investors and creditors, relatively little
evidence exists on the costs of disclosing these data.
This research tests for proprietary disclosure costs in the banking
industry. In 1983, U.S. banks were required by the SEC and bank
regulators to provide substantial amounts of new detail concerning
their foreign lending and investing activities. Since the new detailed
information might be useful to competitors, this change presents an
Research in Accounting Regulation, Volume 5, pages 3-30.
Copyright© 1991 by JAI Press Inc.
All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.
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opportunity to test for proprietary disclosure effects for the U.S.
banks. These effects are measured by using the security returns of
affected U.S. banks as surrogates for the future cash flow effects
(disclosure costs) of this regulatory disclosure change. The security
return evidence documented at the time when the banks first released
the new proprietary data supports the existence of disclosure costs for
banks and provides evidence on factors beyond information content
which may be relevant to disclosure policy deliberations.

INTRODUCTION
In this paper I investigate proprietary disclosure costs associated with
the mandated release of financial information by firms. Disclosure
costs may arise if firms are required to release proprietary
information that can be used by other firms to gain a competitive
advantage. While considerable research has documented the
informational usefulness of financial accounting data to investors and
creditors for assessing the value of firms, relatively little evidence
exists on the costs of disclosing the data. The presence of proprietary
disclosure costs could cause one to question the merits of increased
financial disclosure to the extent that these costs offset the
informational and/or other benefits of the data.1
This research assesses potential proprietary disclosure costs related
to the mandated disclosure of foreign exposure data in the banking
industry. In 1983, U.S. banks were required by the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) and bank regulators to provide
substantial amounts of new detail concerning their foreign lending
and investing activities. Explaining the rationale for these types of
disclosures, C.T. Conover [1982, p. 31], Comptroller of the Currency
remarked:
If the marketplace is to function efficiently and provide adequate safeguards
against excessive risk,... market participants need adequate information on
which to base decisions. Additional disclosure of information about banks
would benefit the stockholders of banks not registered under the Securities
and Exchange Act. It would benefit large depositors. It would benefit other
customers of banks, including other financial institutions.

Mr. Conover also suggested that additional disclosures will change
the nature of bank regulation since regulated banks will be exposed
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to increased
market
discipline
and
riskier
banks
would
be
motivated
#
2
to avoid problems. Other commentators on the bank disclosure
issue have suggested that there were costs associated with the
disclosures not fully considered by Conover and other regulators.
They claim that disclosure of individual bank problems (such as
foreign loan and investment exposures) can lead to the loss of public
confidence in the banking system [Cohen, 1985]. Furthermore, they
argue that disclosure rules should be similar between U.S. banks and
foreign banks as well as nonbank institutions and suggest that if
inequities exist in disclosure rules, U.S. banks could be placed at a
competitive disadvantage when they are required to release
proprietary information [Guttentag and Herring, 1986],
• This latter point suggests that the 1983 change in bank foreign
exposure disclosure rules presents an opportunity to test for
proprietary disclosure costs since (as discussed below) the new
detailed data might be useful to competitors. In the analyses that
follow, I use shareholder wealth effects (i.e., security returns) of the
affected U.S. banks as surrogates for the future cash flow effects of
the disclosure rule change to provide evidence of disclosure costs for
the banks.3The tests of disclosure costs focus on two types of events.
Since the market would revise expectations about disclosure costs
when news concerning adoption of new disclosure rules is released,
one set of market reaction tests is conducted when regulators
announced prospective disclosure rules for the proprietary data
(regulatory events).
However, since no new proprietary data were disclosed by affected
firms at these regulatory dates, a second set of tests is also conducted
when banks initially released the new proprietary data (implemen
tation events). Since market participants received actual proprietary
data at these events, tests of disclosure costs may have greater power
than regulatory event tests because they can be conditioned on more
accurate proxies for the banks’ expected disclosure costs under the
new rules.4
In brief, the results of the regulatory event tests provide little
support for disclosure costs, whereas the results of tests at the
implementation dates document a negative association between the
excess returns and measures of disclosure costs (based on the amount
of new proprietary data released). These latter findings support the
existence of disclosure costs for banks associated with the disclosure
rule change.

6
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It should be noted that a comprehensive analysis of this rule change
would assess the benefits (e.g., information content) of the new
disclosures as well as the costs. Since the tests in this paper focus
on events when potential disclosure costs associated with the new data
can be measured, conclusions drawn from these analyses with respect
to the merits of the 1983 change must be limited to the cost effects
on the disclosing banks.5 However, the results from this research may
still be of interest to regulators and others concerned with disclosure
policy because they provide evidence on the effects of regulatory
changes which may be relevant in future policy deliberations
concerning disclosure settings similar to the 1983 change.6
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next
section contains additional background on the foreign exposure
disclosure change, the change’s relevance to disclosure costs, and a
statement of the research questions. I discuss the research design used
to test for disclosure costs in the third section while the fourth section
contains a discussion of the empirical results. The paper concludes
with a summary and implications of the research findings.

SHAREHOLDER WEALTH EFFECTS OF
BANK FOREIGN EXPOSURE DISCLOSURES
Bank Foreign Exposure Disclosures
Before 1972, the only financial “disclosures” made by most
commercial banks were those to bank regulators in quarterly and
annual “call reports.” This information was only made available to
the public in aggregate form without identifying individual banks.
In 1972 regulators began releasing individual bank call report data
upon request by the public. This change came at a time when
regulators felt that increased financial disclosure would help
individual banks raise capital and since 1972 banks have been
required to provide increasing amounts of financial information on
their activities to the public.7
Information about foreign exposures is important because of the
unique risks associated with foreign lending. In addition to the
traditional credit risks of slow payment or default, a lender to
borrowers in foreign countries must be concerned about the
availability of foreign exchange in the foreign country which is needed
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by debtors to repay their loans. Furthermore, loans in some foreign
countries are subject to additional risks if political turmoil affects the
debtor country’s willingness to repay its debts or make foreign
currency available for repayment.
Prior to the changes in 1982-1983, disclosures of foreign activities
were limited. Under SEC Industry Guide 3, which was originally
adopted in 1976, registrant banks were required to report foreign loan
information only if the bank’s assets associated with all foreign
operations exceeded 10 percent of total assets. The foreign disclosures
required during this period included a breakdown of outstandings
by geographic region and a listing of the aggregate amounts of the
outstandings by public and private borrowers. However, disclosure
of individual country exposures was not required unless exposure in
8
that country exceeded 5 percent of total outstandings.
In 1982 and 1983, additional foreign exposure disclosure rules were
adopted for U.S. banks. In 1982, Staff Accounting Bulletin No. 49
[SEC, SAB 49, 1982] provided new guidelines to banks on when to
disclose troubled foreign outstandings. Under these rules, detailed
exposures to specific countries experiencing liquidity problems
should be disclosed if outstandings in that country exceed 1 percent
of total consolidated outstandings.
In 1983, the SEC again revised the rules for foreign exposure
disclosures for registrant banks. SEC Industry Guide 3 (Guide 3
hereafter) underwent a major revision and the content of SA B 49
became part of the Guide. Included in the revision were rules that
mandated the disclosure of all “cross-border” foreign exposure
when individual country outstandings exceed 1 percent of
consolidated outstandings. The individual country amounts were
to be disclosed whether the foreign country was experiencing
financial difficulty or not. The SEC argued that all exposures
should be disclosed to allow users to assess the relative risk of those
activities [SEC, 1983].9
The 1983 disclosure rule changes are the subject of this paper. They
eliminated any discretion that banks had in concealing details of their
total foreign exposures. For example, before the changes, the decision
to disclose individual country exposures was based on the country’s
liquidity condition (i.e., availability of foreign exchange). As a result,
some banks were providing by-country data on foreign exposures
in their reports while other banks, following a more limited disclosure
policy, might not disclose individual country exposures in their

8
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reports if total outstandings in that country were below the 1 percent
threshold or if the country was not experiencing liquidity problems.
Thus, the new disclosures mandated in 1983 required banks to
provide more information on individual country exposures (whether
they were in problem countries or not) than had been available in
the past. For example, while affected U.S. banks’ total foreign
exposures as a percent of assets declined from 1982 to 1983 (from
27% to 25% on average), reported by-country detail as a percent of
total exposures increased (from 38% to 53% on average). In this study
I examine whether there were proprietary disclosure costs for banks
related to the act of disclosing new detailed data as mandated in the
1983 Guide 3 revision.10
Other Foreign Exposure Events in the 1982-1983 Period
While the analysis in this paper focuses on disclosure costs, a more
complete understanding of the regulatory climate is also important
for appreciating the potential effects of disclosure rule changes for
banks in the 1982-1983 period. Specifically, to deal with the foreign
debt problem in the 1982-1983 time period (see note 9), Congress
and bank regulators were considering imposition of individual
country lending limits as well as additional detailed disclosure on
bank foreign activities. Such legislation, if adopted, may have been
more costly for banks than disclosure rules since it would directly
limit a bank’s activities in foreign markets.
While disclosure rules rather than lending limits were eventually
adopted, potential imposition of the more onerous lending limit rules
during the deliberation period may have also affected investors’
expectations of total foreign lending regulation costs (disclosure and
lending limits) that banks might bear. For example, in one of the
regulatory event news reports (discussed below), members of
Congress indicated that they would not impose lending limits if other
measures (such as disclosure rules) were forthcoming to deal with
the foreign debt problem.
This suggests that there may have been both costs (proprietary)
and benefits (no lending limits) for banks associated with the
approach chosen by regulators to deal with the foreign debt problem.
More specifically for the analysis in this paper, measurement of
disclosure costs should be made after controlling for potential lending
limit effects. Such controls are included in the empirical tests.
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Relevance of the 1983 Guide 3 Revision for Disclosure Costs
Debate surrounded the disclosure changes for foreign exposures
outlined in the prior section. Bank regulators argued that the new
disclosures would be informationally useful to bank financial data
users while opponents to increased disclosure argued that there are
costs to banks associated with the act of disclosure.
Guttentag and Herring [1986] identified four potential sources of
costs for banks associated with the mandated disclosure of by
country exposures:
1.
. 2.

3.
4.

direct costs of preparation;
loss of market confidence in the banking system, especially
when problems are revealed in times of turmoil in the debt
markets;
proprietary costs due to releasing information that could be
used by competitors; and
loss of flexibility due to loss of confidentiality in dealings with
foreign customers.

Direct preparation costs were not likely to have been material for
banks for the Guide 3 revision adopted in 1983. This is because banks
were already producing the information for bank regulators at the
FDIC or Comptroller of the Currency (although it was not released
to the public). In addition, since banks had already been releasing
data on their problem loans in compliance with S A B 49, it is unlikely
that disclosure costs due to loss of market confidence would be
relevant for the 1983 change since the new amounts did not explicitly
concern problem exposures. However, costs associated with the
release of proprietary information and loss of flexibility in foreign
customer dealings could have been relevant for the 1983 Guide 3
revision. Guttentag and Herring argued that these costs were
especially relevant for U.S. banks relative to foreign bank
competition since foreign banks were not required to release as
detailed information as that released by U.S. banks during this
period.
For example, consider a foreign competitor planning a major
campaign to gain loan business in a market where the main
competitor is a U.S. bank. Assume that the foreign competitor
developed its plan based on the U.S. bank’s foreign exposure data
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as released under prior rules. Unless the bank’s activities were
concentrated in a “problem” country, the competitor would receive
at best geographic region (e.g., Western Europe) exposure data in
the bank’s financial reports. Thus, if new by-country disclosures on
foreign exposures are mandated, the foreign bank may gain
competitively by having more accurate data on the U.S. bank’s
activities. Such information could be used to modify its plan in order
to compete more successfully. In this manner, the U.S. bank could
bear a cost associated with disclosing the information. Even the
disclosure of good news can impose costs on disclosing banks since
the data concern exposures in countries not experiencing problems
(e.g., Japan) but which may reveal a bank’s investment policies to
competitors.11
Research Hypotheses
The discussion thus far suggests that, under the Guide 3 revision,
U.S. banks were required to release information which could place
the disclosing banks at a competitive disadvantage relative to their
foreign or domestic counterparts. The empirical analyses below are
designed to test whether there was evidence of these proprietary
disclosure costs at the time of the 1983 change.
Changes in security prices are used as evidence of proprietary
disclosure costs. Since shareholders are likely to revise their
expectations about disclosure costs when news about the disclosure
policy deliberations is released, one set of share price tests are
constructed surrounding announcements by bank regulators that
new rules may be enacted (regulatory events). Additional evidence
concerning the effects of the 1983 disclosure change is gathered on
the dates when banks first released the new foreign exposure data
in their financial reports (implementation events).
The hypotheses and results reported below rely primarily on tests
of cross-sectional association between excess security returns and
measures of expected disclosure costs under the new rules rather than
mean market reaction. This is because for a number of the events,
mean effects tests are confounded by other information releases (e.g.,
earnings releases or lending limit news). The cross-sectional tests
include control variables for the effects of these confounding events
and measure the association between the market reaction in the event
window and proxies for the banks’ expected disclosure costs under
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Table 1.

Guide 3 Revision—Critical Events

Number and
Date
1)

2 /1 8 /8 3

Description
(F riday)

B a n k re g u la to rs p la n tig h te r c o n tro ls o n fo reig n loans. S u g g est

m o r e f r e q u e n t r e p o r tin g o n o v e rs e a s e x p o s u r e . C o u n t r y le n d in g lim its
m e n tio n e d as possible m e a n s to deal w ith foreign d e b t p ro b le m s.
2)

4 /8 /8 3

(F riday)

B a n k re g u la to rs re q u ire b a n k s to disclose m o re a b o u t fo reig n

lo a n s, e sta b lish special reserves, p ro v id e c o u n tr y by c o u n tr y re p o rtin g to
re g u la to rs a n d m a k e in fo rm a tio n av ailab le to p u b lic o n request.
3)

4 /1 2 /8 3

(T uesday)

S to ry on reg u lato r testim o n y to la w m ak e rs o u tlining p ro p o s 

als a n n o u n c e d o n 4 / 8 / 8 3 . C o n g r e s s m e n i n d i c a t e t h e y w ill n o t i m p o s e l e n d 
i n g l i m i t s if o t h e r s a f e g u a r d s a r e a d o p t e d .
4)

4 /1 5 /8 3

(F riday)

S E C p ro p o s e s rules fo r m o re in f o r m a tio n to be p ro v id e d by

b a n k h o ld in g c o m p a n ie s o n risky fo reig n a n d d o m e s tic le n d in g (parallels
4 / 8 / 8 3 a n n o u n c e m e n t ) — m a n d a t e d d i s c l o s u r e o f all i n d i v i d u a l c o u n t r y
a m o u n ts w h en ex p o su res exceed 1 percent o f outstandings.
5)

8 /1 2 /8 3

(F riday)

S E C a d o p t s ru le s p r o p o s e d o n 4 / 1 5 / 8 3 , t o t a k e e ffe c t w ith 12/

3 1 / 8 3 filings.
6)

V aries

Note:

I m p l e m e n t a t i o n D a t e — D a t e w h e n b a n k first relea ses n e w d a ta .

Regulatory dates (numbers 1 through 5) were identified in The Wall Street Journal Index. The day
of week for the story is in ( ). This day and the day preceding were defined as the two-day regulatory
event window (see note 17). Implementation dates were specified according to when reports with
new detailed data were received at the SEC— ee Table 2 for the firm specific dates. The earliest
date was February 11, 1983; the latest was March 30, 1984.

the new rules. Banks with larger expected disclosure costs at the time
of these announcem ents should experience poorer market
performance if there are disclosure costs associated with the new
rules.
Figure 1 illustrates the sequence of regulatory and implementation
events during the 1983 and 1984 time period and Table 1 contains
a brief description of each announcement. The regulatory events of
interest in this study are public announcements or actions by bank
regulators or legislators which could affect the market’s assessment
of the probability that the disclosure rules on foreign exposures would
be changed. These regulatory announcements all occurred during
1983 and were identified by reading the business press and other bank
news sources for the earliest news reports concerning new proprietary
•
•
12
disclosure rules following the issuance of SA B 49. Note (from Table
1) that for two of the events (numbers 1 and 3) potential lending limit
legislation was also discussed. The Event 3 story contains the
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Table 2.

Sample Bank Descriptive and Implementation Event Dataa
Assets
($ million)

FOR
E X P ’s
{in percent)

SEC
Date

IVA R

3,255

1.4

3 /2 6 /8 4

B an k o f B oston

18,267

43.7

3 /7 /8 3

B ank of N ew Y ork

12,724

28.3

2 /1 1 /8 3

.55

122,221

44.9

11/14/83

2.84

40,427

52.3

3 /9 /8 4

6,932

.5

3 /6 /8 4

.01

Chase

80,863

51.2

3 /2 1 /8 3

13.12

C hem ical

48,275

38.7

3 /1 2 /8 4

4.24

129,997

56.4

3 /3 /8 3

5.08

C o n t i n t e n t a l 111.

42,899

30.9

3 /1 9 /8 4

6.04

C rocker

24,939

29.0

3 /1 6 /8 4

4.32

E q u im ark

3,215

5.9

3 /3 0 /8 4

4.12

First A tla n ta

4,480

23.4

1 1 /7 /8 3

0

First C h ic a g o

35,876

40.6

3 /1 2 /8 4

5.02

First C ity T e x a s

16,567

15.1

3 /1 1 /8 3

2.17

4,868

4.3

3 /9 /8 3

40,884

19.9

3 /1 4 /8 4

1.58

First P e n n sy lv a n ia

5,433

24.0

3 /2 5 /8 3

4.47

First R e p u b lic b a n k

17,218

22.9

3 /2 9 /8 3

2.00

First W isc o n sin

4,836

18.3

3 /1 9 /8 4

0

Fleet F in a n c ia l

4,536

31.6

3 /1 2 /8 4

.41

Interfirst

21,030

13.8

3 /1 0 /8 3

.36

Irving

19,514

52.0

3 /1 3 /8 4

7.61

M anufacturers

64,041

47.3

3 /9 /8 4

1.42

M arine M id lan d

20,239

40.6

2 /2 3 /8 3

11.71

M ellon

20,294

38.3

3 /1 6 /8 4

.77

J.P . M o rg an

58,597

56.2

5 /1 3 /8 3

0

NCNB

11,560

18.1

3 /1 9 /8 4

1.96

NBD

12,407

25.7

11/1/83

3.40

N orw est

17,585

4.3

3 /2 1 /8 4

0

P an A m erican

1,266

4.1

5 /1 2 /8 3

0

R e p u b lic N .Y .

9,280

64.6

3 /2 6 /8 4

10.13

36,991

24.8

3 /1 2 /8 4

1.14

S o u th east Banc.

7,274

18.6

11/10/83

2.16

S o u th w e st B kshrs.

6,927

15.0

3 /3 /8 3

1.01

Sun Banks

5,004

5.1

2 /2 3 /8 4

.23

18,217

13.1

3 /1 /8 4

1.21

6,916

14.4

3 /1 2 /8 4

1.39

W ells F a rg o

24,814

16.9

11/14/83

.59

S am p le M ean

26,427

27.1

A m so u th B ancorp.

B an k A m erica
B a n k e rs T r u s t N .Y .
B arnett B anks

C iticorp

1st F i d e l i t y
1st I n t e r s t a t e

S e c u rity Pacific

Texas C om m erce
W achovia

A verage Insured B ank

129

.33
0

0

0

2.60
( B a s e d o n d a t a f o r 14,435
F D I C b an k s.)

Notes: J Assets, FOR EXP’s are measured at 12/31/82. FOR EXP’s = Total Foreign Exposures/Assets.
SEC Dates are filing dates when the bank first complied with rules. 1VAR = (New Detail —
Detail under Prior Rules)/Market Value Equity at the end of the most recent quarter.
b Sample median = 1.39.
Source: Bank Compustat Tape, SEC Filings, 1982 FDIC Annual Report.
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discussion mentioned earlier indicating that Congress would not push
for lending limits at that time.
Implementation events occurred at various times and are specified
as the time when annual reports or lOQs containing disclosures
complying with the Guide 3 revision were first received at the SEC.
Specific firm implementation dates, shown in Table 2 and illustrated
in Figure 1, were identified based on the stamped date on the actual
bank SEC filings in which the new by-country data schedule first
appeared. Some banks (during the C-l period in Figure 1) complied
with the Guide 3 provisions by extending SA B 49 rules (Event A)
to their nonproblem concentrations in early 1983 while the remainder
of the banks complied in filings in late 1983 and early 1984 subsequent
to the April 1983 regulatory announcements of new rules.13
The sequence of events depicted in Figure 1 suggests the importance
of conditioning disclosure cost tests on available information that the
market had on expected disclosure costs and highlights tests that are
conducted at the implementation dates. For most banks the market
first received indication of potential disclosure changes at the
regulatory events which occurred at an earlier point in time relative
to implementation events. However, if market participants had little
information with which to evaluate a bank’s potential disclosure costs
under the proposed rule changes at these dates, we may observe little
evidence of disclosure costs since the association between excess
returns and expected bank costs will be attenuated [Fanen and
Thompson, 1988]. In contrast, tests at the implementation events (and
regulatory tests for the early adopters) can be conditioned on more
accurate measures of banks’ expected costs under the new rules and
should increase the power of Guide 3 proprietary disclosure cost tests.
These tests are summarized in the following null hypotheses related
to the announcements of disclosure changes (regulatory events) and
the first disclosure of the information (implementation events):
Hi.

There was no cross-sectional association between the market
reaction to the announcements of changes in disclosure rules
and proxies for banks’ expected disclosure costs under the
new rules.

H 2 . The stock market reaction to the release of new foreign
exposure data by banks was not related to the amount of
actual new proprietary information disclosed.

15
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Given the potential proprietary nature of the new data, observing
a negative relation between the security price revisions and proxies
for banks’disclosure costs at the Guide 3 events supports the existence
of disclosure costs for banks related to the change. The discussion
above suggests that the accuracy of measures of expected disclosure
costs may vary both across event type (regulatory versus
implementation) and within the sample for a given type event (early
disclosers at the regulatory events) and thus may affect the power
of the disclosure cost tests. The empirical design discussed in the next
section addresses this issue by conditioning tests of disclosure costs
at a given event on more accurate data concerning banks’ expected
proprietary disclosures under the new rules.
*

EMPIRICAL DESIGN
Sample
The sample consists of U.S. banks that reported foreign exposures
and which also have daily security returns available in the estimation
period (defined later) on the Center for Research on Security Prices
(CRSP) daily tape. Specifically, a bank must have returns over a
common period beginning two months before the first event and
ending two months after the last event identified in Table 1. These
criteria yield a sample of 39 banks (all SEC registrants) for hypothesis
testing. The sample banks are listed in Table 2 along with some
descriptive data as of 12/31/82, and data for an “average” federally
insured bank. As can be noted in Table 2, the sample contains larger
than average banks because of the requirement of easily accessible
returns data. Since larger banks are more likely to have cross-border
exposures (see FOR EXP’s in Table 2), limiting the sample to larger
banks may not be that restrictive.14 However, due to the differences
in size, care should be taken in making generalizations from this
sample to the wider population of U.S. banks.
Disclosure Cost Regressions
The following basic models are used to test the primary research
hypotheses at the regulatory and implementation events:

TERRY WARFIELD
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Cik — do + d\ RVAR,* + di EDRV AR,* + ch CA* + e,k

(1)

Cik = /o + / i IVAR,* + f 2 CA,k + e,k

(2)

where:

c,k — the excess return for bank i for event k estimated
from Equation (3) (discussed below)
RVAR,* = regulatory event disclosure cost proxy for bank i
at regulatory event k
EDRVAR,* = regulatory event disclosure cost proxy for early
disclosing bank i at regulatory event k
I VAR, = implementation event disclosure cost proxy for
bank /' at the implementation event
CAik = variables to control for the effects of confounding
information releases at a given event
e,k — regression disturbance term

Estimation of these models measures the cross-sectional
association between excess returns during the announcement periods
and proxies for expected disclosure costs while controlling for the
effects of the confounding information releases. Following a
discussion of the measurement of the variables in Equations (1) and
(2), empirical predictions are discussed.
Dependent Variable
The following return model is used to measureVthe market reaction
(c,k) for a sample bank for each event date of interest:
6

R,, = a, + bi Rmi + 2 Cik Eik + c,
*=i
where:

(3)

R,, = return for bank i on day t (t = 1.. .466) starting at
least two months before the first event and ending
at least two months after the last event (see Table 1)
Rmi = return for the value-weighted market index for day t
Etk = (0,1) event dummy (k — 1.. .6 for each of the Guide
3 events). This variable is the same for all sample
banks at each of the regulatory events but varies by
bank at the implementation event according to when

17
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the bank first released its new Guide 3 data. It has
a value of one for each day in an event window and
zero on all other dates.
e, — disturbance term for bank i
a, b, c = regression coefficient estimates for bank z15
Rmt is included to abstract the market movement from the returns
for day t. Note that Equation (3) is estimated for each bank and
combines estimation and test periods in a single run. Thus, the
estimate for the c,k measures the bank’s market reaction at a given
event. A seemingly unrelated regression estimation (SUR—utilizing
the full variance/covariance matrix) was used to estimate the market
reaction for each bank/event.16
For each regulatory event, a two-day event window containing the
day preceding and the day of the Wall Street Journal ( WSJ) story
was constructed (using the E,k event dummy variable) to measure the
market reaction to the announcement. The day before is included
since news of changes may reach the market the day prior to the story
in the WSJ.17 The implementation events of interest in this study
occur at the time of the first release of the new Guide 3 data as
discussed in the second section. A nine trading day event window
of plus or minus four days, centered on the SEC receipt date, was
constructed to measure market assessment of disclosure costs related
•
18*
•
•
•
to the new proprietary data. This relatively wide window (compared
to those used for the regulatory events) was chosen to allow for leaks
or possible slow dissemination of the information.19
Disclosure Cost Variables
The specification of the RVAR disclosure cost variable for each
bank is based on SEC exposure data available to market participants
in the most recent SEC filings (10Q, 10K, or Annual Report) prior
to the regulatory event and is formed as follows:
RVAR

Total Foreign Outstandings — Detailed Exposures
Market Value of EqUlty{most recent

quarter-end)

This disclosure cost variable reflects a banks’ total nondetailed
foreign exposures at the time of the regulatory event. Since the new
rules required more disclosures if a bank’s total exposures exceeded

18
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a certain percentage of outstandings, banks with higher amounts of
previously disclosed, but not detailed, foreign exposures (RVAR)
would be more likely to exceed this threshold when the Guide 3 rules
were implemented.
Since banks were already required (under SAB 49) to provide by
country detail on only their problem exposures, the RVAR variable
represents the maximum amount of proprietary data that a bank
might have to release under the new rules. Thus, basing the RVAR
on total nondetailed exposures may yield a crude proxy for disclosure
costs at the regulatory announcement dates since it assumes that all
nonproblem exposures will exceed the 1 percent threshold. Such
measurement error would reduce the power of the disclosure cost
tests at these events.
However, recall that 11 banks (see Figure 1) complied with Guide
3 rules prior to the Event 2 announcement. Thus, their RVAR
measure of expected costs was set to zero and an additional variable
(EDRVAR) was included in the model for these banks (EDRVAR
for other banks was set to zero). EDRVAR is based on data released
at this earlier (implementation) date and should represent a better
proxy for disclosure costs at the regulatory events for these banks
since it is based on the actual by-country proprietary data required
under the new rules.
The IVAR disclosure cost variable in Equation (2) reflects the
proprietary foreign exposure data actually released by banks in their
implementation event windows (for the 11 early disclosing banks,
IVAR = EDRVAR). A measure of the new foreign loan exposures
disclosed under the rule changes was obtained by comparing the new
mandated information contained in the initial disclosures with the
detailed data contained in the most recent SEC filing prior to the
new data release. Specifically, this measure of new proprietary data
was formed as:

IVAR =

New Detailed
Exposures

Prior Detailed
Exposuresfin

Market Value of Equity(m0st recent

prior

filing)

quarter-end)

Values for IVAR appear in Table 2 and indicate that on average,
sample banks released 2.6 times their market value of equity in new
foreign exposure detail. However, the sample includes eight firms
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•
•
•
2
0
with IVAR equal to zero resulting in a median IVAR of 1.39. Since
the prior rules (i.e., SA B 49) required primarily aggregate exposure
data and detail only on exposures in problem countries, the detailed
disclosures under the new rules (all exposures exceeding 1% of
outstandings) by IVAR reflects new detailed data in nonproblem
countries and a more direct measure of new proprietary data required
under the new rules. Thus, as with the early-disclosing regulatory
event subsample, I expect the IVAR disclosure cost variable to
exhibit less measurement error (relative to RVAR), and hence I
expect the implementation event tests will have greater power for
detecting disclosure costs.
Confounding Factors
Since the release of nondisclosure cost information in the event
windows may also affect security prices, additional variables are
included in some of the models for these potentially confounding
information effects. Earnings announcement (EA) variables are
included to control for the release of earnings data by some banks
in the event windows and were based on Value Line analyst forecast
errors (actual earnings per share less the most recent Value Line
forecast) scaled by price on the day before the announcement."
Consistent with prior evidence on the relation between bank analyst
forecast errors and excess announcement returns [e.g., Warfield and
Linsmeier, 1990], I expect a positive coefficient on the EA variable.
A loan limit (LLIMIT) variable was also included to measure the
market reaction to news about lending limits released in the Events
1 and 3 windows. As the news on lending limits would most affect
banks with the highest overall foreign exposures, LLIMIT was
formed by dividing a bank’s total foreign exposures by the market
value of equity. Since lending limits were still a possibility at the Event
1 date, 1 expect a negative reaction while a positive effect is predicted
at Event 3 if the market viewed the no lending limit news favorably.
A final control (LIVAR) was included in the implementation event
tests for a news report concerning the Latin American exposures of
four sample banks. This variable was formed similarly to IVAR but
based only on available data on Latin loans. Since these are exposures
in problem countries, I expect a negative relation between LI VAR
and excess returns.
A

«
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To summarize, tests of the primary research hypotheses are based
on the regression coefficients for the RVAR, EDRVAR, and IVAR
variables. To the extent that these variables measure a bank’s
proprietary disclosure costs under the new rules, they should be
negatively associated with excess security returns in the event
windows. Observing negative and significant estimates for the RVAR
(EDRVAR for early disclosers) and/or IVAR coefficients supports
rejection of the null hypotheses of no disclosure costs for the sample
banks at the regulatory and implementation dates, respectively.

RESULTS
The empirical results are reported in this section. Following a brief
description of the results of estimating the market reaction at the
Guide 3 events, results of the tests of the disclosure cost hypotheses
are discussed.
Estimated Market Reaction
Table 3 contains descriptive results from estimating the 39 firmspecific market reaction regressions—Equation (3)—and descriptive
data on the disclosure cost variables to be used in the disclosure cost
tests. The average estimated market beta of .689 is characteristic of
banks (see, e.g., Madeo and Pincus [1985]). With regard to the
estimated event parameters, only the mean at Event 3 is significantly
•
22
•
•
•
•
•
different from zero. Consistent with the earlier discussion, the
positive market reaction at Event 3 may not be directly related to
the Guide 3 disclosure rules because of a confounding factor—
Congress’s expressed intention to forego the use of foreign lending
limits as a result of the imposition of the Guide 3 disclosure rules.
Additional evidence on this explanation is provided in the crosssectional analyses to follow.
As discussed earlier, it is difficult to draw any inferences about
Guide 3 disclosure costs based on only the mean market reaction to
the events. This is because the means potentially reflect earnings and/
or other confounding information releases (CAs for Events 3, 4, and
6 in Table 3) as well as a market reaction to the Guide 3 events. In
addition, we may expect differential market reactions across events
depending on the information that market participants might have
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Table 3.

Descriptive Statistics for Cross-Sectional Analyses3

Event

Mean

i)

-.00039

6.88

2)

.00299

4.48

c,b

Mean R V A R or IV A R 0

3)

[ 5 CA ]

.01211*

4.48

4)

[ 9 CA ]

.00603

4.48

.00267

3.89

.00026

2.60

5)
6)

[ 6 CA ]

Notes: a Descriptive statistics on variables used in cross-sectional tests of disclosure costs.
CA: Number of contemporaneous announcements in the event window for which confound
variables are included.
b CiS: Event coefficients (the dependent variable in the next stage of analysis) from Equation (3)
after controlling for the market index:
6

R„ = a, + b, Rm, + 2 Cik E,k + e,

*=i

where:

R„ = return for bank / on day t
Rnu = return for the value-weighted market index for day t
Eik = event dummy variable—one for each of the Guide 3 Events. It has a value of
one for each day in the event window and zero on all other days.
e, = regression disturbance term
Mean Intercept (a,) : .00022 (only 3 significant at < .10)
Mean Market Beta {b,) : .689 (all significant at < .001)
Disclosure cost variables for cross-sectional analysis:
RVAR : Estimate of bank i's expected disclosure costs at the time of the regulatory announcement
(Total Nondetailed Foreign Exposures scaled by Market Value of Equity)
IVAR : Estimate of bank i's expected disclosure costs at the implementation date (New Detailed
Released scaled by Market Value of Equity)
* Significant at < .01 based on SUR-based F-statistic (df: 1, 458).

had on banks’ expected disclosure costs under the new rules. The
next section reports on the primary analyses which incorporate
information on which the market might condition its response to the
Guide 3 events. These cross-sectional tests assess whether the market
reaction at the Guide 3 events was negatively associated with
measures of expected disclosure costs for the sample banks while
controlling for the effects of confounding information releases.
Cross-Sectional Tests
Table 4 contains the results of cross-sectional regressions—
Equations (1) and (2). Entries in the body of the table correspond
to the coefficient estimates for variables that measure disclosure costs
(RVAR, EDRVAR, and IVAR) at the Guide 3 events. In addition,
controls for potential confounding information releases are
introduced into these tests (EA, LLIMIT, and LIVAR).
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For the combined regulatory event model, each of the sample
bank’s excess returns from the five regulatory events were combined
and regressed on the RVAR and EDRVAR disclosure cost variables
and controls for confounding announcements. Note that the earnings
control has the correct sign and is significant (p < .05). The positive
coefficient on the LLIMIT variable indicates that banks with higher
total foreign exposures experienced higher excess returns at the
regulatory events and provides further support for the earlier
conjecture that the market viewed the news on lending limits released
in the Event 3 window favorably.
With respect to disclosure costs, the coefficient estimate for the
RVAR disclosure cost variable is insignificant while the EDRVAR
(for early disclosers) is marginally significant (p < .10). Recall that
the EDRVAR measure of disclosure costs is based on the actual new
proprietary data released by these banks prior to the Event 1 through
5 announcements and these results suggest that disclosure costs, if
any, were most relevant (and perhaps better measured) for these
banks.
The regulatory event model was also estimated at each of the
regulatory events. While the Event 3 results reported in Table 4 are
consistent with the combined event model, all of the non-Event 3
• • •
23
*
models were insignificant. Indeed, once we control for confounding
announcements, there is little evidence of disclosure costs for banks
other than the EDRVAR subsample. Hence, it would appear that
market participants felt that the primary regulatory effects at these
dates were related to benefits to disclosing banks at the time of the
Event 3 announcement associated with lending limits.
Turning to the implementation event tests (Event 6), the coefficient
estimate on the IVAR disclosure cost variable has the predicted
negative sign and is significant {p < .05). Although not significant,
controls for confounding information releases exhibit the predicted
relation to excess returns. Thus, after controlling for potentially
confounding information releases in the bank implementation event
windows, the negative coefficient on the IVAR variable indicates that
banks with more new proprietary data under the Guide 3 rules
experienced poorer excess return performance during their
*
24
implementation windows."
Thus, evidence at the implementation dates supports rejection of
H 2 and suggests banks did bear disclosure costs associated with the
Guide 3 revision. Recall that except for the early disclosers, the
*
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market had received no new exposure data prior to the the regulatory
events (i.e., the early disclosers’ implementation dates preceded some
of the regulatory announcements). Since the disclosure cost variables
IVAR and EDRVAR are based on the actual new proprietary data
released under the new rules, it is reasonable to expect the
implementation events and the early discloser subsamples to be more
promising contexts for detecting disclosure costs. These are contexts
which are more likely to represent the relevant events for a market
response to the new rules.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this research was to provide evidence on potential
disclosure costs for U.S. banks deriving from the imposition of
certain foreign exposure disclosure rules. I argued that U.S. banks
might bear proprietary disclosure costs associated with the SEC
Guide 3 revision adopted in 1983 since the nature of the new data
released might have provided bank competitors proprietary
information on the releasing banks’ foreign activities.
To summarize the empirical findings, the market reaction evidence
can be interpreted in support of the existence of disclosure costs for
U.S. banks related to the adoption of the Guide 3 rules. While the
market reaction at the regulatory announcements exhibited at most
weak association with measures of banks’ expected disclosure costs
under the new rules, the negative and significant association between
the market reaction and the magnitude of new proprietary
information when first released in the banks’ SEC filings supports
the existence of disclosure costs related to the Guide 3 change.
Furthermore, the results suggest a complex regulatory environ
ment where market expectations for regulations and disclosure costs
may be formed over an extended period of time and numerous events.
This point might explain why tests at the regulatory dates detect such
weak evidence of disclosure costs. Such findings may be due to little
market reaction to the regulatory announcements and/or to an
inability to measure potential disclosure costs at these event dates
for the majority of the sample banks. These results highlight the
importance of the tests that were conducted at implementation dates
and which isolated early-disclosing banks where more accurate
measures of banks’ costs under the new rules were available.
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Since other effects (and potential benefits) of these disclosures have
not been assessed, the results of the analyses may have limited direct
relevance for assessing the merits of the 1983 disclosure change.
However, the findings may still be of interest to policy makers because
the tests provide evidence on the effects of regulatory changes which
may be relevant in future disclosure settings with similar
characteristics (e.g., where potential tradeoffs exist between
disclosure costs and other benefits of the mandated data). Indeed,
the Event 3 regulatory results indicate that disclosure costs are
assessed by market participants relative to other regulations (lending
limits in this case) and suggest that disclosure regulators might need
to consider additional factors beyond information content and
disclosure costs when assessing the merits of additional disclosure
rules.
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NOTES
1. See Lev and Ohlson [1982] for a review of accounting research assessing
the informational usefulness of accounting numbers. Within this paradigm, the
usefulness of the accounting data to investors and creditors is defined as the extent
to which the accounting data predict the future cash flows reflected in security prices
[Beaver, 1981; Ohlson, 1983]. See Watts and Zimmerman [1986, chapter 7] for a
critique of various rationales for disclosure regulation and a review of some studies
that have investigated potential costs associated with the Securities Acts of 19331934.
2. See also Coulson et al. [1983] and Isaac [1983] for arguments supporting
increased disclosure by banks during this period. An alternative approach for
disciplining banks is the use of variable rate deposit insurance. However,
disagreements over appropriate measures of risk and its relationship to the premiums
paid by banks had been obstacles to the adoption of this approach [FDIC, 1983].
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3. Schwert [1981] and Binder [1983, 1985] suggested that criterion measures
based on security prices can be useful for studying the effects of regulation because,
in well-functioning securities markets, the prices will reflect the future cash flow
effects of the regulation on shareholders.
4. See Leftwich [1981] for a discussion of the regulatory event research design
and Madeo and Pincus [1985] for an example of an empirical study employing such
a design to measure the effects of tax regulation on banks. The implementation event
tests are motivated by the recent work of Lanen and Thompson [1988].
5. Assessment of other effects (and potential benefits) associated with the 1983
change are left for future research. Other effects of the new detailed information (on
nonreleasing parties and/or releasing firms) beyond information content relate to its
use in assessing the relative risk of banks and/or the benefits to consumers arising
from increased competition in the financial services markets. Prior research has assessed
the information content of certain bank financial disclosures (see, for example, Hagerman [1975], Beaver, Eger, Ryan, and Wolfson [1989], and Warfield and Linsmeier
[1990]). While no prior research has investigated the incremental information content
of the new disclosures studied in this paper, Bruner and Simms [1987] and Smirlock
and Kaufold [1987] provided evidence that data on problem foreign exposures
mandated for release beginning in 1982 [SEC, Staff Accounting Bulletin No. 49,1982],
contained little incremental information content relative to disclosures already being
made at that time. Note that the mandated disclosures examined in this paper concern
the release of by-country detail concerning already-disclosed total foreign exposures
and that problem exposures were already being reported under the prior rules. Thus,
the primary shareholder wealth effects of the new Guide 3 data at the regulatory and
implementation events are expected to arise from proprietary disclosure costs.
6. For example, Choi and Levich [1990, chapter 7] identify the relevance of
tradeoffs between the benefits derived from providing more information versus
competitive costs to the issuers of the data with respect to the current debate over
international harmonization of accounting and disclosure rules.
7. See FDIC [1983] for an overview of the evolution of bank financial
disclosures. The relative lack of public disclosure by commercial banks compared
to other firms derives from the deposit insurance-based regulation of the banks in
which banks provide financial data to regulators for use in managing overall banking
system risk. Some banks and bank holding companies are also required to make
disclosures according to the 1934 Securities Acts. However, since 1976, public
disclosures mandated by the SEC and bank regulators have become very similar
and are typically agreed upon jointly by the SEC, FDIC, and The Comptroller of
the Currency [Coulson et al., 1983, p. 64].
8. Outstandings or exposures include loans, acceptances, investments, and
deposits placed in foreign countries.
9. The changes in foreign exposure disclosures mandated in 1982-1983 are
particularly noteworthy because they occurred during a period of turmoil in the
international lending markets. For example, the Spring 1982 Falklands conflict had
a severe impact on the ability of Argentina to make debt payments. In August 1982,
Mexico declared a moratorium on its foreign debt payments and political unrest
in Poland during this same period raised doubts concerning repayment of Eastern
Block debt.
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10. As noted earlier, in addition to the extent of the new data, tests were
conducted at the 1983 disclosure events because they should provide less ambiguous
inferences about disclosure costs. Since prior revisions concerned detailed disclosures
in “problem” countries, proprietary cost inferences at earlier events (e.g., SA B 49)
might be confounded by the informational effects of the data (i.e., bad news about
the value of bank assets).
11. Verrecchia [1983] calls this type of disclosure effect proprietary costs. He
shows that the existence of these costs provides an explanation for different voluntary
disclosure decisions by firms. If proprietary costs exist, the market cannot accurately
infer that the information withheld by the bank is good or bad news because some
information may be withheld to prevent competitors from learning the bank’s
business.
12. Sources examined included the SEC Docket, The Wall Street Journal Index,
New York Times Index, The ABA Bankers Journal, and The Bankers Journal.
Events reported in The Wall Street Journal ( WSJ) are used because they were the
earliest news reports identified in these sources with respect to the Guide 3 revisions
and because they represent a verifiable information release date which increases the
power of the security price tests. To the extent that other disclosure regulation events
from other sources are omitted, the tests will be biased in favor of the null hypothesis.
13. These “early disclosers” represent an interesting subsample. One might ask
if there were significant disclosure costs, why would some banks comply with the
rules early by extending the SA B 49 rules to all their exposures? The behavior by
these 11 banks may not be that puzzling if one recalls the previous discussion
concerning potential nonproprietary costs for banks associated with the imposition
of lending limit regulations during this same period. Relative to the rest of the sample,
these banks had more new detailed data to release under the new rules (mean new
detailed disclosures scaled by market value of equity: 3.7 > 2.2), and their foreign
exposure was also higher (mean total exposures scaled by market value of equity:
10.8 > 9.4). This suggests that these same banks would also bear more costs from
lending limit legislation. These banks may have complied early in an attempt to
prevent the imposition of lending limit rules. In fact, the SEC cited these banks’
early compliance when they announced the proposed rules in April 1983 (Event 4
in Table 1). In addition, given the uncertainty in the foreign debt markets during
this period, these banks may have disclosed early to resolve any uncertainty
concerning whether their concentrations were in problem countries or not.
14. While the sample banks comprise less than 1 percent of all insured banks,
they hold more than 50 percent of total insured bank loans [FDIC Annual Report,
1982].
15. Each bank-specific regression has 466 observations except for two sample
banks which had missing returns (one trading date for each bank). Neither of these
dates fell in any of the event windows. Note that the model depicted in Equation
(3) allows measurement of association at each event. The individual bank/event
coefficients are then combined in the second stage cross-sectional regressions to test
for disclosure costs. Estimating market reaction at the individual events has the
advantage of allowing additional cross-sectional analysis at each event.
16. The model described herein was estimated using the S AS S YSLIN procedure
with the SUR option [SAS, 1986]. Prior accounting researchers—Binder [1983,
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1985], Schipper and Thompson [1983], Hughes and Ricks [1984]—have used this
approach to control for the effects of cross-sectional correlation on standard errors
[Zellner, 1962]. Since the tests here focus on explaining cross-sectional variation in
the coefficient estimates (rather than hypothesis tests on the means), there is less
concern for this standard error issue. The model is nonetheless useful for efficient
estimation of multiple coefficients over the 1983-1984 period. For the disclosure cost
tests below, the equal-weighted market index was also used. Results were essentially
the same. All results reported are based on the value-weighted estimations.
17. An examination of the Broad Tape record on The Dow Jones Retrieval data
base indicated that four of the five regulatory news stories appeared on The Broad
Tape the day prior to the Wall Street Journal story. The remaining announcement
was not found in the data base.
18. While these reports contain other information, a reading of the reports
suggests that the new by-country data on foreign exposures was the only new
information identified for all banks in the sample. Controls for the effects of earnings
information contained in the reports are not explicitly considered since these
numbers are generally released to the market well in advance of the SEC filings.
The earnings controls that are included for these tests reflect earnings announced
for a subsequent period. As the tests are performed on the sample “portfolio,” other
unexpected information is assumed to zero out across the sample [and reflected in
the intercept estimate in Equation (2)].
19. See Wilson [1987] for insights into the filing practices of SEC registrants
and for reasons why leakage or slow dissemination of the data might occur. Wilson
used an event window of nine days in that study to measure the market reaction
to different components of earnings contained in annual filings.
20. The measurement of the IV AR variable for some banks resulted in a negative
IVAR measure. This occurred because these banks had reduced their total foreign
exposures between filing dates. The IVAR for these banks was set to zero.
21. The forecast was updated if intervening stories about earnings appeared prior
to the earnings announcement and after the Value Line date. In addition, one bank
announced a dividend change on one event date and a control was included (new
quarterly dividend less the prior dividend scaled by share price) for this bank. The
cross-sectional results reported below were unaffected whether this control was
included or not.
22. The significance level is based on an F-test of mean reaction across the sample
of banks. Since the estimates were generated within a full covariance SUR model,
this F-statistic takes into account the effects of event clustering on the standard errors
and is exact in that significance is based on the degrees of freedom (1,458) suggested
by Schipper and Thompson [1985].
23. It should be noted that although only marginally significant for Event 3,
the consistently negative sign on the EDRVAR variable in the individual event
models is consistent with the combined model results for the early discloser
subsample. In addition, the negative coefficient (p < .13) on the LLIMIT variable
in the Event 1 model (the only other event where lending limits were mentioned)
suggests that the market may have formed negative expectations concerning the costs
of lending limits for the sample banks prior to the Event 3 story.
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24.
The IVAR results in Table 4 were robust to alternative partitions in the
sample that excluded banks with confounding announcements or banks with zero
values for their I VAR measure. The adjusted R 2for the implementation model based
on the IVAR variable only (i.e., no control variables) is 7 percent (p < .06).
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THE SEC AND THE GLOBALIZATION
OF FINANCIAL MARKETS

Shahrokh M. Saudagaran

ABSTRACT
This paper examines the SEC’s response to the increasing pressure
to streamline its disclosure requirements in order to make foreign
securities more accessible to U.S. investors as well as to make U.S.
stock exchanges more competitive in the global arena. It provides an
overview of the steps taken by the SEC since the early 1980s that are
aimed at reducing barriers to international capital formation and
facilitating access to U.S. securities markets by foreign issuers.
Included among these initiatives is the SEC’s participation in
multilateral organizations such as IOSCO. Further empirical research
is needed to study the effects of these actions taken by the SEC.
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OVERVIEW
The globalization of securities markets has accelerated with the easing
of foreign exchange controls, the advent of floating exchange rates,
national interest rate differentials, and the recent relaxation of
securities regulations in several countries. Advances in communica
tions technology and the continuing erosion of trade barriers have
increased the interdependency among nations not only in terms of
commercial trading markets but also with respect to financial and
capital markets.
There is considerable evidence of the globalization of capital
markets. Between 1977 and 1987, the volume of trade in U.S. stocks
by foreign investors rose from $26 billion to $482 billion—an
eighteen-fold increase. Similarly, transactions in foreign stocks
traded in the United States grew from $5 billion in 1977 to $ 189 billion
in 1987 [see, New York Stock Exchange, 1989, p. 62]. The dramatic
increase in the volume of bonds issued internationally constitutes
additional evidence of the growth of globalization. These rose by 553
percent from $38 billion in 1980 to $210 billion in 1987 [see,
Federation Internationale des Bourses de Veleurs, 1988, p. 25]. The
Euromoney list, which tracks companies that have an active
international trading market in their stocks, has increased from 236
to 508 firms between 1985 and 1988 [see, Euromoney, 1988],
In its first 50 years (until the early 1980s), the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) has taken a neutral stance toward
foreign investment in the United States and investments in foreign
securities by U.S. investors. In keeping with this position, it has
treated foreign private issuers the same as domestic issuers [Sampson,
1988]. However, the growing number of transnational stock issues
and the increasing flow of capital across national borders have
generated intense debate about the relevance of domestic financial
disclosure requirements to foreign issuers. Regulatory agencies,
including the SEC, have been forced to grapple with numerous
tradeoffs including trying to balance the often conflicting interests
of domestic participants in the U.S. securities market.
The SEC’s mandate to protect U.S. investors by ensuring that they
are well informed suggests that foreign firms issuing securities in the
U.S. market should meet the same disclosure requirements as
domestic issuers. However, imposing domestic disclosure require
ments on foreign issuers may deprive individual U.S. investors of
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desirable investment opportunities by deterring foreign firms from
listing their securities on U.S. stock exchanges [Werner, 1984],
While the emphasis on particular aspects of required financial
disclosure varies between countries, overall the financial reporting
requirements of the United States are generally regarded to be the
most extensive of any country [Choi and Mueller, 1984], Empirical
evidence suggests that a firm’s choice of foreign stock exchanges is
significantly influenced by the level of financial disclosure required
in the foreign country relative to the home country requirements
[Biddle and Saudagaran, 1989]. Firms appear more likely to list in
countries where the level of disclosure is similar to or less than in
their own domiciles. Consequently, U.S. stock exchanges may be
placed at a competitive disadvantage in attracting new securities
listings relative to exchanges in other countries. Over the past decade,
foreign stock exchanges have experienced dramatic growth relative
to exchanges in the United States. In fact, John Hennessy, Chairman
of Credit Suisse First Boston, recently expressed the fear that
“inadequate savings and a surfeit of regulations will combine to
diminish the importance of the U.S. in the burgeoning international
capital market.”1While reducing disclosure requirements for foreign
registrants might help the competitiveness of U.S. stock exchanges,
limiting these concessions to foreign issuers is unfair to U.S. com
panies. The absence of a level playing field in the arena of financial
disclosure is likely to have an adverse effect on the competitiveness
of U.S. companies in their own securities market since they must
provide information not required of foreign registrants.
In a recent Policy Statement on the Regulation of International
Securities Markets the SEC recognized the need to minimize
regulatory impediments between countries in order to facilitate
•
•
* 2
transnational capital formation. The SEC acknowledged its
responsibility to assume a leadership role in international securities
regulation and identified (1) efficient structures, (2) sound disclosure
systems, and (3) fair and honest markets as necessary features in an
effective regulatory structure for an international securities market
system. The SEC also expressed the need to be responsive to the
realities of each marketplace and to be sensitive to cultural differences
and national sovereignty concerns as the various regulators attempt
to minimize differences between countries.
The steps taken by the SEC since the early 1980s aimed at reducing
barriers to international capital formation are examined. These
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include the SEC’s actions to make foreign securities more accessible
to U.S. investors as well as to make U.S. stock exchanges more
competitive in the global arena. Also included among these steps is
the SEC’s participation in multilateral organizations such as the
International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO).

INTEGRATED DISCLOSURE SYSTEM
The SEC adopted the Integrated Disclosure System (IDS) in 1982
after more than three years of study. Former SEC commissioner
Barbara Thomas described IDS as “the most significant change in
foreign issuer registration requirements since the original passage of
the Securities Act in 1933” [Thomas 1983, p. 130]. The revised rules
for foreign private issuers seeking access to U.S. capital markets are
part of a broader effort by the SEC to simplify the disclosure
requirements for both domestic and foreign issuers while still meeting
the mandate under the securities laws for full and fair disclosure. The
rules are intended to eliminate some of the duplication in registration
requirements, including those for foreign private issuers.
Under IDS certain foreign private issuers can satisfy the
registration requirements of the Securities Act of 1933 (Securities
Act) by incorporating by reference or by attachment the information
already disclosed in Form 20-F filed with the SEC in accordance with
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (Exchange Act). These issuers
must file a Form 20-F, under the Exchange Act, if they have
previously offered securities in the United States, have securities listed
on a U.S. exchange, or have more than 500 shareholders and more
than $5 million in total assets in the United States.
The SEC has established disclosure guidelines for registration
statements. The information to be provided varies depending on the
nature of the securities being registered, the market value of the stock
being held by nonaffiliates (“float”), and the length of time that the
company has been an SEC registrant. For foreign private issuers there
are basically three registration forms under IDS: Forms F-l, F-2,
and F-3. These SEC forms are different from those used by domestic
issuers, ensuring that distinctive foreign disclosure issues receive
specific SEC attention. Foreign private issuers using these forms are
also immune from the effects of changes in forms used by domestic
issuers. The eligibility criteria determining which of these three forms
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START

Figure 1.

Foreign Private Issuers’ Form Selection Criteria (1933 Act)
Under Integrated Disclosure System

a foreign private issuer must file with the SEC under the Securities
Act, are set out in Figure l.3
In August 1990, the SEC staff issued Staff Accounting Bulletin
(SAB) No. 88 providing guidance on disclosures to be provided by
foreign private issuers under Item 17 of Form 20-F.4 SAB No. 88
reiterates that Item 17 permits a foreign private issuer’s financial
statements to be prepared on a comprehensive basis other than U.S.
generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP), provided that
these financial statements contain a discussion of material differences
from U.S. GAAP and quantitative reconciliations of net income and
material balance sheet items. Foreign private issuers complying with
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Item 18, in addition to satisfying the requirements of Item 17, are
also required to provide all other information required by U.S.
GAAP and Regulation S-X.
Effective July 1, 1985 the SEC adopted two new registration forms
relating to business combination transactions filed under the
Securities Act, Form S-4 for domestic companies and Form F-4 for
foreign private issuers. The new form is designed to present the
required information in a more simplified format. In an effort to
streamline disclosure requirements, IDS allows companies to
incorporate much of the necessary information from reports
previously filed with the SEC. Form F-4 updates the information
in the most recent Exchange Act filings and provides information
on the specific transaction as required by the Securities Act.
The foreign private issuer provides in Form F-4 all the information
provided by domestic firms about (1) the transaction, (2) the
registrant, (3) the company being acquired, (4) voting, and (5)
management information. In addition, foreign private issuers are
required to make disclosure discussing significant differences between
the corporate laws of the countries of the acquiror and acquiree
companies. Similarly, the financial statements of foreign registrants,
though they may be prepared in their local currency and in
accordance with local accounting principles, must include a
reconciliation of material differences, if any, between such statements
and those prepared under U.S. GAAP.
Apart from facilitating registration procedures for qualifying
firms, IDS also modifies some of the other disclosure requirements
that foreigners have found burdensome. Burdensome requirements
include the use of U.S. GAAP in preparing financial statements,
adherence to U.S. generally accepted auditing standards (GAAS),
segment reporting, timeliness of the financial statements incorporated
in the prospectus, disclosure of top management’s compensation, and
management’s discussion and analysis.

Acceptance of non-U.S. GAAP
Foreign firms may now prepare their financial statements using
their domestic GAAP as part of Form 20-F when such GAAP
constitutes a comprehensive set of standards. The foreign private
issuer is required, however, to quantify material differences, if any,
between the amounts determined under the foreign accounting
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principles and those that would have resulted under SEC Regulation
S-X and U.S. GAAP. Use of domestic GAAP is widely regarded as
an important cost relief to foreign firms.

Adherence to U.S. GAAS
No concessions, however, have been made with regard to auditing
standards for foreign private issuers. The objectives of audits differ
greatly between countries that rely on statutory audits and those that
use private sector audits (i.e., where standards are set by an
organization of professional accountants). In a statutory audit the
auditor attests to the conformity of the company’s financial
statements with the law, while for the private sector audit the
emphasis is on a true and fair view in conformity with GAAP [SEC,
1987], Due to these different objectives, the SEC feels that while the
full and fair disclosure requirem ent can be met through
reconciliation, no disclosure can overcome reduced auditing
standards. Consequently, the SEC requires adherence to U.S. GAAS
and has not made any significant accommodations to foreign private
issuers in this area.
The SEC requires that the audits of financial statements of foreign
issuers filed with it be comparable to those performed by U.S.
auditors for U.S. domiciled private issuers. Foreign auditors are
expected to demonstrate that their firm is professionally qualified and
in good standing in the jurisdictions where its offices are located. The
foreign audit firm must also show that its professional staff is
knowledgeable about U.S. GAAP and GAAS and that U.S. auditing
standards and the SEC’s rules and other pronouncements with
respect to auditor independence have been complied with in the
particular engagement for the foreign private issuer.

Segment Reporting
Segment reporting, under U.S. GAAP, requires the disclosure of
assets, revenues, and profits by line of business and geographic area.
Most other countries do not require this level of detail. While this
disclosure is important to financial analysts, foreign firms are
reluctant to provide this information [Tonkin, 1989], They complain
that it forces them to disclose sensitive information and thereby puts
them at a competitive disadvantage against other companies from
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their country that are not registered with the SEC. Under the new
IDS rules, foreign firms using non-U.S. GAAP may dispense with
segment reporting of profits and assets for Exchange Act (1934)
filings if they are not required to disclose them under their domestic
standards. They are required to provide a narrative explanation if
a segment’s contribution to total profits is materially different from
its share of revenues. However, segment reporting is still required
in Securities Act (1933) filings, except for foreign offerings of
investment grade debt5and certain offerings to existing shareholders.

Timeliness of Financial Statements
The SEC has also relaxed the timeliness requirements for some
foreign issuers. Unlike U.S. issuers who must generally provide
financial statements no older than 135 days at the date of filing,6
foreign private issuers are now permitted to use financial statements
that are up to six months old at the effective date of the registration
statement. Foreign companies’ financial statements, however, have
to include more recent financial statements if issued in compliance
with their domestic law. In addition, foreign issuers are now allowed
to use financial statements up to twelve months old at the effective
date of registration statement for rights offerings to shareholders.

Management Compensation
The disclosure of individual management compensation was of
particular concern to companies from Japan, where disclosure of
individual performance and compensation packages is considered
inappropriate. The SEC responded to this concern by permitting
aggregate disclosure of top managers’ and directors’ salaries in lieu
of individual disclosure, unless inform ation on individual
remuneration is routinely disclosed to the shareholders or the public
in the issuer’s home country.

Management's Discussion and Analysis
Regardless of the relief provided for disclosures in the body of the
financial statements, foreign registrants are required to disclose
information on certain matters routinely disclosed under U.S.
GAAP, if they become material. These disclosures which are made
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under Item 9 (Management’s Discussion and Analysis) include a
discussion of any known trends, demands, commitments, events, or
uncertainties that are likely to have a significant effect on liquidity,
capital resources, or the results of operations.
SAB No. 88 lists the following matters that should be considered
for inclusion under Management’s Discussion and Analysis:
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

material undisclosed uncertainties (such as reasonably possible
loss contingencies), commitments (such as those arising from
leases), and credit risk exposures and concentrations;
m aterial unrecognized obligations (such as pension
obligations);
material changes in estimates and accounting methods, and
other factors or events affecting comparability;
defaults on debt and material restrictions on dividends or other
legal constraints on the registrant’s use of its assets;
material changes in the relative amounts of constituent
elements comprising line items presented on the face of the
financial statements;
significant terms of financings which would reveal material
cash requirements or constraints;
material subsequent events, such as events that affect the
recoverability of recorded assets;
material related party transactions that may affect the terms
under which material revenues or expenses are recorded; and
significant accounting policies and measurement assumptions
not disclosed in the financial statements, including methods of
costing inventory, recognizing revenues, and recording and
amortizing assets, which may bear upon an understanding of
operating trends or financial condition.

SEC CONCEPT RELEASES AND PROPOSALS
Between 1984 and 1989 the SEC issued several concept releases and
proposals for rules on matters related to internationalization. A
concept release is intended to expose a general subject area for public
comment. Based on the comments received, the SEC considers
whether specific proposals for rules need to be formulated.
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Waiver by Conduct
The “waiver by conduct” concept release, issued in July 1984,
7
attempted to address issues in the enforcement area. The
enforcement problem relates to fraud or manipulation in U.S.
markets when the trade is conducted through institutions (such as
a Swiss bank or a Panamanian company) based in countries with
secrecy laws. An example would be trading based on inside
information related to a hostile tender offer. Anyone with such
information could earn large profits by executing an order in the
market before the public announcement of the tender offer. Such
profits are illegal under U.S. law. Although trading blips immediately
preceding the tender offer would normally alert the SEC as to the
illegal activity, until recently there was little that the SEC could do
8
when the trade originated in a foreign country.
Under the waiver by conduct concept, any foreign entity that traded
in the U.S. securities markets would implicitly agree to disclose to the
SEC any information that the SEC required for purposes of
investigating the transaction. Steps taken by the SEC under waiver by
conduct would be unilateral in nature and would only be effective to
the extent that the SEC had the ability to take such action. The SEC
invited comments on this concept as a possible approach to enhance
its ability to carry out its responsibilities in the internationalized U.S.
markets. The waiver by conduct release was the subject of considerable
controversy. One criticism levelled against this approach, in the
commentary received by the SEC, was that it would apply unequally
to secrecy laws and blocking statutes. Secrecy laws can be waived by
private parties while blocking statutes are considered to be in the
national interest and cannot be waived. Thus, the waiver by conduct
concept would work in countries only with secrecy laws and would
be ineffective where blocking statutes exist. Another major criticism
of the waiver by conduct concept was that it would drive trades away
from U.S. markets. Traders have alternatives other than stock
exchanges in the United States where they can conduct their
transactions. A person who does not want to worry about disclosure
laws in the United States, can simply trade on London or Tokyo. It
would appear at this time that the SEC does not intend to pursue the
waiver by conduct approach any further. Instead, the SEC has entered
into Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs) with several countries
including Canada, Japan, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom.9
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Facilitation of Multinational Securities Offerings
In February 1985, the SEC issued a concept release soliciting public
comment on two methods aimed at facilitating multinational
offerings by nongovernmental issuers.10The approaches proposed in
the release were intended to harmonize disclosure and distribution
practices between the United States, the United Kingdom, and
Canada. The SEC cited the frequent use of U.S. capital markets by
issuers from the United Kingdom and Canada and the significant
similarity of their disclosure requirements to those of the United
States as the main reasons for considering these two countries for
this program.
The SEC requested comments on two approaches: the reciprocal
approach and the common prospectus approach. The reciprocal
approach would require agreement by the three countries that a
prospectus of an issuer in its own domicile would be accepted as is
for offerings in the other two participating countries, providing that
certain minimum standards were met. Under the common prospectus
approach, all three countries would agree on common disclosure
standards for a prospectus that could be used in each of the
participating countries. Under both these approaches, a foreign issuer
would be subject to the liability provisions of the U.S. securities laws
which normally apply to domestic issuers for false or misleading
statements contained in a prospectus.
The SEC requested commentators to indicate their views as to
which of these approaches, or other alternative approaches, they
considered feasible, practical, and consistent with investor protection.
The SEC received responses from 70 commentators on the concept
release, representing a diverse set of respondents with divergent
interests: U.S. and foreign corporations, regulatory agencies,
accounting firms, accounting standard-setting bodies, law firms, bar
associations, stock exchanges, investment banking firms, and
securities industry associations.
The SEC’s initiative was favored by a majority of the
commentators who felt that the SEC, as the leading regulatory
authority, should take a prominent role in encouraging multinational
offerings in a manner consistent with investor protection. However,
some respondents did not see the need for an SEC initiative and
opposed it on the grounds that it would lead to an imposition of U.S.
disclosure standards on non-U.S. companies. While there were
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arguments for and against each of the approaches, some respondents
urged the inclusion of more countries in the program such as
Australia, Japan, the Netherlands, West Germany, and even the
European Community as a single entity.
Most of those favoring the SEC initiative supported the reciprocal
approach even though the common prospectus approach was
considered ideal by 21 of these commentators on the grounds that
uniformity in disclosure standards would permit better comparability
of financial information between companies from different countries.
However, many of the respondents preferring a common prospectus
approach were skeptical about the possibility of achieving agreement
on a common set of standards. They felt that the common prospectus
approach would be subject to substantial time delays and would be
costly to implement. As a practical matter, the common prospectus
approach would be difficult to achieve due to conflicting national
interests and differences in customs, business practices, and
procedures among the participating countries. They considered it
imperative that the SEC respond to the need to facilitate
multinational offerings without further delay. Consequently the
reciprocal approach was deemed to be the more feasible alternative.
Several potential areas of cost savings were also mentioned by the
respondents in selecting the reciprocal approach over the common
prospectus approach. These included savings in underwriters’ fees,
printing costs, lawyers’ and accountants’ fees, and the time required
for company personnel to prepare the various disclosures. A criticism
of the reciprocal approach was that issuers in the country with the
lowest disclosure standards would potentially receive the greatest
benefit. Canadian and U.K. issuers in the United States would not
be subject to the same disclosure requirements as U.S. companies.
Given that the U.S. requirements related to prospectuses and public
offerings generally are tougher than requirements in the United
Kingdom and Canada, foreign issuers would receive an unfair
advantage. From the U.S. investors’ perspective, the reciprocal
approach would result in less information on a foreign issuer, relative
to a U.S. issuer, due to the lower disclosure standards in the foreign
issuer’s domicile.
In July 1989, the SEC originally issued the proposed rules11 for
multijurisdictional disclosure between the United States and
12
Canada. The SEC commissioners unanimously approved a
1
3
*
reproposal of these rules in October 1990. The system being
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considered is a hybrid between the reciprocal approach and the
common prospectus approach, aimed at facilitating cross-border
securities offerings between the United States and Canada by making
them more efficient and less expensive.
The first phase would be limited to prospectuses used in offerings
of investment grade nonconvertible debt and preferred stock of
“substantial issuers” in Canada.14 These issuers are assumed to have
a large market following and their security prices reflect all available
public information. The original proposal contained a 20 percent
U.S. ownership ceiling for prospectuses used in Canadian rights
offers, using Form F-7, in the United States. The reproposal extends
the scope of the multijurisdictional disclosure system by eliminating
the 20 percent U.S. ownership ceiling. The reproposal also expands
the system to include the registration on Form F-8 of securities in
connection with Canadian statutory amalgamations, mergers,
arrangements, and other reorganizations requiring shareholder
approval. Under the original proposal Form F-8 only encompassed
Securities Act registrations involving exchange offers.
Only those issuers using Form F-10 to offer noninvestment grade
securities would henceforth be required to reconcile their historical
and pro forma financial statements to U.S. GAAP. No reconciliation
would be required for rights offerings (Form F-7), exchange offers
(Form F-8), and offerings of investment grade debt and preferred
stock (Form F-9). While Canadian GAAP financial statements are
considered to be relevant and reliable, reconciling them with U.S.
GAAP is likely to improve their comparability. The SEC considers
the comparability of financial information to be more important for
investment decisions related to equity and noninvestment grade debt
securities and convertible securities than for investment grade
securities.
The Canadian regulatory authorities would be responsible for
applying their disclosure standards for reviewing the prospectus.
Unless the SEC staff had reason to believe that there was a problem
with the filing or offering, the documents would normally be assigned
a “no review” status by the SEC. Canadian issuers would, however,
be liable under U.S. civil liability and antifraud laws. They would
also be subject to the SEC’s authority to stop the issue if it were
considered necessary for the protection of U.S. investors.
Under the proposed rule, periodic reporting under Canadian rules
would satisfy the reporting requirements of the Exchange Act in the
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United States when such requirements exist entirely because of
offerings registered under the multijurisdictional disclosure or the
issuer met tests of market value and reporting history. In addition,
Canadian issuers subject to U.S. proxy regulations could meet these
requirements, in certain circumstances, by complying with Canadian
regulations in this area. The reproposal exempts Candian issuers
from U.S. proxy regulations as well as from insider reporting
requirements under Section 16 of the Exchange Act.
The reproposed multijurisdictional system clarifies that while it
would not apply to securities offered and sold by investment
companies registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940
it would be available to investment companies exempt from
registration under the Investment Company Act. The original
proposal would not have been available to any investment company,
as defined in Section 3 of the Investment Company Act.
Under the reproposal, the U.S. independence requirements for
auditors of Canadian private issuers have also been relaxed to allow
compliance with U.S. independence rules commencing with the most
recent fiscal year for which financial statements are included in the
registration statement, rather than the past three years, as originally
proposed. Canadian independence standards would apply to
financial statements for prior fiscal periods. Canadian auditors would
still be required to comply with existing guidelines for additional
comments for U.S. readers with respect to contingencies and goingconcern considerations.
The securities commissions of the Canadian provinces of Ontario
and Quebec concurrently issued proposals that detail the
implementation of the multijurisdictional disclosure system in
Canada for U.S. issuers using disclosure documents prepared in
accordance with SEC requirements. Negotiations are in progress at
this time between the SEC and the relevant authorities in other
countries interested in participating in the multijurisdictional
disclosure system.

Regulation of International Securities Markets
The April 1985 SEC release was not restricted to any single topic
but solicited public comment on a wide range of issues related to
internationalization.15 The topics listed in this concept release were
the subject of a roundtable on internationalization, hosted by the
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SEC in February 1987. Experts in many areas of internationalization
participated and provided input on the questions on which the SEC
had requested comment in the release. In November 1988, the SEC
issued a policy statement on the regulation of international securities
markets which identified necessary features of an efficient and honest
international securities market system and expressed the SEC’s
commitment to work with securities regulators from other countries
to achieve such a system.

Resales to Qualified Institutional Buyers
In April 1990 the SEC adopted Rule 144A (originally proposed
in -1988 and reproposed in 1989), that provides a safe harbor
exemption from the registration requirements of the 1933 Securities
Act for resales of restricted securities to “qualified institutional
buyers.” Rule 144A defines “qualified institutional buyers” as
institutions that own and invest on a discretionary basis at least $100
million in securities of issuers that are not affiliated with that qualified
institutional buyer.16
As originallv proposed, Rule 144A provided a safe harbor for three
tiers of transactions. The first tier would only have exempted resales
to qualified institutional buyers, while the other two tiers would have
provided an exemption for resales of restricted securities to a broader
group of institutional investors. The reproposed rule established a
single class of exempt transactions based on the qualified institutional
buyer of the original proposal.
The SEC, in reponse to commentator concerns about the potential
development of side-by-side public and private markets for the same
class of securities, announced that the revised rules are not available
for securities that are of the same class as securities listed on a U.S.
securities exchange or quoted on NASDAQ at the time that they were
issued. Certain resale restrictions are also imposed under Rule 144A
for securities of nonreporting foreign private issuers which are of the
same class as securities traded in the United States.
Rule 144A is designed to promote liquidity for restricted securities
received in private placements. Prior to its passage, traders were
unable to resell private-placement securities without registering them
with the SEC or holding them for two years. The main implication
of Rule 144A is that it permits traders to resell private placement
securities without registration and without a waiting period thereby
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creating a new market in which institutions will trade securities
among themselves.
This market is expected to be competitive with the Euromarkets.
Observers believe that the “Rule 144A market” will allow U.S. issuers
to raise capital in the U.S. private markets as efficiently, and with
lower transactions costs than, in the Euromarkets. Foreign private
issuers, often deterred from entering the U.S. public markets by the
SEC’s reporting and disclosure requirements, are likely to increase
their offerings in the newly liquid U.S. private markets. U.S.
institutional investors will also benefit from increased access to these
securities [Hanks, 1990],

Offshore Offers and Sales
Regulation S, which is intended to clarify the extraterritorial
application of the registration provisions of the Securities Act, was
also reproposed by the SEC in July 1989, after being originally
proposed in 1988.17 This Regulation, if adopted, would generally
provide that any offer or sale of securities occurring outside the
United States is not subject to the registration requirements of
Section 5 of the Securities Act. The revised proposal continues to
include two safe harbors—the “issuer safe harbor” and the “resale
safe harbor.” The former applies to issuers, securities professionals
engaged in the distribution process and their affiliates, while the latter
applies to resales by all other persons.
The safe harbors would impose two general conditions. First, any
offer or sale must be made in an “offshore transaction,” which covers
sales on designated foreign securities markets. The second general
condition is that in no event could “directed selling efforts” be made
in the United States. The revised proposal emphasizes that the
prohibition applies only to actions that are intended, or that could
reasonably be expected, to result in general preconditioning of the
U.S. market.
The “issuer safe harbor” would distinguish among three categories
of issuers. The first category, which imposes only the two general
conditions, has been expanded in the reproposal to include a broader
group of foreign issuers. The second category, originally applicable
to all reporting issuers, has been broadened to apply to debt security
offerings of foreign issuers when there is a sizable interest in the
issuer’s debt securities in the U.S. market. The third category would
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be available to all issuers. However, it would mainly be useful for
offerings of nonreporting U.S. issuers and equity offerings of
nonreporting foreign issuers with sizable U.S. market interest in the
securities offered that are not eligible for the other two safe harbor
categories. The third category would impose more restrictive
procedures to prevent flowback of securities to the United States.
For both the second and third categories the restricted period for
debt securities has been reduced from 90 days to 40 days.
t he “resale safe harbor” draws a distinction between dealers and
persons receiving selling concessions, fees or other compensation, and
all other persons. The resale safe harbor would place restrictions
beyond the general conditions only when the securities are sold by
a dealer or other individual receiving a selling concession, fee, or other
compensation. Securities could be resold on markets outside the
United States, if a selling dealer or his agent was unaware that the
buyer was a U.S. person.

ACCOUNTING AND AUDITING STANDARDS
Differences in accounting and auditing standards are among the
major barriers in the development of international markets. They
present problems to both issuers seeking to tap foreign capital
markets and investors attempting to make informed choices related
to foreign securities. In its capacity as a member of the International
Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO), the SEC is
involved in an effort to reduce differences in accounting and auditing
standards between countries. IOSCO serves as an important vehicle
for multilateral action since it brings together securities regulators
from all over the world and alleviates national sovereignty concerns
that would exist in a unilateral effort.
The topic of common accounting and auditing standards was on
the agenda at the 1988 annual conference of IOSCO. The members
ot IOSCO agreed that comparability of financial statements was a
desired objective. They resolved to support the efforts of the
International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC) and the
International Auditing Practices Committee (1APC) to improve
international accounting and auditing guidelines, respectively. The
support ot IOSCO and its individual members is critical to both
IASC and IA PC since neither of them has the authority to enforce
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its standards in their individual member countries. Specifically,
IOSCO is encouraging the IASC to eliminate accounting alternatives
and to ensure that its standards are sufficiently detailed and complete
and the IAPC to improve international auditing standards including
areas of auditor independence and auditors’ standard reports.
In January 1989 the IASC issued Exposure Draft No. 32 (ED 32),
Comparability o f Financial Statements, intended to reduce many of
the alternative acceptable treatments in its standards. The draft
proposes amending 13 International Accounting Standards (IASs)
and eliminating 23 accounting treatments currently permitted. It also
specifies 12 preferred accounting treatments for issues where
alternative treatments will still be allowed. However, preparers of
financial statements would have to provide a reconciliation to the
preferred treatment in the notes to the financial statements when an
allowed alternative is used. Representatives of accounting
organizations from the 13 countries on the IASC board as well as
the worldwide organization of financial analysts which is a member
of the IASC board were actively involved in developing the proposals
in the exposure draft.
The criteria used to choose from alternative treatments were (1)
current global practice and trends in national accounting standards,
law and generally accepted accounting principles, (2) conformity with
the proposed IASC framework for the Preparation and Presentation
of Financial statements which aims to create a globally accepted
conceptual basis of accounting, (3) the views of regulators and their
representative organizations such as IOSCO, and (4) consistency
within an IAS and with other IASs [IASC, 1989]. The SEC, in
conjunction with the KPMG Peat Marwick Foundation and the
University of Southern California, sponsored a roundtable to discuss
the IASC’s Comparability Project in Washington, D.C. in June 1989.
A similar session was held in Europe in November 1989.
Recently IOSCO indicated to the IASC that the IASs might
ultimately be acceptable in prospectuses of multinational securities
offerings if fewer accounting alternatives were permitted [Moulin and
Solomon, 1989], The SEC also lent its support to the idea when its
chief accountant, Edmund Coulson, stated that if the IASC’s
approach is accepted internationally the SEC would consider
accepting compliance with IASs in place of U.S. GAAP in
multinational securities offerings [Collins, 1989],
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Along the same lines, the SEC has also encouraged IAPC to revise
its International Auditing Guidelines (IAGs), to make them detailed
and comprehensive enough so as to enable the SEC to allow
compliance with IAGs in lieu of U.S. GAAS for non-U.S. issuers.
The IAPC and IOSCO recently set up a joint working group to
explore the need to revise and expand international auditing
guidelines [Moulin and Solomon, 1989].
For a while some felt that market forces might suffice to reduce
differences between national accounting standards [“Where Boards
and Governments Have Failed,” 1985]. However, it now appears that
the active support of the national securities commissions through
IOSCO is critical to bringing about this change. As Ralph Walters,
the chairman of the IASC’s Comparability Steering Committee
which is leading this effort, put it: “It is on this hope, or carrot, that
this effort is proceeding, otherwise this project won’t ever accomplish
a great deal” [Collins, 1989, p. 85],

LOOKING AHEAD
The steps taken by the SEC since the early 1980s suggest that it is
devoting considerable resources to deal with the issues raised by the
accelerating internationalization of securities markets. In addition to
using its own staff to research relevant issues, the SEC has also
consulted with securities professionals, economists, academics,
accounting and law firms, other government agencies, and private
organizations through roundtables and by soliciting comments on
concept releases. As discussed earlier, it seems to be making progress
in implementing a multijurisdictional disclosure system with Canada.
Negotiations are underway to include additional countries in this
arrangement in the future. The multijurisdictional disclosure system
is likely to serve as a model for similar bilateral arrangements with
other foreign jurisdictions. Meanwhile, IOSCO appears to be the
most likely arena for multilateral agreements on disclosure issues.18
The SEC anticipates that the number of foreign companies seeking
access to the U.S. capital markets is likely to increase as is the number
of U.S. companies choosing to make securities offerings overseas.
The SEC believes that it should accommodate foreign issuers’
different underwriting and disclosure systems in order to allow U.S.
investors a greater range of investment opportunities. However, the
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SEC does not expect a change in the need for such investors to be
provided adequate information upon which to base an investment
decision.19 Consequently, the SEC considers it inappropriate to
modify its requirements in certain areas such as auditor independence
in order to accommodate foreign issuers.
In responding to the SEC policy statement of November 1988, the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants’ (AICPA) SEC
Regulations Committee supports the SEC’s efforts with IOSCO to
improve comparability in financial statements through projects such
as ED 32. However, it urges the SEC to be flexible and reconciliatory
with foreign registrants in matters of differences during the interim.
The AICPA’s SEC Regulations Committee feels that this reflects a
sensitivity to other cultural and traditional norms and is consistent
with the policy statement’s emphasis on the need for cooperation and
coordination during the design and implementation stages of sound
disclosure systems globally. Specifically this committee suggests the
inclusion of certain safe harbor provisions and temporary waivers
to foreign registrants to permit them to study, plan, and implement
the requirements. It also urges sensitivity to foreign laws and customs
in the area of auditor independence. The AICPA’s SEC Regulations
Committee feels that “taken together these actions will provide
evidence of the commitment of the Commission to overcome
parochial or traditional perspectives which affect us all in seeking to
adapt the United States system of full and fair disclosure in the arena
of global financial statements.”20
Further empirical research is required to study the effects of the
steps taken by the SEC to reduce barriers to international capital
formation. Given that IDS has been operative since 1982, enough
data would appear to exist to test the empirical question of whether
the concessions made by the SEC in disclosure requirements for
foreign firms have been perceived as significant enough to warrant
increased listing of foreign securities on U.S. stock exchanges.
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NOTES
1. For a discussion of the costs of SEC disclosure requirements to foreign
issuers, see Hennessy [1987].
2. Securities and Exchange Commission, International Series Release No. 1
[November 1988], File No. S7-25-88.
3. As indicated in Figure 1, Items 17 and 18 of Form 20-F contain alternative
disclosure requirements (but not recognition and measurement principles) for foreign
private issuers. The minimum requirements, Item 17, call for a reconciliation of net
income to U.S. GAAP where there are material variations between the issuers’
domestic GAAP and U.S. GAAP. Item 18 requires the same reconciliation provided
in Item 17 as well as other disclosures required by U.S. GAAP and Regulation SX such as segment information, pension data, and oil and gas disclosures.
4. Statements in SEC staff accounting bulletins represent interpretations and
practices followed by the Division of Corporate Finance and the Office of the Chief
Accountant in administering the disclosure requirements of the Federal Securities
laws. They are not rules or interpretations of the SEC nor are they published as
bearing the SEC’s official approval.
5. Investment grade debt securities are those that are rated in one of the four
highest categories for debt by a recognized rating organization such as Standard
& Poor’s Corporation or Moody’s Investment Service.
6. The complete requirements concerning the age of the financial statements
in an SEC filing are provided in Rules 3-12 and 3-19 of Regulation S-X.
7. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, Release No. 21186 [July 30, 1984].
8. For a detailed description and analyses of various aspects of insider trading,
see Jarrell and Poulsen [1989], Anabtawi [1989], Garten [1989], Poloari [1989],
Nystrom [1988], Gerstenzang [1989], Collins [1987], Levin [1985], Nelson [1985],
and Rushford [1984].
9. Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs) are formal understandings between
the SEC and foreign governments or securities agencies which provide for sharing
information in SEC and foreign agency investigations and litigation. Although not
binding agreements, MOUs serve as statements of intent between regulators to
cooperate in a variety of matters. They formalize methods for requesting and
providing information related to SEC and foreign agency attempts to administer
and enforce their respective securities regulations.
10. Securities Act of 1933, Release No. 6568 [February 28, 1985].
11. Securities Act of 1933, Release No. 6841 [July 24, 1989].
12. The multijurisdictional system, if approved, would initially be between the
United States and the Canadian provinces of Ontario and Quebec. Within the
framework of Canada’s federal system, securities regulation is a provincial matter
in Canada under the legislative authority of its ten provinces and two territories.
Since the Toronto and Montreal stock exchanges, which accounted for 92 percent
of market value of all Canadian stock exchanges in 1987, are located in Ontario
and Quebec, it makes these two provinces very influential in the regulation of
securities markets in Canada.
13. Securities Act of 1933, Release No. 6879 [October 10, 1990].
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THE MARKET STRUCTURE OF
AUDITING IN AUSTRALIA:
THE ROLE OF INDUSTRY SPECIALIZATION

Allen T. Craswell and Stephen L. Taylor

ABSTRACT
The perceived dominance of the accounting profession by the largest
audit firms provides a frequent focus for critics of the accounting
profession in the United States, Australia, and elsewhere. Criticism
of this type is often based on the presumption that concentration is
associated with monopoly power, which can lead to exploitation by
suppliers. The aim of this paper is to re-examine concentration in the
Australian audit market by investigating the degree of client-industry
variation in measures of concentration. Using comprehensive
statutory disclosures for the Australian audit market, assessment of
supplier concentration is shown to be sensitive to the basis upon which
concentration is measured. More importantly, variations in individual
audit firms’ market shares across different client groups are found to
be consistent with a derived demand for industry specialization by
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audit firms. Not only are simple measures of overall supplier
concentration sensitive to the definition of activity base, but they also
disguise considerable variation across client groups. Evidence from the
Australian market calls into question the presumption of homogeneity
among large audit firms as well as the usefulness of analysis directed
toward the aggregate market share of these large firms. Such evidence
is relevant in assessing criticisms of the market structure of auditing
which typically focuses on aggregate market shares.

Regulatory agencies such as the United States Federal Trade
Commission and the Australian Trade Practices Commission assume
that industry concentration is positively associated with monopoly
or market power which can be exploited to obtain above normal
returns. However, such agencies frequently overlook the positive
impact of higher concentration on costs and product quality. An
increase in market concentration may be associated with lower costs
resulting from scale economies and/or an increase in product quality
resulting from specialization. In such circumstances, consumers as
well as producers may benefit from higher levels of concentration.
The market for auditing is characterized by an increasing
domination by the large international accounting firms. Whether this
trend toward greater concentration is to be encouraged or
discouraged depends upon whether expected benefits dominate
potential collusive effects. Market power is typically assumed by
regulators as an explanation for concentrated market structures
[Lynk, 1984] even though explanations consistent with net consumer
benefit can also be offered. In the market for audit services, a high
degree of overall concentration among the largest suppliers may be
representative of a market structure which accurately reflects
consumer demand. However, acceptance of this proposition suggests
recognition of a derived demand for auditing, in conjunction with
evidence about the structure of the audit market.
More than 30 years ago, Mautz and Sharaf [1961] drew attention
to increasing concentration among suppliers of audit services in the
United States. More recently, evidence of increasing supplier concen
tration for audits of large, publicly listed corporations in the United
States has been presented by Fried and Schiff [1981] and McConnel
[1986], Similar evidence has been reported for Australia by Craswell
[1988] and for the United Kingdom by Moizer and Turley [ 1987],1
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Concentration among the largest suppliers of auditing has also
received considerable political attention.2 Dopuch and Simunic
[1982] note an increasing reliance on the “concentration doctrine”
by critics of the accounting profession. By way of response, they argue
that many of the criticisms, including an alleged lack of competition,
can be answered in terms of product differentiation among suppliers.
The primary focus of empirical tests of product differentiation among
audit firms has been on the quality dimension with Big Eight auditors
being regarded as a homogeneous high quality group and with quality
differences between this group and other firms being used as an
explanation for aggregate market shares. The aim in this paper is
to provide additional evidence on the market structure of auditing
by examining market share measures for individual audit firms across
defined sets of clients grouped by industry. Variations in these market
shares would be consistent with client-industry specialization which
could be interpreted as an additional component of audit quality.
The statutory disclosure of fee data for audit and nonaudit services
makes the Australian audit market ideal for this type of analysis. As
observed by Pound and Francis [1981, p. 354), the accounting
profession in Australia operates within a social and economic
environment similar to that of the United States with auditing and
ethical standards exhibiting a strong degree of overlap and Australian
accounting firms having strong affiliations with U.S. firms.
Moreover, Australian evidence of perceived audit quality differences
has been shown to be consistent with that reported for the U.S.
market [Francis and Stokes, 1986], A comparison of evidence of
Australian market structure with conventional wisdom is likely to
be relevant when considering any proposed restrictions in other,
similar markets.
In the following section of this paper, arguments and evidence
about concentration among suppliers of auditing are reviewed.
Although the Big Eight have a large share of the audit market for
listed companies, variations in market share across different types
of client groups are expected. Such variation would support the view
that it is relatively naive to focus on the aggregate market share of
the Big Eight when assessing the structure of the audit market. The
second section offers an explanation of why variation in market share
may exist across client groups. This evidence reflects the relationship
between industry specialization by auditors and product differenti
ation. In the third section, evidence of audit firms’ market shares
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across client-industry groupings is presented and interpreted.
Conclusions and suggestions for extensions to the research are given
in the final section.

CONCENTRATION IN THE AUDIT MARKET
Prior investigations of the market structure for auditing have focused
on the degree of concentration among the largest suppliers of auditing
to U.S. public companies. Zeff and Fossum [1967] studied the 500
largest industrial companies, as well as the 50 largest merchandising,
transportation, and utility companies. They conclude that the Big
Eight dominated this market and note that the degree of
concentration differed across industries. A decade later, Schiff and
Fried [1976] report similar results with little or no temporal change
in concentration among industries.
Eichenseher and Danos [1981] report relatively stable levels of
overall audit-firm concentration between 1964 and 1975 although
they note that particular client industries exhibit signs of change
which, in some cases, are quite marked. Subsequently, Danos and
Eichenseher [1982] suggest that the change in industry-specific
market share held by audit firms reflects the extent to which industries
are regulated; the degree of concentration declines with decreases in
regulation.
A more detailed analysis of longitudinal changes in audit
concentration is provided by Danos and Eichenseher [1986]. They
report that, in specific industries, the market share of Big Eight
auditors was relatively stable between 1950 and 1980 with increased
supplier concentration in regulated industries. However, Danos and
Eichenseher also show that large companies are more likely to be
audited by the Big Eight irrespective of the regulations under which
they operate or the nature of the market for their securities. Evidence
consistent with this is provided by McConnel [1986] who reports a
net increase in the Big Eight’s share of NYSE registrants.
Both Gilling and Stanton [1978] and Pound and Francis [1981]
argue that there is clear evidence of a dominant group of suppliers
in the Australian market, particularly in the market for listed
companies. Pound and Francis describe the market as being
oligopolistic with a “competitive fringe.” This view reflects an
apparent two-tiered structure whereby the largest audit firms
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dominate the market for listed company audits.3 It is also consistent
with previous studies in which it is assumed that the market is
somehow partitioned between large listed company audits,
dominated by the Big Eight, and other smaller firm audits.4 In
addition, across specific market segments, defined by client industry,
Big Eight firms do not have equal shares. Danos and Eichenseher
[1986] attribute increased Big Eight market share to increased
regulation in certain industries. However, this is, at best, a partial
explanation of the different shares held by Big Eight auditors in
certain industries.
The United States Senate [1977] Metcalf Staff Report and the
AICPA [1978] Cohen Commission Report both express concern
about an apparent lack of competition among audit firms by
implicitly linking supplier concentration with anti-competitive
market practices. Their approach is similar to the one frequently used
to support legislation correcting supposed anti-competitive trade
practices.5 However, their approach ignores not only the problems
of defining “market power” but also of determining when market
power is excessive [Logan, Milne, and Officer, 1989],
The “concentration doctrine” may not be an adequate explanation
of the market structure for audit services. Dopuch and Simunic [1980]
suggest that the dominance of the Big Eight audit firms is consistent
with product differentiation. This explanation is to be found in much
of the extant literature on market power for a wide range of goods
and services [Scheffman and Spiller, 1989]. Simplistic reliance on
market power as an explanation for concentrated market structures
is criticized by Lynk [1984, p. 43] who argues that:
The operating supposition is virtually always that monopoly or market power
is positively associated with concentration. Whether other, offsetting
characteristics are also associated with high concentration ordinarily receives
less, if any, consideration.

In general, preoccupation with the overall market share of the Big
Eight reflects an implied assumption that audit firms are
homogeneous. One justification for this view is that each of the Big
Eight is a high quality audit firm. Dopuch and Simunic [1982] note
that critics of the auditing profession typically point to the apparent
two-tiered structure and disregard apparent differences in the nature
of the services provided by the two groups. In particular, Dopuch
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and Simunic argue that Big Eight firms typically supply a higher
quality of auditing. More importantly, recognition of a two-tiered
market structure assumes that the market for audits (the source of
the derived demand) is relatively homogeneous. However, as
evidenced by variation in their output, auditors’clients differ in ways
that suggest that a given audit production technology is not uniformly
applicable to all clients. If the market share of each Big Eight firm
is not constant across different groups of relatively homogeneous
clients, then it may be that audit methods vary according to the nature
of the client. Some audit firms may possess specialist technologies
relevant to a particular group of clients. Existence of this type of
market structure would suggest a more complete definition of audit
quality is required, where quality is one dimension of product
differentiation. To the extent that different auditing methods are a
response to contractual differences among clients, emphasis on a twotier market structure will disguise important variations in an audit
firm’s market share across distinct groups of relatively homogeneous
clients.

AUDITOR SPECIALIZATION AND AUDIT QUALITY
DeAngelo [1981a] defines audit quality as the market-assessed joint
probability that the auditor will (a) discover a breach and (b) will
report that breach. As the client’s accounting system is a component
of the system of contracts which comprises the firm [Ball, 1989],
DeAngelo’s model of quality essentially refers to uncovering and
reporting breaches of contract. In this sense, her model is consistent
with evidence suggesting that auditing and different quality levels
thereof are a response to variations in the costs incurred in monitoring
and enforcing the contractual relations which comprise the firm
[Watts and Zimmerman, 1986]. Audit firms are perceived under this
approach to be experts in the financial contracts of which firms are
partially comprised.
The emphasis on audit-firm size as the key indicator of audit
quality has considerable support. Dopuch and Simunic [1982] assert
that most of the “two-tiered” characteristics of the audit-services
market can be explained by product differentiation between the
dominant, large audit firms (the Big Eight) and the remainder.
Wallace [1980] argues that growth in the regulatory framework,
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within which audit firms operate, increases the need for specialized
staff training, support facilities, and computerized information
systems which small audit firms cannot sustain.
According to DeAngelo [1981a], if technological advantages of
auditor incumbency produce client-specific quasi-rents, large audit
firms can be expected to have greater resistance to client pressure
and, therefore, to provide higher quality audits.6 Smaller audit firms
are presumed to weigh the potential loss of reputation against the
possible loss of a highly significant source of quasi-rent.
It is apparent that these approaches equate quality with only one
part of DeAngelo’s [1981a] model, namely, the decision to report a
breach given that it has been detected. This can be described as the
level of independence displayed by the auditor. However, DeAngelo’s
model of audit quality has two dimensions, independence and
competence, with competence defined as the probability of detecting
a breach.
Using a similar notion of quality, Dopuch and Simunic [1982, p.
405] argue that: “Quality can be measured objectively since the term
simply refers to the nature and quantity of utility bearing
characteristics in the good.” Based upon this definition, audit firms
could be grouped in terms of quality according to their perceived
independence. Such a grouping would be incidental to the nature of
the clients. However, if quality is related to competence, specific
auditor-client relationships are more relevant.
The notion that audit quality consists of multiple attributes is
supported by Simunic and Stein [1987], Using the approach of
Lancaster [1966, 1971], they argue that product differentiation is
likely to reflect a vector of characteristics rather than a single
attribute.7 They identify three key characteristics of audit quality,
contribution to organizational control, credibility, and product line.
These may not be independent. For example, credibility may affect
the perceived contribution to organizational control. However, the
identification of multiple characteristics represents recognition that
differences in auditor quality may not be adequately covered by a
single attribute such as audit-firm size. Simple models of vertical
product differentiation based on auditor size will be inadequate
unless auditor size adequately captures differences in each of the
relevant attributes of quality.
Based upon Simunic and Stein [1987], the extent to which the
auditor enhances organizational control and the nature of the
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product line offered by the auditor can be associated with the
competence of auditors, while, under the approach in this paper,
credibility is essentially the same as independence. At the limit,
competence reflects the auditor’s skills and knowledge about the set
of contracts which comprise the firm in question [Anderson and
Stokes, 1989], While each coalition is unique, there may be
similarities between some clients, particularly in respect to the
contracts with which the auditor is most concerned, those written
in terms of accounting numbers. To the extent that accounting
technology is similar between firms, the demands placed on auditors
are less likely to be client specific. Hence, the necessary skills which
ensure competence, as distinct from independence, may be applicable
to more than one audit client.
Regulations imposed on clients may cause a demand for specialized
audit skills, leading to increased supplier concentration [Danos and
Eichenseher, 1986], However, regulation is only one of the many
contractual influences which determine the precise form of the
coalition of resources which comprises the firm. More generally,
similarities between clients may create a demand for a specific set
of skills which enhance auditor competence. Where the type of
contractual relationship and, hence, the contracts using accounting
technology are similar, economies of scale may be sufficient to
encourage suppliers to develop specialized audit skills. Obvious
examples of specialists are auditors with expertise in the valuation
of mineral reserves and in determining the propriety of mining
companies’ accounting policies, and auditors with expertise in
understanding the complex transactions and instruments necessary
to determine the financial position of banks and other financial
institutions.
As it is the contractual nature of the client which is the key
characteristic, a measure of enhanced auditor competence is the
extent to which the audit firm specializes in particular types of clients.
This view has received support from commentators on the accounting
profession such as Lehmann [1988] who argues that: “Accountants
must have industry specialisation ... risk analysis requires industry
specialists ... their experience enables them to show up flaws in the
client’s system.” On the assumption that industry classification
captures contractual similarities between firms, the most obvious
definition of “similar” would be the industry in which the client
operates. Clients from within a defined industry group are presumed
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to present similar audit problems which, in turn, require a set of audit
skills specific to that industry.
Prior research on audit quality differences can help explain
questions about market structure but only as far as the question is
the aggregate market share of the largest audit firms. For this reason,
much of the prior research has failed to address adequately a
potentially important dimension of the market, variations in market
share across client groups. For example, extant literature suggests
that large audit firms earn an audit fee premium. This is consistent
with the general relationship between price and quality identified by
Francis and Stokes [1986] and Klein and Leffler [1981], These
premiums are documented in both the United States and Australia.
However, of the various pricing studies only Palmrose [1986]
specifically incorporates industry specialization. To measure
industry-specific market share, Palmrose uses client sales and
identifies the largest supplier in each industry group a specialist,
irrespective of the relative shares of other auditors.
A similar approach is used by Palmrose [1984] in an earlier study
of the demand for differentiated audit quality. In that study, industry
specialists are deemed to be the two largest suppliers in each of five
■
8
•
industry groups. In both studies, the industry specialization variable
is insignificant suggesting that the approach used to identify
specialists may be inappropriate.
In studies of auditor selection and audit fees, a suitable measure
of audit firms’ market share specific to defined client groups may add
to the ability of the model to separate examples of perceived high
quality auditors. This is an important step in understanding more
fully the market structure of auditing. Quality differences and hence
product differentiation among audit firms is an alternative
explanation to those offered by critics of the relatively large overall
market share held by the largest audit firms.

DATA AND RESULTS
Audit fee data for companies listed on Australian stock exchanges
during the period 1982 to 1987 are used to examine market shares
of individual audit firms. Unlike many of the studies summarized
above, the specific concern in this research is with apparent
specialization by auditors. Because of this emphasis, measures of
concentration such as Herfindahl indexes are of little use.
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Table la.

Industry a

Number of Audit Firms with Market Share of
10 Percent or More
Measurement Base: Number of Audits

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

01

0

1

1

2

2

1

02

2

2

1

2

2

3

03

2

2

2

2

2

3

04

3

3

2

3

2

2

05

2

4

4

2

2

5

06

0

1

0

1

1

1

07

2

2

3

2

2

2

08

6

6

6

7

5

5

09

2

3

3

2

2

2

10

3

3

2

2

2

6

11

2

2

2

2

2

2

12

3

4

3

5

4

5

13

1

2

3

4

2

1

14

6

6

6

5

5

2

15

3

3

3

2

2

1

16

4

3

3

2

2

4

17

3

3

3

5

2

5

18

4

4

3

6

6

6

19

0

1

1

2

0

1

20

3

3

3

7

6

6

21

2

2

2

2

2

0

22

2

2

2

4

2

3

23

2

4

4

6

2

2

Note: 3 Industry codes are defined as follows:
01 Mining—Gold
13 Retail
02 Mining—Other Metals
14 Transport
03 Solid Fuels
15 Media
04 Oil and Gas
16 Banks
05 Diversified Resources
17 Insurance
06 Developers and Contractors
18 Entrepreneurial Investors
07 Building Materials
19 Investment and Financial Services
08 Alcohol and Tobacco
20 Property Trusts
09 Food and Household Goods
21 Miscellaneous Services
22 Miscellaneous Industrials
10 Chemicals
11 Engineering
23 Diversified Industrials
12 Paper and Packaging

Assessment of industry specialization in the United States is
hampered by the absence of a statutory requirement to disclose audit
fees and the need to rely upon proxies. Moizer and Turley [1987]
show that, in the United Kingdom, the use of surrogates such as client
sales is likely to result in biased tests of concentration and product
differentiation.9 Because Australian companies are under a statutory
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Table lb.

Industry a

Number of Audit Firms with Market Share of
10 Percent or More
Measurement Base: Number of Audits

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

01

3

3

3

1

1

2

02

2

1

1

2

1

1

03

3

3

3

3

3

3

04

3

4

4

3

3

3

05

2

3

3

2

2

2

06

2

3

4

4

4

3

07

2

3

3

4

4

4

08

3

3

4

4

2

3

09

4

3

3

4

4

4

10

4

4

3

3

3

2

11

4

4

4

5

3

5

12

2

2

2

2

2

2

13

4

4

4

4

4

2

14

3

2

2

2

2

2

15

3

3

3

3

3

2

16

2

2

2

2

2

2

17

3

3

3

4

4

1

18

2

3

2

1

2

3

19

3

3

2

1

2

3

20

3
1

3

3

2

3

3

3

3

4

3

3

*

21

•

22

3

4

4

4

0

3

23

4

5

4

4

4

4

Note: a Industry codes are defined in Table la.

obligation to report fees paid to auditors, it is possible to avoid the
problems identified by Moizer and Turley and to examine
specialization within specific client-industry groups.
The identification of industry specialists is complicated by the
absence of any established definition of a specialist. In this study,
two approaches are adopted: (1) according to some specified absolute
market share, and (2) relative to the share of other firms.
An additional complication in identifying specialization lies in the
need to choose a measurement base. A specialist may be identified
by reference to the number of audit clients in an industry or by the
revenue earned from those clients. If the latter measure is used, it
is necessary to decide whether fees received for other services such
as taxation and MAS are to be included. The definition of quality
discussed above suggests that, because specialist auditors have a
greater knowledge of the contracting environment of their clients,
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Table lc.

Number of Audit Firms with Market Share of
10 Percent or More
Measurement Base: Total Fees

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

01

3

3

3

1

1

2

02

3

2

1

2

1

2

03

3

3

3

4

3

3

04

3

4

4

4

3

2

05

3

3

3

2

3

2

06

3

3

4

4

4

3

07

2

3

3

4

4

4

08

2

2

4

4

2

3

09

4

3

4

5

5

4

10

4

4

3

3

3

2

11

3

3

4

4

4

4

12

2

2

2

2

2

2

13

4

4

4

4

4

2

14

3

2

2

3

2

2

15

3

3

3

3

3

2

16

2

2

2

2

2

2

17

3

3

3

4

4

3

18

2

2

2

1

2

3

19

3

3

3

1

2

3

20

3

3

3

2

2

3

21

2

3

4

5

3

4

22

3

5

4

5

0

4

23

4

5

4

4

4

4

Industry a

Note:

8 Industry codes are defined in Table la.

they are more likely to provide clients with value-increasing tax and
other services. Thus, a positive relationship between audit fees and
other fees would be expected. In the United States, Simunic [1984]
presents evidence that higher audit fees are typically associated with
higher fees for other services. For this reason, fees paid for nonaudit
services and the total of audit and nonaudit fees are used as additional
measurement bases.
In measuring specialization, the Australia Stock Exchange
classification is used to identify client industry. The two-digit code
was selected to ensure that there was a sufficient number of companies
to make inferences about activity levels. A list of industries and their
identification codes is presented in Table la.
Table 1 provides details of the number of audit firms with a market
share greater than or equal to 10 percent. Three measurement bases
are reported: the number of clients, audit fees, and total fees (audit
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Table 2.

Comparison of Market-Share Measures Using
Alternative Measurement Bases
Comparisons

Classification
A gree

Number o f
Clients and
Audit Fees

Number o f
Clients and
Total Fees

Audit Fees
and
Total Fees

29

23

105

D isag ree

109

115

33

T o tal

138

138

138

2
X
d.f. =

P

4 6 .3 8

6 1 .3 3

3 7 .5 7

< 0 .0 0 1

< 0 .0 0 1

< 0 .0 0 1

1

and other). It is evident from Table 1 that the results are sensitive
to the measurement base used. In industries for which only one or
two firms audit more than 10 percent of the companies—for example,
developers and contractors (group 06), engineering (group 11) and
investment and financial services (group 19)—the number of auditors
receiving 10 percent or more of the revenue is, typically, more than
one or two This result holds irrespective of whether revenue is
measured as audit fees or total fees. However, where five or more
audit firms each account for 10 percent or more of the clients—for
example, alcohol and tobacco (group 08), transport (group 14), and
entrepreneurial investors (group 18)—the number of auditors
receiving 10 percent or more of the revenue is typically less than five.
Thus, the use of an arbitrary decision rule to determine industry
specialization, such as market share greater than or equal to 10
percent, can yield dramatically different results depending upon
whether number of clients or audit fees is used to measure activity.
To assess the degree of consistency between the measurement
bases, the results for each pair of bases are compared to assess the
frequency with which there is agreement in the number of auditors
identified as specialist. The results of the comparisons are given in
Table 2. It is apparent that there is very little consistency between
number of clients and the fee-based measures; for audit fees, the
proportion of agreements is only 0.21 and, for total fees, there is only
0.17 agreement. Both of these proportions are significantly different
from 0.5 at less than 0.001 level of significance. As audit fees are a
subset of total fees, a greater degree of consistency might be expected
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Table 3.

Industries Dominated by a Single Auditor3
(1982-1987)
Number o f times classified as dominant
Four

Five

Six

A:

N u m b e r o f A u d its

02

PW

01

AY

03

PM M ; CL

04

PM M

06

KM GH

05

CL; PM M ; PW

09

DHS

08

DHS

07

AY

11

PM M

10 P M M

10 C L

14 C L

19

PM M

17 A A ; C L

15 C L

21

PM M

16

PM M

23

DHS

18

PW

20

CL

B:

A u d it Fees

01

CL

08

DHS

06

PLG

02

CL

11

CL

12

PM M

04

PM M

16

PM M

13 T R

10

PW

18

PW

15 T R

14

KM GH

19 T R

C:

20

AY

21

CL

23

D H S

O th e r Fees

02

CL

01

CL

03

PM M

11

CL

06

CL

08

DHS

16

PM M

07

CL

12

PM M

18

PW

09

PW

15 T R

14

K M G H

17 C L

23

AY

19 T R

D:

T o tal Fees

01

CL

04

PM M

09

PW

02

CL

08

D H S

12

PM M

10 P W

11

CL

20

AY

16

14

K M GH

23

AY

18

PW

21

CL

PM M

19 T R

Note: a Industry groups are described in Table
AA Arthur Andersen
AY Arthur Young
CL Coopers & Lybrand
DHS Deloitte Haskins & Sells
EW Ernst & Whinney
PMM Peat Marwick
PW Price Waterhouse
TR Touche Ross
KMGH KMG Hungerfords
PKF Pannel Kerr Forster

la and auditor identifications are as follows:
DBY Duesburys
PM Priestley & Morris
BTT Bentley & Co.
NW Nelson Wheeler
HRC Hendry Rae & Court
TD Thompson Douglass
PLG Pharkil Lithgow & Gibson
HH Horwarth & Horwarth
AKW Adams Keneally White
AB Adams & Benetto
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Table 4. Auditor Specialization for Industries
with Fewer than 30 Companies3
Measurement Basesh
Number o f
Clients

Audit Fees

Other Fees

Total Fees

05(15)

CL; DHS; EW;
PMM; PW(10)

AA; DHS;
PMM (20)

AA; CL;
PMM (78)

AA; DHS;
PMM (20)

08(13)

DHS; TR (22)

DHS; TR (53)

DHS; CL;
PMM (35)

DHS; TR
(53)

10(13)

AY; CL; PMM;
AA; PW (9)

PW (39)

CL; PW (42)

PW (39)

12(13)

PMM; TR (23)

PMM; TR (45)

PMM; TR (55)

PMM; TR (52)

14(9)

CL; PW; KMGH;
AA (22)

KMGH (59)

KMGH (57)

KMGH (61)

16(11)

PMM (21)

CL; PMM (35)

PMM (65)

PMM (49)

17(12)

AA; CL (21)

AA; CL (38)

AA; CL (50)

AA; CL (40)

18(19)

PW; PMM (19)

PW; PMM (57)

PW (57)

PW (58)

20 (24)

CL (16)

AY; DHS (46)

CL; AY;
PMM (46)

AY (43)

Industry c

Notes: a Industry groups and auditor identifications are described in Tables la and 3, respectively.
b Figures in parentheses are percentage shares of the leading audit firm. Over the six-year period,
the leading audit firm may change and, hence, multiple firms are identified.
Figures in parentheses are average number of observations in each of the industries.

and this proves to be the case (the proportion of agreement is 0.76
which is significantly different from 0.5 at less than 0.001 level of
significance).
Table 3 gives details of the frequency with which particular audit
firms are categorized as being the dominant firm in an industry. Audit
firms which appear to be the dominant supplier in a particular
industry using one of the four measures are often not included as
dominant when other measurement bases are used.
The evidence in Tables 1,2, and 3 suggests that, to investigate auditfirm specialization adequately, it is necessary to compare market
shares across each of the measurement bases while taking into
account both absolute and relative market shares.
Tables 4 and 5 provide an outline of market share for audit firms
which have major shares of defined client markets. The number of
clients in particular industries varies substantially from a minimum
of 9 to a maximum of 218. Because of this wide variation, the analysis
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Table 5.

Auditor Specialization for Industries
with More than 30 Companies3
Measurement Basesh

Industry c

Number o f
Clients

Audit Fees

Other Fees

Total Fees

01 (218)

AY; CL;
PMM (10)

CL (22)

CL (33)

CL (25)

02(69)

PW (14)

CL (74)

CL (53)

CL (70)

03 (33)

CL; PMM
(22)

PMM; PW (42)

PMM; CL;
PW (20)

PMM; PW (36)

04 (72)

PMM (20)

PMM (23)

PMM; TR;
KMGH; AA (20)

PMM (20)

06 (32)

DHS; EW; PMM;
TR; KMGH; PM;
BTT (8)

PLG; KMGH
(59)

CL (21)

PLG; KMGH;
CL (20)

07(33)

AY; CL;
PMM (30)

TD; CL;
PMM (26)

CL (30)

TD; CL;
PMM (22)

09 (30)

DHS; PW (30)

CL; PW; TR;
TD (22)

PW; TD (30)

PW; DHS; TD
(23)

11 (44)

CL; PMM (40)

CL; PM (20)

CL (30)

CL; PM (22)

13 (34)

AY; DHS; TR;
PW (12)

TR; PW (30)

DHS; TR;
PW (35)

TR; PW (29)

15(30)

CL; PW; KMGH
(12)

TR; PKF (31)

TR; PKF (42)

TR; PKF (34)

19(110)

CL; PMM; TR

TR (30)

TR; NW; DHS;
PW (26)

TR (30)

CD
21(86)

PMM; DHS; AA;
CL (13)

PMM; CL; AY
(15)

PW; PMM; CL;
AA (24)

PMM; CL (16)

22 (98)

DHS; CL; AY;
PW (14)

PW; AY; AA
(20)

DHS; PMM
(21)

PW; AY; DHS;
AA (20)

23 (45)

AY; CL; DHS;
PMM; PW (13)

AY; DHS; PW
(25)

AY; PW
(30)

AY; DHS; PW
(27)

Notes: a Industry groups and auditor identifications are described in Tables 1 and 3, respectively.
b Figures in parentheses are percentage shares of the leading audit firm. Over the six-year period,
the leading audit firm may change and, hence, multiple firms are identified.
Figures in parentheses are average number of observations in each of the industries.

is conducted on two groups: industries for which the average number
of companies is fewer than 30 (see Table 4) and industries for which
the average is 30 or more (see Table 5).10 The 20 largest audit firms,
which are identified in Table 3, account for a large part of the
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Australian market. Consequently, it was arbitrarily decided to
analyze only those industries with more than 30 companies.11 Of the
23 industry groups, 9 did not have an average of 30 or more
companies over the six-year period and, therefore, were excluded
from the analysis.
The importance of considering the overall size of the potential
client base can be illustrated using Table 4. Of the 9 industry groups
having on average fewer than 30 clients, 8 industry groups appear
to be dominated by one, two, or three auditors. Only diversified
resources (group 05) shows a widely spread market share among a
number of audit firms. At first glance, these results appear consistent
with auditor specialization. However, before reaching this
conclusion, a more detailed examination is warranted.
For alcohol and tobacco (group 08), the largest number of clients
audited by any one firm is three. The relatively large share of fees
earned by TR and DHS reflects the size of their clients rather than
the number of clients they service. Similar comments can be made
in respect of chemicals (group 10), paper and packaging (group 12),
transport (group 14), banks (group 16), insurance (group 17),
entrepreneurial investors (group 18), and property trusts (group 20).
In each case, on the basis of audit fees, it may be argued that one
or two audit firms dominate the industry. However, such conclusions
are misleading. The relatively small number of observations and the
wide variation in client size and, hence, audit fees, results in market
shares being much more widely spread when measured by number
of clients. Consequently, it is impossible to conclude unambiguously
that a particular audit firm is a specialist in the industries listed in
Table 4.
For the industry groups summarized in Table 5, there is limited
evidence of industry specialization by one or more audit firms.
Industries 01 (gold) and 02 (other metals) are dominated by CT
although, in respect of industry 01, AY and PMM have significant
market shares and, in respect of industry 02, PW has a significant
market share. For industry 03 (solid fuels), PMM, CL, and PW each
have more than 20 percent of the total number of clients and fees.
Hence, each of these audit firms could be considered specialists in
that industry. Industry 04 (oil and gas) is dominated by PMM as
no other auditor has even 10 percent of clients or fees.
By way of contrast, the client companies in industry 06 (developers
and contractors) are relatively evenly spread among the auditors.
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PLG, a smaller national audit firm, has only one client yet ranks first
on the fee-based measures. Once again, this illustrates how misleading
simple fee-based comparisons can be. For industry 07 (building
materials), AY, CL, and PMM are the major firms although TD has
one large client and is shown to have a significant proportion of fee
revenue.
For industry 09 (food and household goods), DHS has the largest
number of clients with PW ranked second on number of clients but
first on fees. The position is similar for industry 11 (engineering) in
which CL and PMM dominate. In industry 13 (retailing), there is
little evidence of dominance although AY, DHS, PW, and TR have
larger than average market shares. In the media industry (15), CL,
PW, and KMGH have most clients but TR and PKF have the largest
fees.
Industry 19 (investment and financial services) is somewhat unique.
TR has a market share which grows dramatically over the six years
studied. The number of clients in the industry increased more than
fourfold (from 66 to 270) over the six-year period and TR is clearly
the major beneficiary of the growth.
For the remaining industries, there is relatively little evidence of
a dominant supplier of auditing. This may not be entirely surprising
given the definition of specialization. Auditors are considered
specialists if they have experience or a comparative advantage in
auditing particular contractual arrangements. The remaining
industries are probably the most broadly defined of the industry
groups which suggests that variations in contracts are likely to be
greatest. Consequently, the demand for specialist audit firms in these
industries may be relatively small.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Evidence of industry specialization by Australian audit firms is
summarized in Table 6. In 9 industries, the evidence of market
dom inance by up to three audit firms appears relatively
unambiguous. For the remaining 14 industries either there is little
opportunity to specialize or there is an even spread of audit firms
thereby removing the possibility of unambiguous conclusions on
seller concentration. While a description of market structure is not
evidence of industry specialization by audit firms, it is a precursor
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Industries with Auditor Specialization

In d u s tr y

A u d it F irm s

01
02
03
04
07
09
11
13
19

CL; AY; PMM
CL; PW
PMM; CL; PW
PMM
AY; CL; PMM
DHS; PW
CL; PMM
AY; DHS; PW; TR
TR

to such research. The Australian audit market has the advantage of
comprehensive audit fee disclosure as a statutory obligation. As
indicated above, the Australian market displays a marked variation
in seller concentration across groups of relatively homogeneous
clients. It is suggested that this is consistent with product
differentiation among auditors which represents a significant
consideration in explaining the market structure of auditing.
Descriptive research of this type provides a foundation for studies
of product differentiation using established methods, with the added
recognition of industry specialization as an important determinant
of audit quality. Such methods include studies of audit pricing and
clients’ selection of auditor as well as detailed analysis of audit
methodologies.
These results have important implications for tests of product
differentiation among audit firms. To the extent that industry
specialization is a complementary indicator of audit quality above
and beyond the attributes captured by audit-firm size, tests which
rely upon a simple Big Eight/non-Big Eight distinction may be
misspecified.
However, the identification of industry specialists is sensitive to
the variable used to measure market share (for example, client
numbers or audit revenue). Second, simple market share decision
rules fail to account for the relative market share of other firms. In
only 2 of the 9 industries summarized in Table 6 was a single audit
firm deemed to be an industry specialist.
Industry specialization also provides a possible explanation for the
positive relationship between audit fees and fees paid for other
services to the incumbent auditor documented by Simunic [1984],
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If industry specialists earn higher audit fees, as a premium for quality,
then a positive relationship between audit and other fees is to be
expected. Industry specialists add value to the firm greater than other
audit firms in the same role.
The evidence presented herein is sufficient to suggest that the
structure of the accounting profession is driven, in part, by
specialization. Regulators are put on notice that a high degree of
concentration may be necessary to achieve the potential benefits of
specialization. Application of the “concentration doctrine” to
analysis of the audit-services market should be viewed with
scepticism. Other explanations of market structure which reflect
product differentiation among audit firms have widespread empirical
support in a number of settings. Consideration of industry (or
functional) specialization by audit firms may add considerable power
to tests of quality differences and, therefore, may add to our
understanding of product differentiation among audit firms.
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NOTES
1. More recently the Big Eight has become the Big Six. However, the period
covered by this study precedes the recent mergers. If anything, the increase in overall
market concentration among the largest firms should enhance the timeliness of the
evidence reported here.
2. Witness the claims made in the United States Senate [1977] Metcalf Staff
Study and discussions of enforced competition in Hermanson et al. [1987].
3. During the period under review, the market in Australia was characterized
by a Big Nine, with KMG Hungerfords competing with the international Big Eight.
4. In Australia, some of the large, listed companies are audited by non-Big Eight
firms [Craswell, 1988]. For example, News Corporation Ltd, a large international
media company, is audited by a second-tier firm.
5. Alternative explanations for regulation are offered by Stigler [1971] and
Posner [1974],
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6. The notion of quasi-rents and their implications for the auditor-client
relationship are extended by DeAngelo [1981b]. This argument presumes that the
client in question is a relatively large, publicly listed company able to dominate a
small audit firm.
7. This provides a distinction between vertical product differentiation (different
quantities of a single characteristic) and horizontal product differentiation (on the
basis of different combinations of a vector of relevant attributes).
8. This approach is sometimes arbitrarily extended to include the second and
third largest supplier.
9. Tomczyk and Read [1989] used data based on actual audit fees. However,
their source was aggregate revenue from individual audit firms and not from audit
clients.
10. The average number of companies in each industry is shown separately in
Tables 3 and 4. The number of companies in the sample is: 1015, 978, 912, 937,
1017, and 1517 for the years 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 1986, and 1987, respectively.
11. In assessing the reasonableness of this cut-off, it should be remembered that
many of the top twenty audit firms were often not represented in some of the smaller
industries.
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VICTOR POSNER AND THE SEC:
THE RAIDER AND THE REGULATOR

William E. Paxton

ABSTRACT
What the regulatory commissions are trying to do is difficult to discover;
what effect these commissions actually have is, to a large extent,
unknown; when it can be discovered, it is often absurd [McCraw, 1975].

Many see corporate “raiders” as vultures enriching themselves using
fair means or foul at the expense of companies, their employees and
society. Victor Posner is acknowledged to be one of the earliest, most
creative and most feared of the raiders. He has been widely criticized
in his career, which spans the era of modern takeovers.
As the primary regulatory body charged with promoting fair and
efficient capital markets in the public interest, the SEC is caught
between constituencies that feel the SEC should prevent harmful
raider activity and the objectives of maintaining a free market system
and property rights of all. The opening quotation confirms that
regulatory commissions are not free from criticism either.
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This paper examines some of the major issues involved in regulation
of the raider phenomenon by considering the interaction between
Victor Posner, a prototypical raider, and the SEC.

INTRODUCTION
The corporate takeover was a rarity until the mid-1960s. Since then,
takeovers have become such a significant force in the securities
market that a 1989 SEC Staff Study, the Brady Commission report,
and a study by the SEC Division of Market Regulation all suggest
that proposed legislation to severely limit takeovers and
restructurings had a major impact on the decline of the stock market
leading to the October 19, 1987 crash of the market [Insight, 1989a],
This paper uses the interaction between Victor Posner and the SEC
to illustrate and examine several issues that have resulted from
creative, aggressive investors trying to take advantage of the market
system while the SEC was trying to prevent abuses and still maintain
a free market system.
Posner’s career has spanned the history of the takeover
phenomenon. He was one of its earliest and most creative
practitioners as well as being one of the most feared of the raiders
at one time. His career has been well documented and involved most
of the major issues related to the takeover phenomenon. Thus, a study
of his career and conflicts with the SEC provides a basis for
understanding the development of the corporate takeover as a market
phenomenon, public interest issues raised by takeovers, and
regulatory responses to these issues.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, the SEC’s
regulatory role will be reviewed. Second, a brief history of Posner’s
major investment activities will be presented to aid understanding
of the balance of the paper. The third section reviews several of
Posner’s actions and the SEC’s responses. This is followed by a
discussion of the need for additional protection for noncontrolling
shareholders. The final section presents the paper’s conclusions.

THE ROLE OF THE SEC
This section discusses aspects of the SEC that are drawn upon later
in the paper. It is not meant to be a comprehensive discussion of
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the SEC in general. The focus is on the SEC’s administration of the
Securities Act of 1933 (1933 Act) and the Securities Exchange Act
of 1934 (1934 Act). The basic goals of the acts are to protect investors
and to promote the public interest. The SEC pursues these goals by
promoting a fair and efficient capital market, which is identified by
Burton [1974] as the fundamental objective of the commission.

Investor Protection
The 1933 and 1934 Acts have two basic objectives: (1) to provide
investors with financial and other information concerning securities
offered for sale to the public; and (2) to prohibit misrepresentation,
deceit, and other fraudulent acts and practices in the sale of securities
generally, whether or not they are required to be registered.
Companies with assets of $5,000,000 and a class of equity securities
with 500 or more shareholders must file specified annual and other
reports with the SEC.
The purpose of the requirements is to provide disclosure of
financial and other information that will allow investors to make
informed evaluations of the securities. They do not insure investors
against losses as the SEC does not pass on the merits of securities.
Furthermore, the accuracy of the facts presented in the disclosures
is not guaranteed. Anti-fraud provisions of the acts do, however,
provide a basis for injured parties to file civil suits to recover damages.
Some of the commission’s greatest power comes from its ability
to set disclosure standards. Failure to meet the disclosure standards
is a violation of the securities laws regardless of whether the
undisclosed activity is legal or not. On the other hand, disclosure of
certain activities may leave the firm open to civil suits by injured
parties or criminal prosecution by appropriate agencies.
Two important considerations will be critical in evaluating the
performance of the SEC. First, the intent of the acts, and therefore
the charge to the SEC, is to ensure that material information relevant
to investor decisions is disclosed, not to render moral or other judgment
as to whether the activities disclosed are “good” or even legal. Second,
the investor bears responsibility for his decisions and their outcomes.
The first consideration promotes fairness and allocational efficiency in
the market while the second is necessary for free markets. The investor
is protected in the sense that he has free markets and fair access to
information; but an all protective security blanket is not promised.
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Promoting the Public Interest
McCraw [1975] points out that “public interest” is a vague
construct that has multiple meanings and evolving definitions over
time. The vagueness of the term, which appears frequently in the
Securities Exchange Act, permits extremely broad interpretations of
the charge and responsibility of the SEC. The problem of determining
to what extent and in what ways the SEC should interact with the
market is a continuing problem. The problem is complicated by the
fact that regulatory activity directed toward curbing a particular
abuse may have side effects interfering with property rights or the
fair and efficient operation of securities markets.
Former chairman of the SEC Roy Garrett, Jr. observed that the
commission has not been solely concerned with the economic investor.
An example is the requirement that firms report their violations of
federal campaign contribution laws although the amounts of money
are generally insignificant and may have been well spent. The
commission is not charged with enforcing federal election laws, but
decided that reasonable investors want to know if management is
making illegal political contributions. It also felt the disclosure
requirement would discourage those contributions [Garrett, 1975].

SEC Enforcement Options
Most of the activities dealt with in this paper involve alleged
violations of the anti-fraud provisions of the 1933 and 1934 Acts.
Criminal violations are not prosecuted by the SEC. They are referred
to the Department of Justice. Civil violations normally require the
SEC to make an application to a federal district court for an
injunction against future violations.
Injunctions are granted where “there is a reasonable likelihood of
further violation in the future,” or where the defendant poses a
“continuing menace” to the public [Ratner, 1982, pp. 250, 251]. A
federal court may provide ancillary relief appropriate to the type of
violation committed in addition to injunctive relief.

Civil Suits
The most significant consequence of an injunction may be that the
Supreme Court has held that a defendant who is found to have
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violated the law in an SEC injunction action is barred by the doctrine
of collateral estoppel from relitigating that issue in a subsequent
private damage action based on the same course of conduct [Ratner,
1978], This removes a major litigation burden from the plaintiff as
well as eliminating uncertainty about the outcome of a retrial of the
issue.
The flexibility in the relief courts can grant is very important in
dealing with the wide variety of specific actions that can violate the
securities laws. There is little in the way of formal rules for the anti
fraud provisions of the 1934 Act. The law has developed in the
traditional common law manner with courts deciding each case on
the basis of precedents.
There are no express provisions for civil liability for violations of
Rule 10b-5, the basis for much litigation brought by the SEC. The
courts have taken the position they would follow the normal tort rule
that a person who violates a legislative enactment is liable for
damages if he invades the interest of another person that the
legislation was intended to protect. Damages are determined on a
case-by-case basis [Ratner, 1982],
There are limits to the use of the anti-fraud provisions of the
securities acts, however. The Supreme Court has ruled that the
essence of any action under the Securities Exchange Act (SEA)
Section 10(b) is “deception” or “manipulation” and that management
overreaching was not the kind of “fraud” covered by that section or
any rule adopted under it [Ratner, 1982],
This ruling severely limits SEC’s ability to deal with perceived
management abuses such as unusually high salaries that do not
appear to be supported by performance, self-serving transactions,
“golden parachutes,” and management perks of various types. If these
items are not disclosed, the SEC can file suit under the anti-fraud
provisions of the securities acts on the basis of failure to provide
material information. The SEC has no basis for action if proper
disclosure is made. Injured parties, however, may sue for damages
resulting from practices disclosed in SEC filings.

Insider Trading
The Insider Trading Sanctions Act and the Insider Trading and
Securities Fraud Enforcement Act of 1988 raised civil and criminal
penalties for insider trading. Fines for insider traders were increased
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from $10,000 to $100,000 and the SEC was given authority to impose
penalties up to three times the profits that were made (or the losses
that were avoided), whichever is greater. Criminal penalties for
employers were increased from $500,000 to $2.5 million and civil
penalties for employers were put at a maximum of $2.5 million or
three times the profit or avoided loss, whichever is greater [Winer
and Eyck, 1989; Insight, 1989b],

POSNER BACKGROUND
Victor Posner had made a fortune in real estate long before his career
as a corporate raider began. His wealth was estimated at about 10
million dollars as of 1960 [Kuntz, 1986]. His first takeover
involvement was with DWG Corp., a small cigar company with 1964
earnings of $320,000.
Posner, who owned about 20 percent of DWG at the time, joined
forces with DWG president Robert Gordon in ousting chairman
Morton Lapides in 1965 [ Wall Street Journal, 1965]. In what would
become a pattern for his later takeovers, the board of directors was
reconstituted to contain a majority of Posner nominees [ Wall Street
Journal, 1966], Less than two months later Gordon resigned from
DWG citing “differences on policy” with Posner [ Wall Street Journal,
1966]. Posner then took over the position of president.
DWG had a net loss of $232,651 for 1966 and was suspended from
trading by the New York Stock Exchange effective November 6,1967
due to failure to meet the exchange’s standards for assets and
earnings. Nevertheless, DWG became active in the acquisitions arena
by taking initial positions in Wilson Brothers, Inc. and National
Propane.
The term “umbrella company” will be used to designate a company
in which Posner has made a direct investment. Companies under an
umbrella company are companies controlled by an umbrella
company and therefore by Victor Posner. Posner, however, has no
material direct investment in companies under an umbrella company.
In the following transactions, DWG is the umbrella company and
the remaining companies are under the DWG umbrella.
DWG acquired about 12 percent of National Propane in 1966 for
cash. This was followed by the accquisition of 77 percent of National
Propane in a 1967 tender offer exchanging DWG $20 debentures for
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National Propane common stock. The remaining 11 percent was
acquired in 1975 for about $2,791,000.
DWG made a tender offer for Wilson Brothers in 1966, offering
convertible preferred DWG stock for Wilson Brothers common. The
offer was opposed by Wilson Brothers. DWG claimed a 22 percent
interest in Wilson after the offer. Additional shares were bought in
1967 to bring DWG’s interest to 42 percent. The stake was raised
to 51 percent in 1970.
DWG’s third takeover in the 1960s was its acquisition of
Southeastern Public Service Company (SEPS). This takeover also
was opposed. An offer of DWG convertible debentures for SEPS
common stock resulted in DWG ownership of about 37 percent by
April 1969 [ Wall Street Journal, 1969], Sufficient additional shares
were acquired by the end of June 1969 to allow DWG to take control
of SEPS. SEPS’s officers and directors were fired. DWG placed 11
members on the SEPS board of directors and elected Victor Posner
chairman of the board and president of SEPS.
Posner’s other primary umbrella companies, Pennsylvania
Engineering Corp. (PE) and NVF Inc. (NVF) followed the pattern
set by DWG. Posner acquired control of the boards of directors of
these companies with ownership of 17 percent of PE’s and 12.5
percent of NVF’s common shares outstanding.
The most notable takeover by these umbrella companies was
NVF’s 1968 takeover of Sharon Steel. NVF’s 1968 sales and earnings
were $31 million and $502,000, respectively. Sharon’s 1969 sales and
earnings were $230 million and $8 million, respectively.
The takeover was opposed by Sharon. The takeover was
accomplished by an exchange of $99,066,000 principal amount of
NVF 5 percent subordinated debentures due in 1994 and 2,122,852
common stock purchase warrants each giving the holder the right
to purchase one share of NVF common stock for $22 per share. NVF
booked over $18 million as excess of equity over cost of investment
in the subsidiary with respect to the acquisition of Sharon. This
“negative goodwill” was amortized over 10 years. It is also an
indication that the deal may not have been the most favorable
possible one for the shareholders of Sharon.
Approximately $65 million of the NVF debentures are still
outstanding and come due in 1994. Sharon is in bankruptcy
proceedings and it is unlikely that NVF will realize anything from
its shareholdings. NVF’s December 31, 1988 owners’ equity was
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negative by over $250 million, including losses of over $110 million
in the prior three years. Bankruptcy for NVF and substantial losses
by holders of the bonds are likely.
The NVF-Sharon takeover was a prototype for the Sharon-UV
Industries takeover. Sharon attempted to take over UV Industries
(UV) in 1979. The takeover was fought by UV which determined that
it would be preferable to commit “suicide” rather than be taken over
by a Posner controlled company. The firm set up a liquidating trust.
Sharon acquired the assets of the trust financed largely by issuing
$418 million in debentures to the trust.
UV shareholders received the debentures as part of the proceeds
of the liquidating trust. Sharon stopped paying interest on the
debentures in 1985. Sharon filed for protection under Chapter XI
of the Bankruptcy Code in April 1987, beating a creditors’ deadline
by about an hour. In this case again, the target company’s
management appears to have been correct in opposing the takeover
as not being in the long range interest of the company and its
shareholders.
The NVF-Sharon and Sharon-UV examples illustrate the fears
many have regarding the prospects of firms that have engaged in
leveraged buy-outs (LBOs) in recent years. They also illustrate many
characteristics of the Posner method of operation.
Control of an umbrella company involves a relatively minor
investment, such as 20 percent of a small cigar company (DWG).
The umbrella company then acquires sufficient shares of other
companies to control them, primarily by issuing debt. Existing
management and the board of directors are replaced with Victor
Posner and his nominees. Elimination of cash dividends finances
further takeovers, increasing salaries for Posner and other transfers
of wealth to Posner and his family.
Posner limits his investment to the original minority investment
in the umbrella company. Additional firms brought under the
umbrella company increase his income, however, from the additional
salary, options, bonuses, and benefits he receives as chairman and
president of the newly added firm.
This set of circumstances provides incentives to Posner to have
firms he controls make leveraged acquisitions and use cash for debt
service rather than dividends or reinvestment in the business. The
lack of dividend income is not a problem for Posner since his share
of dividends is only his minority percentage interest in the umbrella
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company’s dividends. He does have, however, a 100 percent interest
in his officer’s and director’s fees and bonuses. These amounts are
determined by boards of directors who owe their livelihoods to
Posner. The amounts have exceeded $8 million in some years.
Other shareholders are left with securities that do not provide
income and firms over which they can exercise no control. The
situation is summed up by David Tripple, manager of the Pioneer
II mutual fund, in discussing why his firm sold its interest in
Fischbach Corporation when Posner gained control. “We were
nervous to be in that position. Mr. Posner has a history of being
perfectly happy to hold 51% and control the company to his ends,
leaving the minority shareholders just sitting there with no control,
and also never buying them out” [Sloan, 1985].
This behavior raises the issue of what responsibilities are owed by
directors to noncontrolling shareholders when a dom inant
shareholder acts in a manner that is technically legal but harmful to
noncontrolling shareholders. This issue will be discussed in more
detail later in this paper.

POSNER ACTIONS AND SEC REACTIONS
This section describes several instances of Posner actions that have
caused the SEC or others to take action. The results of those actions
have been included.
Pension Fund Abuse
Posner filled the board of directors with his nominees and placed
himself and his associates on the board of trustees of the Sharon Steel
pension plan upon acquiring control of Sharon. Posner then caused
the pension fund to acquire securities of other Posner controlled
firms, make unsecured loans to other Posner controlled companies,
and assist them in their takeovers of other corporations.
The assistant corporate secretary tipped off the union (primary
beneficiary of the pension fund), who contacted the SEC [Allen,
1987). The SEC filed a complaint on May 20, 1971 in the U.S. District
Court for the Southern District of New York against Victor Posner
and two associates, alleging violations of the Securities Exchange Act
of 1934.
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The violations were of Sections 10b and Rules 10b-5 and 13d-l.
Included were allegations that the defendants, in violation of the
above cited provisions, caused the assets of the pension funds of
Sharon Steel to be invested in securities issued by corporations in
which the defendants had a substantial beneficial interest, caused
these assets to be used to meet corporate obligations of companies
with which the defendants were affiliated, and assisted certain of these
affiliated companies in their takeovers of other corporations.
Furthermore, DWG, Posner and his two associates had failed to file
required reports with the Commission [SEC, 1971],
An order of permanent injunction was entered against the
defendants on June 28, 1972. They were enjoined from future
violations of Section 10b and Rule 10b-5 in connection with the
purchase or sale of any securities of any issuer affiliated with the
defendants by, for, or on the behalf of any pension fund of any
company affiliated with the defendants and from future violations
of Section 13d and Rule 13d-1.
In addition, the order provided that: (1) the defendants had to resign
as a trustee of pension funds of Sharon Steel, DWG Corporation,
NVF Corporation, or any affiliated company; (2) the defendants be
enjoined from acting as trustees of any pension fund of any company
affiliated with any of the defendants; (3) Victor Posner and his
associates had to file a Schedule 13D in regard to their participation
as a group in purchases of Wilson Brothers common stock by the
Sharon Steel Corporation and Subsidiary Companies Pension Fund;
(4) pension fund holdings of securities issued by the corporate
defendants or companies affiliated with them be sold within one year
and that the defendants should make good any losses suffered by the
pension funds from their investment in such securities; and (5) all
corporate defendants should mail a report of the disposition of the
securities to their respective shareholders [SEC, 1972],

False Financial Statements
Victor Posner’s attempt to execute an unfriendly takeover of
Foremost-McKesson (McKesson) in 1976 caused McKesson to
investigate Posner and companies he controlled. McKesson found
evidence of improper financial reporting by Sharon Steel and NVF,
Sharon’s parent. This evidence was used in its anti-takeover defense
and was presented to the SEC for investigation.
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The investigation resulted in an SEC complaint in the U.S. District
Court for the District of Columbia alleging violations of the anti
fraud, reporting, and proxy solicitation provisions of the federal
securities laws. On the same day, the court permanently enjoined
Sharon Steel Corporation, NVF Company, DWG Corporation,
Victor Posner, Steven Posner, Gail Posner Cohen, and other
individuals from future violations and ordered specific ancillary
relief. All defendants consented without admitting or denying the
allegations in the complaint [SEC, 1977].
The complaint dealt primarily with two issues: (1) Sharon’s
manipulation of income reported in its financial statements and (2)
undisclosed corporate expenditures for nonbusiness personal
expenses of Motor Posner and members of his family.

Income Manipulation
The income manipulation included improperly valuing and
improperly classifying inventories and assigning revenues and
expenses to the wrong years. The net result of the various
misstatements was that 1975 pre-tax income originally reported at
$25.6 million was overstated by about $13.9 million. The inflated
reported income would have aided Sharon’s ability to finance the
takeover of McKesson as well as the willingness of McKesson’s
shareholders to tender their shares for Sharon debt or equity
securities.
The SEC required Sharon to prepare restated 1974 and 1975
financial statements. A federal court ordered a standstill on Sharon’s
takeover attempt until 180 days after publication of the corrected
financial statements. The delay effectively derailed the takeover
attempt [Stern and Saunders, 1982], Neither the SEC nor Sharon’s
auditors detected the overstatement of Sharon’s 1975 income even
though the misstatement was greater than Sharon’s actual income.
The SEC’s review process and the audit function failed to provide
the protection expected by users of financial statements.

Corporate Payments for Nonbusiness Personal Expenses
The investigation into Sharon’s false financial statements exposed
the payment of nonbusiness personal expenses of Victor Posner and
several relatives by Posner—controlled companies. The amount of
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the payments was approximately $1.7 million and included payments
for items as diverse as groceries, aircraft, yachts, limousines and
drivers, liquor, domestic servants, and apartments.
The failure of annual reports, proxy statements, and registration
statements by companies controlled by Posner to disclose the nature
and extent of the expenditures was a violation of anti-fraud
provisions of the federal securities laws. The payments themselves
were not violations.

Court Ordered Relief
The corporate defendants, Sharon Steel, NVF Corporation,
Pennsylvania Engineering Corporation, Southeastern Public Service
Company, and Wilson Brothers each agreed to:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

appoint two new independent directors satisfactory to the
commission;
set up a new three-member audit committee with the two
independent directors comprising two of its three members;
the court’s direction of the audit committees to adopt financial
controls and accounting procedures designed to prevent
occurrence of matters alleged in the complaint and to supervise
such procedures;
the court’s direction that the audit committees examine the
complaint, recommend appropriate action, and file their
recommendations with the commission; and
the court’s direction that the Boards of Directors consider and
act on all audit committee recommendations and file with the
commission a report with an explanation of the action taken
and the reasons any such recommendations (or part thereof)
were not adopted.

The above provisions were effective for a four-year period. The
companies also were required to submit proxy statements and annual
reports filed with the commission to independent counsel familiar
with federal securities laws for review for a two-year period. They
were directed to make any amendments necessary to correct prior
filings. The corporations were also required to include a copy of the
complaint, stipulation and consent, and judgment in the proxy
statements for their next annual meeting.
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The judgment enjoined the companies, the Posners, and their
agents from making false entries on the books of public companies
controlled by the Posners. The corporate and individual defendants
were enjoined from using or helping use any asset of any public
company related to the Posners for the personal benefit of the Posners
unless such use has been properly authorized by such company’s
board of directors.
Posner paid $24,700 to one of the companies during the
investigation. The court ordered another $600,000 repayment.
Additional claims made on behalf of the corporate defendants by
the independent audit committees brought total repayments by the
Posners to approximately $1.7 million.
It should be emphasized that the corporate defendants’ failure to
disclose the nature and amount of their expenditures for the Posners’
nonbusiness personal expenses was the basis for litigation as a
violation of anti-fraud provisions of federal securities laws, not the
expenditures per se.
The expenditures have continued, however, they are now disclosed.
This is due to the SEC’s ability to require disclosure, but lack of
authority to set behavior standards. The court’s requirements for
independent directors and an independent audit committee suggests
that similar requirements might be suitable as a preventative measure
for all registrants.

Squeeze on Minority Shareholders
NVF attempted to squeeze out the 14 percent minority interest in
Sharon Steel in 1974 with compensation being a package of bonds.
A number of firms were forcing out minority shareholders with
compensation substantially below that paid to shareholders tendering
shares in the original takeover bid. As a result, the SEC announced
it was beginning to study the problem. The Sharon attempt to squeeze
out minority shareholders was stopped and never revived [Business
Week, 1974], This is an example of effectiveness of the SEC in
protecting the rights of smaller shareholders using its persuasive
powers instead of the courts.

Stock Parking
Posner began his takeover of Fischbach Corp. using Pennsylvania
Engineering as the umbrella company. The takeover was fought by
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Fischbach. A standstill agreement reached in 1980 included a
provision under which Posner-controlled companies would not
acquire additional Fischbach shares unless another entity acquired
more than 10 percent of Fischbach’s common stock.
Posner exploited this provision by arranging for Ivan Boesky to
acquire the shares necessary to free Posner from the standstill
agreement. Boesky filed a Schedule 13-D with the SEC indicating
his ownership of over 10 percent of Fischbach’s shares but failing
to disclose that Victor Posner was the beneficial owner of the shares.
Posner did not file a required Schedule 13-D. Posner-controlled
companies acquired additional shares of Fischbach based on
Boesky’s 13-D.
One of the charges to which Ivan Boesky pleaded guilty in 1987
was filing the false 13-D discussed above. One of the six charges
Michael Millken pled guilty to in April 1990 involved his role in the
Fischbach stock parking deal. Given Boesky’s and Millken’s guilty
pleas, it is likely that Posner will also follow suit.

Observations Indicating Harm to Shareholders
Institutional investors’ avoidance of Posner-controlled companies
is a sign that sophisticated investors consider Posner’s behavior to
be harmful to shareholders.
Contractors such as Fischbach need performance bonds to bid on
major projects. Chubb ceased writing these bonds for Fischbach as
a result of Posner’s control of the company. Chubb was replaced by
Aetna which imposed constraints on Posner’s actions as a condition
for writing the bonds. The constraints included salary limits and
guaranteeing previous management control over running the business
[Forbes, 1986], The actions of Chubb and Aetna represent an unbiased
evaluation that Posner’s normal pattern of activities would have a
material, harmful effect on the firm if allowed to continue unchecked.
In order to obtain a $55 million loan, DWG had to agree to a cap
of $1 million on Ponser’s salary for the duration of the loan, issue
options to acquire up to 30 percent of DWG’s stock, and accept an
effective interest rate of about 30 percent [Business Week, 1987].
Loans between independent, but Posner-controlled, firms were
typically made at a small premium to the prime rate. Independent
boards of directors carrying out their fiduciary responsibilities to their
separate constituencies would not make loans on such terms.
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In April 1989, Granada filed a derivative suit against DWG
directors for unlawfully failing to consider their bid for DWG because
Victor Posner opposed it. The directors included Posner’s son,
brother-in-law, nephew, and a friend. DWG filed a countersuit
alleging Granada’s bid was just an attempt to manipulate the price
of DWG stock.
DWG and Granada agreed in September 1990 to a settlement of
the suits. The agreement provides that Chief U.S. District Judge
Thomas D. Lambros will appoint three independent directors to
DWG’s board of directors who will also serve on key DWG
committees. These include the compensation committee, the
intercorporate-transactions committee and the audit committee. One
of the independent directors will become chairman of DWG’s audit
committee.
These will be DWG’s first independent directors since a consent
decree against Posner expired in 1982. DWG will also pay up to $5.5
million to reimburse Granada for fees incurred in the litigation
[Brannigan, 1990; Niquette, 1990],

ADDITIONAL PROTECTION REQUIRED FOR
NONCONTROLLING SHAREHOLDERS
This section examines the need for protection for noncontrolling
shareholders beyond that currently provided by the SEC and the legal
system. The need will be evaluated by considering shareholder and
SEC responses related to the Posner activities discussed in this paper.

Shareholder Responses
Shareholders have three options when faced with a self-serving
controlling interest. They can sell out, attempt a proxy fight, or
litigate. Selling out limits losses to those already incurred. It is not,
however, a solution to the problem of abusive management.
Posner holds sufficient convertible securities and stock options that
could be exercised to give him sufficient shares to prevail in a proxy
fight. The low likelihood of success coupled with the cost of a proxy
fight presents a barrier that discourages shareholders from even
trying.
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Courts give officers and directors substantial leeway with respect
to business decisions. The business decision rule recognizes that
persons making decisions will inadvertantly make some bad
decisions. If officers and directors were not protected in such cases,
management could make only the safest, not the best decisions. The
rule is a significant barrier to successful litigation regarding abuse
of power by officers and directors.
In summary, existing mechanisms for shareholder action are not
adequate in an environment of nonindependent directors with a
dominant, self-serving shareholder.

SEC Actions
The SEC’s charge to promote fair and efficient securities markets
logically includes taking action to prevent abuse of noncontrolling
shareholders. The effectiveness of the SEC in dealing with the seven
abuses discussed in this paper will be evaluated. Potential
preventative solutions will be noted also.

Improper Use of Pension Funds
SEC rules requiring disclosures related to the securities purchases
were violated. The injunctive relief provided covered losses caused
by the illegal activity and was also preventative by barring Posner
and other defendants from being trustees of pension plans for life.
The SEC was effective in this case.

False Financial Statements
SEC reporting standards were violated. Sharon Steel issued new
statements, a takeover that would have been aided by stock values
based on Sharon’s misstated financial statements was prevented and
independent directors were added to Sharon’s board and audit
committee for four years. The SEC was effective for this type of
violation.
Both the SEC and Sharon’s external auditors failed to recognize
a material error (over 100% of actual income) in reported income.
Ineffective implementation was prevented because of third party
actions.
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Company Funds Used for Personal Purposes
These payments were discovered during the SEC’s investigation of
Sharon’s false financial statements. Failure to disclose the payments
violated SEC rules. Injunctive relief included restitution by Posner and
his associates as well as adding independent directors acceptable to
the SEC to Sharon’s board of directors for four years as a preventative
measure. The SEC was effective as far as it could go.
Similar payments have continued but are now authorized by the
board of directors and disclosed in SEC filings. Formal authorization
of the payments by the Posner-controlled boards makes them legal.
Since the boards are protected by the business decision rule,
shareholders are not currently protected from abuse of power by
Posner. Solutions to the controlled-board problem will be discussed
separately.

Squeeze on Minority Shareholders
The attempt to force minority shareholders to exchange their stock
for Sharon bonds was abandoned when the SEC announced an
investigation into the fairness of this type of activity. The SEC was
effective here.

Stock Parking
Both Ivan Boesky and Michael Millken have pled guilty to their
parts in Posner’s parking of Fischbach stock with Boesky. The
regulatory process is working in this case.

Excessive Compensation and Intercompany Transactions
Executive compensation and justification of business decisions are
judgment matters. The same factors that cause courts to be ineffective
in countering abuse in these areas carry through to any attempt the
SEC might make to define reasonable compensation or justifiable
transactions.
Preventative measures are, however, necessary to protect
shareholders from abusive behavior in these areas. Possible measures
include requiring truly independent directors or requiring approval
by noncontrolling shareholders for decisions with high abuse
potential.
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CONCLUSIONS
Posner’s general pattern of operation for the companies he invested
in was to acquire a sufficient interest to control the company. This
was a minority interest in all three umbrella companies. Cash
dividends were eliminated. Company resources were used for
payments to Posner and his associates or to acquire additional firms
that could increase the base for Posner salaries and bonuses. The
ability to continue these patterns with impunity arises from violation
of implicit assumptions behind the business decision rule and the
SEC’s disclosure approach to promoting market fairness and
efficiency.
A critical assumption behind the business decision rule is that
officers and directors are acting in good faith for the benefit of all
shareholders, not just a subset of them. When the assumption is met,
protecting officers and directors from suits based on the consequences
of their good faith decisions is eminently sensible. When the
assumption is not justified, the rule merely provides a shield for
officers and directors to continue their abusive behavior. This shield
is an effective barrier to shareholders obtaining redress through the
courts.
The disclosure approach of the SEC is effective when illegal acts
are involved because disclosure can lead to prosecution while lack
of disclosure is also an illegal act that can lead to prosecution. Illegal
activities can be discouraged by use of an audit committee made up
of independent directors coupled with a strong internal audit
department reporting directly to the audit committee. The arguments
for this position are well known and need not be repeated here.
The ability of disclosure to impact legal, but abusive, actions is
based on the idea that shareholders can act using their legal rights
to force change. As discussed earlier, circumstances may provide
barriers to effective action by shareholders. Disclosure is inadequate
to protect noncontrolling shareholders in such cases.
Limitations on transactions to acquire controlling interests or on
voting rights of controlling interests would infringe on property rights
of buyers and sellers to a greater extent than appears justifiable. The
most direct solution would be to require that directors be independent
not only from the company but also from major shareholders, the
company’s officers, and their relatives.
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This solution could be objected to on the basis that it would limit
the controlling shareholders’ ability to vote for directors of their
choice. An alternative is to require a vote of noncontrolling
shareholders on issues with high abuse potential such as officers’ and
directors’ compensation, major acquisitions, and intercompany
transactions. Controlling shareholders select directors of their choice
but there are checks against abuse of noncontrolling shareholders.
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EFFECTS OF NCGA STATEM ENT 3
ON ENTITY REPORTING BY CITIES
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ABSTRACT
The Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) is currently
reconsidering the entity definition to be used in determining the scope
of activities to include in state and local government financial reports.
This is an important financial accounting issue because the content
of governmental accounting reports can be significantly affected by
the scope of activities included. It is also an important regulation and
public policy issue because the entity scope definition can affect the
public’s perception of the activities for which officials should be held
responsible. The purpose of this paper is to describe current entity
reporting practices of cities and to analyze the impact of NCGA
Statement 3 by comparing reports prepared before and after the
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issuance of Statement 3. The focus is on (1) Potential Component
Units (PCUs) considered for inclusion, (2) the PCUs actually included
in the financial statements, (3) the discussion of criteria employed to
define the municipal entity, and (4) the relative importance of these
criteria.
Our empirical results show that although about the same number
of PCUs were considered in pre- and post-NCGA Statement 3 reports,
more PCUs were actually included in post-NCGA 3 reports than in
pre-NCGA 3 reports. Discussion of the entity issue was significantly
expanded in post- vs. pre-reports and the criteria cited shifted to those
specified in NCGA 3. Finally, financial criteria and oversight
relationships were both frequently cited in the discussion explaining
PCU inclusion and exclusion. We conclude that NCGA 3 has had
a significant impact on the form and substance of municipal financial
reports in the direction intended by the NCGA.

For many years, state and local government financial accounting
standards provided little explicit guidance for determining the types
of functions, organizations, and activities that should be included in
governments’ annual reports. The entity issue is an important
financial accounting issue because the content of governmental
accounting reports can be significantly affected by the scope of
activities included. It is also an important regulation and public policy
issue because the entity scope definition can affect the public’s
perceptions of the activities for which officials should be held
responsible.
In an effort to improve the comparability and comprehensiveness
of financial reports and to help interested users identify operations
for which government officials were responsible, the National
Council on Governmental Accounting (NCGA) issued Statement 3:
Defining the Governmental Reporting Entity in 1981, effective for
all financial reports issued after December 31, 1982. The entity
definition promulgated in Statement 3 was clarified in Statement 7
[NCGA, 1984] and in Interpretation 7 [NCGA, 1983]. All three of
these entity-related NCGA standards have been incorporated in
Section 2100 of GASB Codification [GASB, 1990a].
The purpose of this paper is to describe present entity reporting
practices and to analyze the impact of NCGA Statement 3 by
comparing reports prepared before and after the issuance of
Statement 3. The focus is on (1) the Potential Component Units
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(PCUs) considered for inclusion, (2) the PCUs actually included in
the financial statements, (3) the discussion of criteria employed to
define the municipal entity, and (4) the relative importance of these
criteria. This empirical evidence should be useful to the Government
Accounting Standards Board (GASB) in its current reconsideration
of the entity issue because it can help focus attention on (a) particular
types of PCUs that might be considered for inclusion by governments
and (b) the actual effects of changing disclosure requirements.
[GASB, 1990b],

BACKGROUND ON ENTITY DEFINITION
Conceptual Underpinnings of Present Entity Scope GAAP
Until the early 1980s, NCGA financial accounting and reporting
standards for state and local governments were basically silent
concerning the definition of the governmental reporting entity. One
of the few sources of guidance was a sample Letter of Transmittal
provided in Governmental Accounting, Auditing and Financial
Reporting [GAAFR, 1980], This sample letter was based in part on
the Census Bureau’s [1977] definition of a unit of government and
included appeals to issues such as
This report includes all of the funds and account groups of the City. It includes
all activities considered by the U.S. Bureau of Census to be part of (controlled
by or dependent on) the City ... The Metropolitan Airport Authority,
although governed by board members who are directly appointed by the City
Commissioners, is considered by Census to be a separate government because
(1) it is an organized entity, (2) it has governmental character, and (3) it is
substantially autonomous ... The Name of Government Elementary School
System is a dependent unit which is considered a part of the Name of
Government. The County School District provides secondary education
services to students within the jurisdiction of Name of Government. The
County system is an independent special district and not part of the Name
of Government [NCGA, 1980, pp. 118-119].

While this GAAFR illustration provided a template for financial
reports, it did not explicitly discuss the criteria governmental units
should consider in deciding whether to include another related entity
in their annual reports. Since then, various conceptual approaches
to deciding which potential component units to include in the annual
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report of a core government have been offered. For example, in A
Study o f Selected Concepts fo r Governmental Financial Accounting
and Reporting, Holder [1980] suggests the use of the “commander
theory.” This theory recommends including all entities where elected
officials exercise effective economic control through the ability to
“marshal and expend” resources. That is, “those with the final
responsibility for the management of public resources should be held
accountable for the discharge of those responsibilities” [Holder,
1980],
The AICPA [1981] expanded this notion slightly. It suggested that,
“The reporting entity for general purpose financial statements should
consist of all functions, programs and activities that are controlled
by or dependent on a governmental unit’s legislative or executive
body.” To aid in the implementation of this definition, the AICPA
indicated that a controlling or dependent relationship exists when
one or more of the following financial relationships are met: budget
adoption, taxing authority, debt issuance secured by general
obligation bonds, or financing of deficits (p. 4).
A similar position was taken by the State Government Accounting
Project (SGAP) [Van Daniker and Pohlmann, 1983], This report
suggested that the financial reporting entity should include any
governmental organization for which elected officials have Oversight
Responsibility. This definition is broader than that recommended by
Holder’s commander theory because oversight responsibility may not
necessarily imply the ability to “marshal and expend” resources. The
report from the SGAP stated that
The reporting entity for general purpose financial reports of state government
requires the inclusion of any governmental... organization for which the elected
state officials have oversight responsibility. Oversight responsibility is derived
from the state’s power and includes, but is not limited to, selection of governing
authority, designation of management, ability to significantly influence opera
tions, accountability for fiscal matters, or scope of public service. Oversight
responsibility, in general, implies that a governmental unit is dependent on
another and the dependent unit should be disclosed in the financial reports
as part of the other entity [Van Daniker and Pohlmann, 1983, p. 18].

NCGA Statement 3 basically adopted the SGAP Oversight
Responsibility criterion, but placed greater emphasis on financial
interrelationships and expanded the scope of the entity definition by
stating that inclusion is appropriate regardless of whether the officials
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responsible for the operations of a component unit are appointed or
elected. They concluded:
the basic but not the only criterion for inclusion of a governmental
department, agency, institution, commission, public authority or other
governmental organizational in a governmental unit’s reporting entity for
general purpose financial reports is the exercise of oversight responsibility over
such agencies by the governmental unit’s elected officials |NCGA, 1981, p.
2; GASB, 1990a, Codification Section 2100, par. 1081.

The standard indicates that the “most significant manifestation of
oversight is financial interdependency” as evidenced by “responsibil
ity for financing deficits, entitlements to surpluses, and guarantees
of, or ‘moral responsibility’ for debt” |NCGA, 1981, p. 2; GASB,
1990a, Codification Section 2100, par. 109], Oversight responsibility
for a particular function or service also can be determined by
observing the power of city officials to select the governing board
or commission, designate its management, or significantly influence
the entity's operations |NCGA, 1981, pp. 2-3; GASB, 1990a,
Codification Section 2100, par. 110],
Accountability for fiscal matters also plays an important role in
determining oversight responsibility in the NCGA 3 entity scope
definition. According to the NCGA, when lines of fiscal responsibility
are not clear, the following specific areas should be reviewed to
determine the classification of an activity•
•

•

•

•

Budgetary Authority. Who possesses the authority for final
approval over the authorization of budgetary appropriations?
Who may authorize revisions to the approved budget?
Surplus/ Deficits. Who is responsible for funding deficits and
operating deficiencies? Is this responsibility a legal or moral
one? Who governs or controls the use of surplus funds? How
are surplus funds disposed of?
Fiscal Management. Who governs the process controlling
the collection and disbursement of funds? (Trust and agencytype funds would be included.) Who holds title to assets?
(Ownership of assets would indicate inclusion.) Who possesses
the right to require audit? (This may show intent to control.)
Revenue Characteristics. Where revenues are derived by
means of public levy or charge, in contrast to being grant
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receipts, there should be the presumption to include the
agency’s revenues or expenditures within the reporting entity
[NCGA, 1981, p. 3; GASB, 1990a, Codification Section 2100,
par. 110].
In addition to promulgating Oversight Responsibility as a criterion
for including a PCU, NCGA 3 also requires core governments to
consider Special Financing Relationships (e.g., Municipal Assistance
Corporation and New York City) and the Scope of Public Service.
The last criterion incorporates two aspects: whether the activity is
for the benefit of the reporting entity and/or its residents, and
whether the activity is conducted within the geographic boundaries
of the reporting entity and is generally available to the citizens of
that entity [NCGA, 1981, p. 3; GASB, 1990a, Codification Section
2100, par. 111].
Based on the breadth of the Oversight Responsibility (Financial
Interdependence, Oversight Relations, Accountability, etc.), Special
Financing Relationships and Scope of Service criteria in NCGA
Statement 3,1it appears that the intent of the NCGA was to expand
the scope of the entity definition, to expand entity discussion, and
to require the inclusion of new information on related entities. The
question of whether these accounting policy intentions have been
achieved has not yet been investigated; that is one of the main
purposes of the research reported in this paper.

Extant Empirical Evidence
Much of the empirical research covering the entity issue in
governments predates NCGA Statement 3 [Patton, 1985]. However,
the results of these opinion surveys may provide insights as to how
preparers and auditors might be expected to implement NCGA 3.
Thus, two such studies are reviewed next.
Shoulders [1982] conducted an opinion survey concerning the
governmental entity scope issue in which he asked municipal finance
experts to consider various simplified cases and to select situations
in which a potential component unit ought to be included. He
instructed the respondents to recommend inclusion only if they
believed the unit should be reported in a manner similar to other
city activities; that is, inclusion meant full financial statement
disclosure, not just footnote disclosure. Based on the survey
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responses, Shoulders concluded that the number of relationships
between the core government and the potential component unit was
important. He also reached the following conclusions concerning the
relative importance of criteria.
1.

2.
3.

Financial relationships were judged to be the most important
factors for deciding whether to include a potential component
unit.
Oversight relationships were judged to be less important.
The scope of service criterion was rated as unimportant by
survey respondents.

A second empirical study of opinions concerning governmental
entity issues was reported by Engstrom [1985]. Engstrom surveyed
91 CPAs with experience in governmental auditing and asked their
views about the importance of various criteria in determining whether
a given organization should be included in a municipal reporting
entity. Engstrom concluded:2
In terms of the three most important criteria, financial interdependence
appears to predom inate. The remaining im portant criteria reflect
organizational interdependence ... The ten least important criteria indicate
that the CPAs agree that form is not as important as substance [p. 3131.

In an empirical study of the opinions of auditors and preparers
that was conducted after NCGA Statement 3 was in place, Patton
[1987] found that oversight relationships were perceived to be at least
as important as financial relationships. He reports, however, that
“auditors appear to emphasize financial interdependency factors
slightly more than preparers.” As the Shoulders and Engstrom studies
predated the application of NCGA 3 and involved different sets of
respondents, differences in results between studies might have been
expected. In any case, empirical research on entity opinions has
provided somewhat mixed evidence concerning the criteria that might
be used in entity scope decision making. As actual financial reports
reflect both the preparers’ and auditors’ views of entity criteria, it is
not clear which types of criteria will be cited in actual reports. One
of the goals of this research is to answer this question empirically.
Another important research study conducted after the implemen
tation of NCGA 3 investigated the impact on financial ratios of
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including PCUs in governments’ financial statements. Langsam
[1990] analyzed the financial statements of 66 governments which had
submitted their reports to the GFOA Certificate Achievement for
Excellence in Financial Reporting Program in 1986 and for which
he could disaggregate the financial statement effects of the included
PCUs. He studied the effect of including the various PCUs on 13
standard financial ratios for governments. He found that 8 of the
13 ratios were statistically significantly different with versus without
the PCUs, but that the Pearson and Spearmen (rank) correlations
between with/without data were quite high (.86-.98). Thus, while
including PCUs does seem to make some difference in the financial
accounting numbers, the economic importance of the differences is
still an open question. Langsam [1990] concluded that the lack of
a strong impact on financial accounting numbers is consistent with
either the narrow application of entity rules by governments or a lack
of underlying differences among governments. The research reported
in this paper addresses the question of whether the entity definition
is being applied as intended by the standard-setters.

Expectations
The stated objectives of NCGA Statement 3 are to improve
comparability and comprehensiveness by providing a set of criteria
to help define the entity for which government officials should be
held responsible. The purpose of this study is to analyze the impact
of Statement 3 on municipal reporting entity disclosures. Based on
the stated objectives of Statement 3 and prior research, we have the
following expectations concerning the impact of Statement 3 on
municipal financial statements:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Given the broader scope of the municipal entity definition
promulgated in Statement 3, more potential component units
should be considered for inclusion;
For the same reason, more PCUs are expected to be included
than before the implementation of Statement 3;
The discussion concerning the entity definition in the Letter
of Transmittal and Entity Footnote will be expanded as a
result of Statement 3; and
More references to the specific criteria promulgated in
Statement 3 should be observed.
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Table 1. Sample Description
City Population
< 2 5

Sample Percent

K

23

25-50

15

51-100

2 0

101-250

2 1

> 250

2 1

Because prior opinion survey research has found mixed results
concerning the relative importance of various entity scope criteria,
we have no a priori expectation concerning which type(s) of criteria
will be cited most frequently. However, we do investigate and report
empirical results on this issue as well.

RESEARCH DESIGN
Sampling
As there is not yet a representative time series source of complete
municipal financial reports, we constructed a convenience sample of
municipal reports based on the personal libraries of the authors as
well as the libraries of GASB and Arthur (Ernst and) Young. In order
for a city to qualify for the sample, we required that both a pre-NCGA
Statement 3 report and a post-NCGA 3 report be available. The
resulting sample of 113 cities is not random. The sample over
represents Florida, Minnesota, Texas, Ohio, California, and, as
Table 1 shows, over-represents larger cities compared to the general
population of all cities. This limitation on external validity should
be kept in mind when interpreting the results reported below.
However, we believe the cities do represent an interesting sample in
their own right.
Coding
Copies of Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports (CAFRs)
were coded following a standardized code book developed by the
authors. The code book was developed after examining several
sample financial reports and resolving incorrect/inconsistent
interpretations. A subsample of the cities was coded by several of
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the authors to confirm the objectivity of the system. In most cases,
the data coded are fairly objective (e.g., population, audit firm,
entity criteria mentioned, Potential Component Units [PCUs]
included, etc.). Thus, coding should not bias the results reported
here.

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF ENTITY SCOPE
REPORTING PRACTICES
PCUs Considered and Included/Excluded
In order for a PCU to be included in a city’s financial report, it
must first be considered for inclusion by the core government. One
apparent goal of NCGA 3 was to increase the number of PCUs
included. This increase could be achieved by increasing the number
of PCUs considered and/or by increasing the percentage of
considered PCUs that are included. This section reports data on PCU
Consideration and PCU Inclusion practices of cities.
PCU Consideration
In our sample of 113 cities, we found that 14 cities did not discuss
the possibility of including any PCUs anywhere in their pre-NCGA
3 reports (13 cities in the post-NCGA 3 reports). While this does not
necessarily mean that these cities considered no PCUs at all, the fact
that none was discussed probably indicates that no (material) PCU
was close to being included. Table 2 describes the most commonly
considered (discussed) PCUs in pre- vs. post-NCGA 3 financial
reports.
Table 2 shows that there were only very minor changes in the PCUs
specifically discussed for potential inclusion in the pre- vs. postCAFRs of the cities in our sample. The number of cities discussing
the most common PCU types stayed essentially the same, as did the
number of PCUs of a given type. Thus NCGA 3 apparently did not
change the parameters of the PCU inclusion decision sufficiently to
induce cities to seriously consider (as measured by CAFR discussion)
an expanded number of PCUs to include.
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PCU Inclusion
Although the number and type of PCUs seriously considered by
the cities did not change significantly in pre- vs. post-CAFRs, Table
3 shows that the actual inclusion of PCUs has changed significantly
as the result of NCGA 3.
Table 3 is based on the number of PCUs considered and included,
rather than (as was the case in Table 2) the number of cities including
a particular type of PCU. Thus, Table 3 shows that, among the PCUs
which existed at both the date of the pre- and post-NCGA 3 CAFRs,
an increase of 50 percent in the number of PCUs actually included
occurred (186 vs. 124). In absolute terms, the biggest changes
occurred in Housing Authorities (+17), Building Authorities (+7),
Industrial Development Authorities (+7), and Port/T ransit
Authorities (+7).
Another way of describing the overall changes in PCU inclusion
is that of 113 cities in the sample, 77 (68%) included exactly the
same number of PCUs in both pre- and post-reports. The most
common outcome was to include no PCU in either pre- or postCAFR (N = 51). Only 2 of 113 cities included more PCUs in the
pre vs. post (one PCU in each case). Finally, in the 34 cities which
included more PCUs in their post- vs. pre-NCGA 3 CAFRs, an
average of 2 more PCUs per city were included. As might be
inferred from Table 3, many of these new inclusions were housing
authorities.
Table 3 also shows that the percentage of PCUs included in postNCGA 3 CAFRs (given that a PCU-type was considered, i.e.,
discussed) varied significantly among PCU types. Among the PCUs
with at least 10 considerations in CAFRs, Building Authorities were
most often included in a city’s CAFR (86%). As most such authorities
are created to specifically construct and finance buildings for
municipalities, this high inclusion rate seems consistent with NCGA
3. In contrast, only 7 percent of the considered counties and 13
percent of the considered school districts were included. In the
intermediate range, 35 percent of Housing Authorities and Pension
Plans were included.
In summary, while our expectation that more PCUs would be
considered (discussed) in post-NCGA 3 CAFRs was not supported
by the evidence, the predicted increase in PCU inclusions did occur.
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Entity Disclosures
In addition to investigating the PCU inclusion decision, we also
analyzed CAFR disclosures concerning the entity scope. These
analyses focused on statements of general criteria applied to entity
scope decisions as well as the discussions of specific PCUs.
Information about criteria used in entity decisions was generally
found in the Letter of Transmittal and/or in an Entity Footnote. As
noted earlier, we expected that the amount of discussion would
increase in post-CAFRs and that NCGA 3 language would be
adopted.
Comparison of Pre- and Post-NCGA 3 Criteria Disclosures
NCGA Statement 3 created a set of disclosure requirements and
a list of criteria that differed from previous GAAFR (Census Bureaubased) entity criteria. As a result, the discussion of entity scope
decisions was expected to change in post- vs. pre-NCGA CAFRs. For
example, NCGA 3 indicates that the entity should be discussed in its
own financial statement footnote. This change in GAAP had a direct
and significant impact; while only 24 percent of our pre-NCGA
Statement 3 reports had a separate entity footnote, 87 percent of the
post-NCGA 3 reports did. Also, given that a CAFR included a Letter
of Transmittal or Entity Footnote, on average, post-NCGA Statement
3 CAFRs cited significantly more general criteria in the Letter of
Transmittal (3.4 > 2.6) and Entity Footnotes (6.0 > 3.0) than preNCGA Statement 3 CAFRs. Thus, as expected, one of the effects of
NCGA 3 was to expand the general discussion of the entity definition.
The types of general entity criteria cited varied between pre- and
post-NCGA 3 CAFRs. Table 4 shows the pre- and post-general
criterion citation index for those criteria that were cited at least 10
times (out of 113 cities) in either the pre- or post-CAFR Letter of
Transmittal.3 Note that citation of the Census Bureau criteria (32)
fell off sharply, while Oversight Responsibility (24), NCGA 3 (25),
and Oversight Unit (OSU) Chose Governing Board of PCU (7) rose
sharply in post-CAFRs. Thus, it is clear that in the financial report
discussions of the general criteria used in the cities’ entity scope
decisions, NCGA 3 had a major impact. The increased amount of
disclosure and entity criteria references based on NCGA 3 were
consistent with our expectations.
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In addition to analyzing the general criteria applied by the sample
of cities in pre- and post-NCGA 3 CAFRs, we also examined the
criteria cited for specific PCUs. For those PCUs which were
specifically discussed in CAFRs, the average number of specific
criteria cited in the post-CAFR was 3.7 vs. 1.4 in the pre-CAFRs.
These results indicate that NCGA 3 actually increased both the
general discussion of the entity decision as well as the discussion of
specific PCUs.

Importance of Criteria
Given the somewhat conflicting results of prior studies concerning
opinions about the importance of various entity criteria, we
investigated the question of which criteria were actually cited more
often in CAFRs. Specifically, Engstrom [1985] and Shoulders [1982]
reported that Financial Relationships were perceived to be most
important in entity scope decisions, followed by Oversight Relations
and (a distant third) Scope of Service. In contrast, Patton [1987]
found a more balanced set of opinions. Although frequency of
citation and importance are not identical, it is logical to expect
important entity criteria to be cited more often in CAFRs. Thus,
while citation rates are a noisy signal of how important specific
criteria have been, they should provide some insight into entity
decisions.
Table 5 reports the frequency of criteria citation in the general
discussion of entity scope decisions in post-NCGA 3 CAFRs. Table
5 organizes the criteria into several categories based on NCGA 3
[GASB, 1990a, Codification Section 2100]. The table also includes
GAAFR 1980 Census Bureau criteria. The results show that
Financial Interdependence types of criteria (135) were not cited as
frequently as Oversight Responsibility types of criteria (268) in
descriptions of cities’ PCU inclusion/exclusion decisions. Even if one
combines Accountability and Financial Interdependence (on the
basis that fiscal accountability is often accompanied by financial
interdependence), the Oversight factors are still cited slightly more
often in post-NCGA 3 financial reports. Although the balance
between Financial and Oversight criteria is somewhat different from
Engstrom and Shoulders, similar to those opinion surveys, Scope of
Service is not a major factor in the general criteria cited. Also, the
citation rates are consistent with Patton’s [1987] opinion survey
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findings which showed a balance between oversight and financial
interdependence criteria.

CONCLUSION
The NCGA adopted NCGA Statement 3 in an attempt to improve
the comparability and comprehensiveness of governmental financial
reports and to better indicate the operations for which officials are
responsible. These are important accounting, regulation, and public
policy issues because the substance of financial reports and the
accountability of officials could be significantly affectedby the entity
definition. Operationally, the goals intend increased inclusion of
related units and increased disclosures.
Based on prior research, a variety of expectations concerning the
amount and nature of entity disclosures as well as the effects of
NCGA 3 on actual PCU inclusion were developed. We found that
NCGA 3 led to more PCUs being included and longer disclosures
based on NCGA 3 being produced. While our sample of cities was
not random and is not necessarily representative of all cities, the
results suggest that the NCGA goal of increasing comprehensiveness
is being achieved. However, the available data are not sufficient to
allow direct testing of the comparability criterion. Because disclosures
in CAFRs and other accessible public sources are not sufficient to
make such assessments, we cannot say that similar PCUs are being
treated in similar manner. Finally, assuming that significant Financial
Interdependence, Oversight Relations, and Accountability actually
imply responsibility of a core government for a PCU, the increased
inclusions of PCUs in post-NCGA Statement 3 financial reports
indicate that responsibility for expanded activities is being associated
with city officials. Thus, we conclude NCGA Statement 3 has had
a significant influence on the form and substance of city CAFRs in
the direction intended by the NCGA.
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NOTES
1. The entity scope criteria in NCGA Statement 3 are clearly not mutually
exclusive. At some points, NCGA 3 treats Financial Interdependence as a subset
of the Oversight criterion; at other points, it is distinguished from Oversight
Relations. In what follows, we continue the practice of prior research by
distinguishing Financial Interdependence, Oversight Relations, Accountability, and
Scope of Services.
2. Although Engstrom [1985] also examined actual municipal reports for entity
disclosures, he discovered that in his sample, “finance directors were not yet
employing ... NCGA Statement 3 ”[p. 311]. Thus, his study does not speak to the
issue of the effects of NCGA 3. Also, his sample of reports included only GFOA
Certificate of Conformance winners. Thus, his results are not directly comparable
to the broader-based sample reported here.
3. Because so few pre-NCGA 3 CAFRs had a separate entity footnote, the
comparisons reported here focus on Letter of Transmittal citations.
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MANAGERIAL EVALUATION
OF THE INTERNAL
CONTROL STRUCTURE

Barbara Apostolou and Nicholas G. Apostolou

ABSTRACT
The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) recently proposed
that managers of public companies prepare a Report of Management
Responsibilities to be included in Annual Report Form 10-K [SEC,
1988]. Among other things, this proposal would require managers to
report on their evaluation of the effectiveness of the internal control
structure of their firm. The American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants (AICPA) initially challenged this requirement based on
the presumption that managers cannot perform such an evaluation
in the absence of standard criteria. This paper reports the results of
a study that examined how 52 managers ranked the importance of
the elements of internal control structure using the Analytic Hierarchy
Process. The extent of agreement among the managers was measured
as well. The results offer strong support for the stance taken by the
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AICPA. Finally, in view of the finding that managers appear to need
standard evaluation criteria for purposes of the SEC’s proposed
report, a model using the Analytic Hierarchy Process is suggested to
assist managers in this task.

INTRODUCTION
The National Commission on Fraudulent Financial Reporting
(Treadway Commission) issued its final recommendations to deter
and detect fraudulent financial reporting in October 1987. A chief
suggestion was that managers should evaluate, and then report on
the effectiveness of their firm’s internal control structure in annual
reports to shareholders. The Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) responded with a proposal to require a Report of Management
Responsibilities [SEC, 1988], However, the American Institute of
Certified Public A ccountants (AICPA) initially expressed
reservation on the SEC proposal based on the assumption that
managers cannot consistently evaluate the effectiveness of internal
control structure without established criteria [AICPA, 1988a], The
AICPA [1990, p. 1] subsequently modified its position to support
the SEC if the management reports were required to be examined
by independent public accountants.
This paper presents the results of a study that examined how
managers rank the importance of the elements of internal control
structure in evaluating its effectiveness. The Analytic Hierarchy
Process (AHP) was used to model the judgment of each subject.
Measures of the extent of agreement between managers were also
computed. In addition, a proposal for using the AHP as a decision
aid for management in the evaluation of the effectiveness of internal
control structure is presented. The results of the study offer strong
support for the stance taken by the AICPA.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act
The issue of management’s responsibility for internal control
structure is not new. The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) of
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1977 was enacted in response to public outrage over reckless
managerial conduct regarding kickbacks, bribes, and questionable
payments in the early 1970s. The FCPA amended the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 and requires that SEC registrants maintain
an internal control structure adequate to preserve integrity in the
financial reporting process. In other words, managerial responsibility
for internal control structure became a matter of law.
However, management override of internal controls has been cited
[Treadway, 1987, p. 34] as a factor in 119 instances of fraudulent
financial reporting actions brought before the SEC from 1981 to
1986, suggesting the need to impose additional requirements on
managers. Treadway [1987] asserts that managers should publicly
acknowledge their responsibility to deter fraud and illegal acts via
strong internal control structure. Subjecting management to public
scrutiny should increase its awareness of the critical importance of
internal control structure in protecting the interests of the investing
public.
Proposed Report of Management's Responsibilities
The Treadway Commission [1987, pp. 44-46] recommended that
the SEC require a “management report” be included in annual reports
to shareholders issued by public companies. The points suggested to
be addressed in the management report include:
1.
2.
3.

management’s acknowledgement of responsibility for the
financial statements and internal control;
a discussion of how management’s responsibilities were
fulfilled; and
an assessment by management of the effectiveness of internal
control.

Treadway recognized management’s obligation to the investing
public to communicate these issues. Further, as stated in the
Treadway report [1987, p. 45]:
Management’s opinion on internal control is important because the internal
control system provides the basis for the preparation of financial statements
and, more broadly, the overall system of accountability.
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The proposed management report must be signed by the chief
executive officer and the chief accounting or financial officer.
Signatures by these officials should serve to heighten their awareness
of their responsibilities to the public. However, Treadway [1987, p.
45] recognized that the report should be limited to “material matters
about which the stockholders should be informed.” Furthermore, the
cost of controls should not exceed the expected benefit.
The SEC provided a rapid response to the Treadway suggestion
for a management report by proposing a Report of Management’s
Responsibilities [SEC, 1988], This proposal is a positive step by the
SEC to implement recommendations by the Treadway Commission.
In addition to the three aforementioned items suggested by Treadway
for inclusion in the management report, the SEC [1988, p. 280aa]
also would require an indication of management’s response to
recommendations made by internal and external auditors regarding
internal control.
The SEC proposal would require management to evaluate the
effectiveness of only those internal control structure elements related
to the financial reporting process. The proposed rules require the
evaluation to encompass the internal control structure elements
established by Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) No. 55,
Consideration o f the Internal Control Structure in a Financial
Statement Audit [AICPA, 1988b], that is effective for calendar year
1990 audits of financial statements. In addition, assessment of the
effectiveness of internal controls should be made as of the end of the
most recent fiscal year.
The SEC received over 190 comment letters in response to its
proposal for a management report. Responses from the Treadway
sponsors1were generally supportive. However, three of the sponsors
objected to the requirement that management evaluate the
effectiveness of internal control in the absence of standard criteria.
The AICPA [1988a, p. 2] commented:
The proposed rule does not establish criteria for evaluating the effectiveness
of internal control. Without such criteria, management cannot make or report
useful and reliable assessments of internal control.

The Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA) [“The IIA’s Response,” 1989,
p. 40] claimed:
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Without “generally accepted” measurement criteria for assessing, measuring,
and reporting on the “effectiveness” of internal control, requiring such a
statement will create inconsistencies among companies from one year to the
next.

While the National Association of Accountants (NAA) [1988, p. 2]
did not explicitly protest the SEC’s proposed requirement, they
noted:
It would be helpful if the Commission would specify minimum criteria or
standards for the evaluation of documentation of the effectiveness of the
control system.

The A1CPA [1988b] issued SAS No. 55 to expand the auditor’s
responsibility for considering internal control structure in a financial
statement audit. The new standard broadens the definition of internal
control to be internal control structure and requires the auditor to
understand the internal control structure of each client. SAS No. 55
also was issued to minimize ambiguities in existing standards. Table
1 provides a summary of the elements of internal control structure
as defined by SAS No. 55. According to SAS No. 55, internal control
structure has three principal elements: the control environment, the
accounting system, and control procedures. Control environment
#
2
and control procedures are further broken down into subelements.
This structure offers the evaluator the opportunity to draw a
conclusion on a principal element by first gaining an understanding
of the effectiveness of its components.

The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
Applications of the AHP in the social sciences have been
widespread and numerous [see Zahedi, 1986], although use of the
AHP in accounting research has primarily been associated with
auditing issues. Arrington, Hillison, and Jensen [1984] introduced the
AHP as a technique to model the judgment of auditors in an
analytical review procedure (ARP) task. Three academicians and
three practitioners participated in the study that resulted in the
ranking of five alternative ARPs. Lin, Mock, and Wright [1984]
demonstrated use of the AHP as an aid in planning procedures to
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Table 1.

E le m e n t s o f I n te r n a l C o n t r o l S tr u c t u r e

Internal Control Structure:
•

C o n tro l E n v ir o n m e n t co n sists o f m a n a g e ria l a ttitu d e , a w a re n e ss, a n d a c tio n s c o n c e rn in g
in tern al co n tro ls.

•

A c c o u n tin g S y s te m c o n sists o f m e th o d s a n d re c o rd s e sta b lis h e d to id en tify , re c o rd , a n d
r e p o r t a f i r m ’s t r a n s a c t i o n s .

•

C o n tro l

P rocedures

E n v iro n m en t an d

are

th o se

p o licies

and

procedures

in

ad d itio n

to

th e

C o n tro l

A c c o u n tin g S y s te m t h a t p r o v id e r e a s o n a b le a s s u r a n c e th a t sp ecific

o b je c tiv e s w ill b e a c h i e v e d .

Control Environment:
•

M a n a g e ria l T o n e in clu d es m a n a g e ria l p h ilo s o p h y a n d a ttitu d e to w a r d m e e tin g b u d g e ts
a n d t a k i n g risks.

•

A u d it C o m m itte e o v ersees th e fin a n c ia l r e p o r tin g p ro c e ss o f th e firm .

•

In tern al A u d it fu n c tio n

is e s t a b l i s h e d

w ith in th e firm

to e v a lu a te th e a d e q u a c y a n d

effectiv en ess o f in te rn a l c o n tr o l stru c tu re .
•

E x te rn a l In flu en ces a re e sta b lish e d a n d ex ercised b y p a rtie s o u tsid e a firm (su c h as a
re g u la to ry agency).

•

M a n a g e m e n t C o n tr o l m e th o d s im p a c t th e a s s ig n m e n t a n d ex ercise o f re sp o n sib ility .

Control Procedures:
•

A u t h o r i z a t i o n o f tr a n s a c tio n s a n d activities.

•

S e g r e g a tio n o f c u s to d y , r e c o r d in g , a n d a u th o r iz a tio n activ ities w ith in a firm .

•

D o c u m e n t C o n tro l (su ch as u sin g p re n u m b e re d d o c u m e n ts).

•

S a fe g u a rd s o v e r access to a n d use o f p h y sic a l assets a n d fin a n c ia l re c o rd s.

•

In d e p e n d e n t C h e c k s o n p e rfo rm a n c e (su ch as a b a n k reco n ciliatio n ).

audit accounts receivable. Their effort was a hypothetical application
intended to promote the application of the AHP in audit research.
Harper [1988] modeled EDP auditor judgment of the relative
importance of internal controls in Local Area Networks (LANs)
using the AHP. Consensus among the 51 EDP auditors in the study
was low, suggesting the subjects failed to concur on the relative
importance of the 17 internal control attributes evaluated.
McDermott [1986] evaluated EDP auditor judgment of an internal
control system in a microcomputer environment using the AHP.
Three EDP auditors evaluated a control system using the general
AHP model she developed. Little agreement was noted between the
experts about the relative importance of internal control attributes
in a microcomputer environment.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this study was to obtain evidence to support or
counter the claim that management should not be required to
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evaluate the effectiveness of internal control without specified
criteria. The SEC proposal indicates that such an evaluation should
encompass “matters material to both investment and voting decision”
[SEC, 1988, p. 29012], Furthermore, the proposed scope of the
management report is to be “consistent with the Treadway
Commission’s recommendations and SAS No. 55” [SEC, 1988, p.
28011], Accordingly, this research focused on managerial evaluation
of elements of internal control structure as defined by SAS No. 55.
Besides considering how individual managers evaluate internal
controls, an examination of the extent of agreement between
managers was made. Thus, two research questions were addressed.
1.

2.

How do managers rank the importance of the elements of
internal control structure (as defined by SAS No. 55) in the
evaluation of its effectiveness?
Do individual managers agree with one another in their
assignment of rankings to the elements of internal control
structure?

If managers agree with one another as to the importance of the
elements of internal control structure to the evaluation of its
effectiveness, it would suggest that consistent evaluations could be
made by managers across firms. Alternately, the lack of agreement
would suggest the opposite to be true, thus offering support for
objections raised by the AICPA [“The IIA’s Response,” 1989], and
the NAA [1988],

METHOD
The Analytic Elierarchy Process
The method used in this study was the Analytic Hierarchy Process
(AHP) advanced by Saaty [1986, 1988], The AHP is a technique for
modeling human judgment and is particularly appropriate in
situations involving qualitative attributes. Fundamental to the
application of the AHP is the development of a hierarchy that
structures a system into its components. Hierarchies are created to
direct a system toward a desired goal or objective. The top level of
a hierarchy specifies the objective of the judgment, while lower levels
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L e v e l 0:

E v a lu a te th e E ffectiv en ess o f
In tern al C o n tro l S tru c tu re

if
L e v e l 1:

Tl

C o n tro l

A cco u n tin g

E n v iro n m en t

S y stem

C o n tro l
P rocedures

II
L e v e l 2:

M a n a g e ria l to n e

A u th o riz atio n

A u d it C o m m itte e

S eg reg atio n

In tern al A u d it

D o c u m e n t C o n tro l

E x te rn a l In flu en ces

S afeguards

M a n a g e m e n t C o n tro l

Independent C hecks

Note: To be read in conjunction with Table 1.

Figure 1.

Hierarchy of Internal Control Structure

represent homogeneous clusters of elements related to their
immediate objective.
The hierarchy employed in this study represents the SAS No. 55
[AICPA, 1988b] definition of internal control structure (see Table
1 and Figure 1). Level 0 is the overall objective of the judgment, the
evaluation of the effectiveness of internal control structure. Level 1
identifies the three principal components of internal control structure:
control environment, accounting system, and control procedures.
Level 2 consists of the elements of control environment and control
procedures.
The development of an AHP model requires the evaluator to make
all possible pairwise comparisons of the elements at each level of the
hierarchy using Saaty’s [1988, p. 54] measurement scale. This scale
is bounded at 1 (equally important) and 9 (absolutely more
important), with varying degrees of importance between. The
purpose of the scale is to establish weights3 representing the relative
importance of elements in the hierarchy to the overall objective. A
total of 23 pairwise comparisons was made by each subject—3 at level
1 and 20 at level 2 (control environment— 10 and control
procedures—10).
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Data Collection
The subjects participating in this study were middle and senior level
managers attending the annual Louisiana State University Executive
Program during June 1989. A total of 52 managers representing 11
industries and 14 states completed the task. Experience as manager
ranged from 1 to 23 years with a mean experience level of 8.3 years.
The task required the managers to make pairwise comparisons of
the elements of internal control structure to produce an AHP model
for each subject. A copy of the instrument appears in the Appendix.

*

RESULTS
Consistency Ratios

Consistency in an AHP context refers to the logic exercised by
the subjects in making the pairwise comparisons. For example, if A
is preferred to B by a multiple of 3, and B is equally preferred to
C, then A should be preferred to C by a multiple of 3. However,
humans violate consistency routinely for many reasons [Saaty, 1986,
p. 82], If humans were perfectly consistent, they would not be
permitted to change their minds or to accept new ideas. As a result,
some judgment inconsistency is tolerated.
The AHP provides a measure of logical judgment called the
consistency ratio. If the consistency ratio is tolerable, the AHP model
is considered to be a good approximation of a perfectly consistent
judgment. Saaty [1986, p. 83] established the degree of tolerable
inconsistency as a consistency ratio in the neighborhood of .10 or
less. Others have noted that analyses should be performed on models
of .20 or less [see Singleton, 1985, p. 841. Of the 52 subjects evaluated,
no model exceeded the .20 threshold.4 The average consistency ratio
over all subjects was .0956, indicating that the subjects exercised logic
in making their judgments.
The AHP Models
An AHP model was generated for each of the 52 subjects to address
the first research question. A model produces values known as
weights that indicate the importance of an element to its immediate
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Table 2.

Average Weights and Ranks on Elements of
Internal Control Structure
Average
Weight

A verage
Rank

Level 1: Internal
Control Structure
C o n tro l E n v iro n m en t

.43 3 1

1

A c c o u n tin g S y ste m

.25 7 1

3

C o n tro l P ro ced u res

.3 0 9 8

2

1 . 0 0 0 0

Level 2:
Control Environment
M an ag erial T o n e

.3 0 8 9

1

A u d it C o m m itte e

. 1 2 2 2

5

In tern al A u d it

.16 7 1

3

E x te rn a l In flu en ces

.1 4 0 4

4

M a n a g e m e n t C o n tro l

.2 6 1 4

2

1 . 0 0 0 0

Level 2:
Control Procedures
A u th o rizatio n

.2351

2

S eg reg atio n

.2 6 3 3

1

D o c u m e n t C o n tro l

.1 0 0 4

5

S afeguards

.2 3 2 9

3

Independent C hecks

.1 6 8 3

4

1 . 0 0 0 0

Note:

To be read in conjunction with Table 1 and Figure 1.

objective. These weights are then converted to ranks. Weights
produced by the AHP models were averaged across all subjects and
are presented in Table 2.
Internal control structure (level 1) has three elements: control
environment, accounting system, and control procedures. Subjects,
on average, ranked control environment as most important to the
evaluation of the effectiveness of internal control structure. Control
procedures and accounting system were ranked second and third
most important, respectively.
Both control environment and control procedures can be regarded
as consisting of detailed components as noted in Figure 1. Subjects,
on average, ranked “managerial tone” as the most important aspect
of control environment, followed in order by management control,
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Control Environment

Accounting System
1.5

8. 0%

Control Procedures

17.0%
2
31.0%

Figure 2.

Frequency Analysis of the Average Ranks on the
Elements of Internal Control Structure
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internal audit, external influences, and audit committee. Within the
category of control procedures, segregation was viewed as its most
important element, on average, with document control least
important.
Frequency distributions were generated at level 1 of the hierarchy
to determine how many managers actually ranked the elements as
the averages indicate. The results of the frequency analysis are
presented in Figure 2. Ranks of 1.5 and 2.5 indicate ties between the
adjacent rankings. Although the mean is equal to the mode for each
element of internal control structure, the frequency analysis suggests
that agreement between subjects is not overwhelming.
Of the three principal elements of internal control structure,
control environment appears to be the clear choice as most important
in the evaluation of its effectiveness. Although the number of
managers (44%) ranking it most important is only moderate, the
result is consistent with the Treadway [1987] recommendation that
the control environment established by management is extremely
critical to the deterrence and detection of financial fraud. Refer to
the frequency distributions of accounting system and control
procedures in Figure 2. The average ranking for accounting system
(Table 2) is third, yet only 31 percent of the managers actually ranked
it third. In fact, nearly as many ranked it second. Alternatively, the
average ranking for control procedures is second most important,
yet only 31 percent of the managers actually ranked it second.
Seventy-five percent of the managers ranked accounting system as
second, third, or tie while 68 percent ranked control procedures
similarly. This result suggests that managers either did not agree with
one another, or they had difficulty in distinguishing one as being more
important than the other.
Measures of Interjudge Agreement
The extent to which the subjects agreed or disagreed on the
rankings of the elements of internal control structure as measured
using the Kendall Coefficient of Concordance, or fF-statistic. This
statistic is a measure of the degree of association among multiple sets
of ranked data. A high and significant value of W implies that the
subjects were applying the same standard to some degree in making
the judgment. W can assume values from 0 (complete disagreement)
to 1 (complete agreement). The value of W is difficult to interpret
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Table 3.

Measures of Interjudge Agreement
Kendall
Coefficient
o f Concordance
(W)

A verage
Rank-Order
Correlation
(rs)

.0 3 8 *

.0 1 9 *

C o n tro l E n v iro n m en t

.2 9 2 * *

.2 7 8 * *

C o n tro l P ro ced u res

.1 9 4 * *

.1 7 8 * *

Level 1:
E le m e n ts o f In tern al C o n tro l S tru c tu re

Level 2:

Notes:

*p

= . 138

** p < .001

directly in terms of the tendency for rankings to agree or disagree.
As a result, it is typically converted into a more interpretable average
rank-order correlation (rs). This value is the same as that obtained
if the rank correlation between each pair of rankings was computed
and the results averaged. The average rank-order correlation can
assume values that range from —1 (perfect negative correlation) to
+ 1 (perfect positive correlation).
The measures of interjudge agreement ( W and r,) at levels I and
2 of the hierarchy are reported in Table 3. Since the coefficients at
level 1 are not significant, no agreement is noted with respect to the
subjects’ rankings of the elements of internal control structure. The
level 2 coefficients are significant, indicating that some agreement is
present across subjects in their rankings of these elements. However,
the values of the coefficients for the components of control
environment (rs = .278) and control procedures (rs = .178) suggest
only a weak level of agreement among the subjects.
Implications
The results of this study offer strong support for the position of
the AICPA, 11A, and NAA that managers should not be expected
to evaluate the effectiveness of their firm’s internal control structure
without standard criteria. Without criteria to judge the effectiveness
of internal control structure, managers may draw different
conclusions from circumstances that are essentially similar. This
weakness could seriously undermine the credibility of these reports
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to interested users of the financial statements. Also, those users who
rely on these reports could run the risk of reaching erroneous
conclusions about a firm’s internal control structure. This potential
shortcoming may be compensated for by requiring an independent
public accountant to examine and report on the Report of
Management’s Responsibilities, as suggested by the AICPA [1990,
p. 1],
The subjects participating in this study represented 11 industries.
This is not necessarily a reason for the lack of agreement, however,
because the SAS No. 55 [AICPA, 1988b] definitions of internal
control structure are general rather than industry specific. Therefore,
a cross-section appears to be an appropriate sample. Since the
managers in this study disagree with one another on the relative
importance of the elements of internal control structure, evaluations
may not be comparable across managers. In addition, it is not
possible to make judgments about the correctness of the responses
of managers because standard criteria for ranking the elements of
internal control structure do not exist. These problems can be
resolved by providing managers with more explicit guidance in
evaluating internal control structure.

USE OF THE AHP AS A DECISION AID
The results of this study should not, however, be viewed with
pessimism. The thrust of the objection raised by the AICPA and
others is that the proposed management report is not meaningful
without standard evaluation criteria. Given the evidence from this
study that this position has merit, the next step is to suggest an
approach for standardizing the manner in which managers can
evaluate the effectiveness of internal control structure that uses the
SAS No. 55 [AICPA, 1988b] definitions. An approach is suggested
using the AHP since the managers participating in this study found
it easy to apply.
The AHP computes two measures of importance—a local weight
and a global weight for each element in the hierarchy. A local weight
is the importance placed on an element with respect to its immediate
objective. The averages reported in Table 2 are local weights. For
example, control environment has an average local weight of .4331
that ranks it first among the three elements in level 1 of the hierarchy.
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Table 4.

Proposed Decision Aid to Evaluate the Effectiveness
of Internal Control Structure

Internal Control
Structure

Average
Global
Weight

X

Subjective
Evaluation*

=

A djusted
Weight

C o n tro l E n v iro n m en t:
M an ag erial T o n e

.1 3 3 8

A u d it C o m m itte e

.0 5 2 9

In te rn a l A u d it

5

.6 6 9 0

.0 7 2 4

1
1

.0 7 2 4

E x te rn a l In flu en ces

.0 6 0 8

3

.1 8 2 4

M a n a g e m e n t C o n tro l

.1 1 3 2

3

.3 3 9 6

A c c o u n tin g S y stem

.2571

5

1 .2 8 5 5

A u th o rizatio n

.0 7 2 8

5

.3 6 4 0

S eg reg atio n

.0 8 1 6

4

.3 2 6 4

D o c u m e n t C o n tro l

.0311

4

.1 2 4 4

S afeguards

.0 7 2 2

2

.1 4 4 4

Independent C hecks

.05 2 1

3

. 1563

.0 5 2 9

C o n tro l P rocedures:

T o tal

Note:

1.0000

3 .7 1 7 3

* Values range from 5 (excellent) to 1 (poor).

At level 2, managerial tone has a local weight of .3089 that ranks
it as the most important (on average) component of control
environment. What of the importance of the level 2 elements in the
overall evaluation of the effectiveness of internal control structure?
What, for example, is the importance of managerial tone to the level
0 objective?
The importance of the level 2 elements to the overall objective can
easily be established by computing the global weight for each. A global
weight is computed by multiplying the level 2 local weight by the
immediate level 1 local weight. To illustrate, in Table 2 the global weight
of managerial tone is .1338—the product of the managerial tone local
weight (.3089) and the control environment local weight (.4331). If an
element lacks subelements, as with accounting system, then its local
weight is equal to its global weight. Global weights for the entire
hierarchy must sum to one. The average global weights for the
managers in this study are reported in Table 4. These values are easily
computed by reference to the average local weights of Table 2.
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The AHP can help managers evaluate the effectiveness of internal
control structure for purposes of the proposed management report.
Refer to Table 4 for an illustration of the proposed decision aid.
Suppose that a benchmark global weight could be established for
each element of internal control structure. For example, the average
global weights from a representative sample of managers could be
computed. These values could then be input into the proposed
decision model for all managers. The average global weights from
the 52 managers in this study are presented as the values to illustrate
use of the AHP as a decision aid.
To carry out this aid in practice, an evaluation routine is proposed
wherein 5 = excellent and 1 = poor, with varying degrees of
assessment falling between 5 and 1. A manager could consider each
element independently and translate the judgment into a value using
the proposed scale. To illustrate, a 5 is placed next to Managerial
Tone meaning that it is in excellent form. Similar judgments could
be made with each of the remaining elements.
Values in the Adjusted Weight column are computed by
multiplying the Global Weight by the Subjective Evaluation value.
The sum of the results yields an overall evaluation of the effectiveness
of internal control structure that can be interpreted with the proposed
5-1 scale. In this example, the sum is 3.7173 which translates to “more
than adequate” on the proposed scale. The consistency ratio will
reveal to the manager whether the comparisons were logical. If the
consistency ratio is much greater than .10, the manager should
reconsider the pairwise comparisons that were made and make the
necessary refinements. Management could then take comfort in the
representations made in the proposed management report. This
decision aid is broad in nature and consistent with the SEC’s
proposed requirement that managers perform the evaluation in
accordance with SAS No. 55 criteria.

CONCLUSION
The SEC has recently proposed that management of public
companies prepare a Report of Management Responsibilities to be
included in Annual Report Form 10-K. This proposal has aroused
widespread concern about its merits as evidenced by the numerous
comment letters received by the SEC. The focus of this concern has
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been the lack of standardized criteria to enable management to
consistently judge the effectiveness of internal control structure.
This study has evaluated the SEC proposal by examining how
managers rank the importance of the elements of internal control
structure in evaluating its effectiveness. The judgment of the subjects
was modeled using the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). The
results of the study indicate managers disagree on the relative
importance of the elements of internal control structure without
specified evaluation criteria.
Since judgment achievement is typically measured by the level of
interjudge agreement, it appears managers could benefit from a
decision aid, such as the one proposed in this paper, to evaluate the
effectiveness of internal control structure. If standardized global
weights were established for each element of internal control
structure, a numerical measure of its effectiveness could be computed.
This suggestion permits managers to make an objective evaluation
of internal control structure, thus offering greater confidence in the
representations made in the SEC’s proposed report. The judgment
aid is also useful if an independent public accountant examines the
management report because it can provide a trail for the accountant
to follow in support of management’s representations.

APPENDIX:
INSTRUMENT FOR EVALUATION OF
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF
INTERNAL CONTROL STRUCTURE
Num ber_______

EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTIVENESS
OF INTERNAL CONTROL STRUCTURE
The Analytic Hierarchy Process measures how you prioritize criteria
that enter into a decision. It will also provide a measure of how
consistent or logical you were in making a complex judgment. The
process consists of making a series of pairwise comparisons that are
input into a computer program that generates the priorities.
Consider the following example:
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Suppose that the following criteria enter your decision in selecting
a restaurant for a special dinner:
•
•
•

Atmosphere
Service
Cost

In each of the three pairs of items below, indicate which one in each
pair is a more important criteria in your selection of a restaurant by
placing an X next to it. Indicate the degree of importance by placing
an X in the appropriate place on the corresponding scale:
<u

<
D
u.
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c

^

u-.

o

c

+->

u.
O
3 CL
zr s
UJ
1.

A tm o sp h ere

O
S g^ 3

2 ~
ccxj t:o
O

Q_

___

or
S erv ice

X

By p la c in g th e X as in d ic a te d , y o u b eliev e th a t S e rv ic e h a s v ery s tr o n g im p o r ta n c e o v e r
A t m o s p h e r e in y o u r d e c i s i o n .
2.

A tm o sp h ere

_____

or

X

C ost

______

By

p lacin g th e

X

as in d icated , y o u

believ e t h a t

A tm o sp h ere

and

im p o r ta n t to y o u r d ecisio n . T h e re m a in in g c o m p a ris o n s h o u ld

C ost

are eq u ally

b e m a d e in a s i m i l a r

m anner.
3.

S erv ice

______

or
C ost

______

Internal control structure consists of three elements:
•
•
•

Control Environment consists of managerial attitude,
awareness, and actions concerning internal controls.
Accounting System consists of methods and records
established to identify, record, and report a firm’s transactions.
Control Procedures are those policies and procedures in
addition to the Control Environment and Accounting System
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that provide reasonable assurance that specific objectives will
be achieved.
In each of the three pairs of elements below, indicate which one in
each pair is a more important element of internal control structure
by placing an X next to it. Indicate the degree of importance by
placing an X in the appropriate place on the corresponding scale:
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_____

or

2.

A c c o u n tin g S y stem

_____

C o n tro l E n v iro n m e n t

_____

or

3.

_____

C o n tro l P ro ced u res

_____

A c c o u n tin g S y ste m

_____

or

_____

C o n tro l P ro ced u res

_____

Assume that the Control Environment consists of the following five
elements:
•
•
•
•
•

Managerial Tone includes managerial philosophy and attitude
toward meeting budgets and taking risks.
Audit Committee oversees the financial reporting process of
the firm.
Internal Audit function is established within the firm to evaluate
the adequacy and effectiveness of internal control structure.
External Influences are established and exercised by parties
outside a firm (such as a regulatory agency).
Management Control methods impact the assignment and
exercise of responsibility.

In each of the ten pairs of items below, indicate which one in each
pair is a more important element of the Control Environment by
placing an X next to it. Indicate the degree of importance by placing
an X on the corresponding scale:
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Control Procedures pertain to the following:
•
•

Authorization of transactions and activities.
Segregation of custody, recording, and authorization activities
within a firm.
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•
•
•

Document Control (such as using prenumbered documents).
Safeguards over access to and use of physical assets and
financial records.
Independent checks on performance (such as a bank
reconciliation).

In each of the ten pairs of items below, indicate which one in each
pair is a more important element of Control Procedures by placing
an X next to it. Indicate ithe degree of importance by placing an X
in the appropriate place on the corresponding scale:
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Please answer the following questions:
1.

2.

How well do you understand internal control structure?
Very well
____ Average
____ I leave it for the auditors to worry about
How many years have you been in a management position?

NOTES
1. The American Accounting Association (AAA), American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), Financial Executives Institute (FEI), the
Institute of Internal Auditors (11A), and National Association of Accountants
(NAA) sponsored the Treadway Commission.
2. SAS No. 55 [AICPA, 1988b, p. 6) subdivides accounting procedures into
components (identify, assemble, analyze, classify, record, and report an entity’s
transactions) as well. Since these sub-elements are not readily separable, comparison
in an AHP context is inappropriate.
3. The numbers assigned to the pairwise comparisons are placed in a matrix.
Three matrices were generated for each subject in this study—one at level 1, and
two at level 2 of the hierarchy. The matrices with the pairwise comparisons are called
dominance matrices because they reflect the subject’s assessment of how one item
in a pair dominates the other with respect to importance to the immediate objective.
Normalized eigenvectors corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of each matrix
contain the weights placed by a subject on each element. Normalization yields a
vector of weights that sum to one. Within a vector, the element with the greatest
weight is ranked most important to the immediate objective while the element with
the smallest weight is ranked least important.
4. Analysis was performed with and without models having consistency ratios
greater than .10. Since no significant differences were noted, the overall results are
presented.
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NEW EVIDENCE ON EXPLORATORY
AGGRESSIVENESS FOR
ACCOUNTING REGULATORS
IN THE OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY
*

Marilyn Magee Greenstein and Roland Lipka

ABSTRACT
Since the mid-1950s, oil and gas firms have utilized two very different
methods of accounting: the successful efforts (SE) method and the full
cost (FC) method. Full cost firms have claimed in testimony before
the SEC and the U.S. Department of Energy that they are more
aggressive in exploration than their successful efforts counterparts
and, as a result, should be allowed to use different accounting
techniques. The purpose of this study is to investigate whether they
are indeed different. By using a combination of publicly available data
and a questionnaire, we are able to develop three alternative measures
of aggressiveness. The results reveal that no significant differences exist
in two of our measures of exploratory aggressiveness: drilling depths
Research in Accounting Regulation, Volume 5, pages 145-164.
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and participation in farm-out agreements. In contrast to prior research
on exploratory aggressiveness, highly significant differences are found,
however, for a third measure: the proportion of found reserves to
ending reserve balances.

The Financial Accounting Standards Board and the SEC have
attempted to eliminate the full cost method of accounting for
prediscovery exploration costs on the basis that it does not adequately
report the underlying economic process. Apparently, these regulators
are “user primacy” standard setters, who choose to satisfy the needs
of users of the financial reports of oil and gas producers [Gaa, 1986],
In response to the regulators’ actions, full cost companies incurred
substantial lobbying costs to preserve the method.1
Consequently, although the regulators attempted to set user
primacy based financial reporting standards, the full cost suppliers
prevailed because they benefited from the fortuitous timing of distress
in the industry and an administration committed to energy
independence. Oil prices by 1986 had fallen so precipitously that there
was no underswell of anti-oil and gas movements in the Congress.
The Reagan Administration was on record that it purposed to have
the United States independent of foreign oil. Any government actions
that might disturb the industry, therefore, would be unacceptable.
But the SEC, perhaps unaware of the Administration’s resolve, again
proposed elimination of the full cost method in 1986. Fearful that
the SEC’s action might disturb output, the Reagan Administration
(Departments of the Interior and Energy) quickly intervened and
pressured the SEC to reverse itself within one week [ Wall Street
Journal, 1986],
In addition, resolution of the issue of uniformity or diversity of
accounting methods eluded the regulators because the regulators
themselves did not agree. For example, the U.S. Department of
Justice adopted a contrarious position by arguing that:
uniformity as a goal can only claim superiority where like entities are being
compared. If two entities or groups of entities were significantly dissimilar,
attempts to draw simple accounting comparisons would only confuse the
analysis. [United States Department of Justice, 1978, p. 18].

Hence, the issue that the regulators must solve is whether there
are fundamental differences and whether the differences justify
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different aecounting methods. If differences do not exist, we can reject
the full cost arguments for diversity. However, if differences do exist,
diversity does not necessarily follow. Thus, before they act,
conclusive evidence is needed.
While previous research has examined the issue of differences in
aggressiveness, the results are inconclusive, partly due to the fact that
it is difficult for publicly reported measures to avoid confounding
of various market forces on the data. Hence, this study explores for
differences by using alternative measures of aggressiveness that use
more controlled data for tests of the assertion that full costers are
more aggressive. Therefore, the tests may help to resolve whether the
full costers’ assertion is true.
Thus, the purpose of this study is to extend existing research by
examining three operating characteristics that have not been
considered before: (1) the decision to start-up or to continue
exploration; (2) the willingness to engage in farm-out agreements;
and (3) the degree of reliance on purchased reserves and discovered
reserves. Data for the first two measures are obtained through a
survey instrument. The source for the third measure is the annual
report (or 10-k). Hence, our principal contributions are: the use of
industry experts for the development of multiple surrogates to
measure exploratory aggressiveness, and the use of alternative
sources of data (survey and financial reports). Since aggressiveness
is an unobservable construct rather than a physically measurable
phenomenon, analyses that employ different data sources and
different proxies are more reliable when convergence of results is
observed. Similarities or differences may provide regulators with
better information upon which to set future reporting standards. Our
findings are surprising: we observe that, consistent with their
assertion, full cost companies in fact do rely more heavily on found
(discovered) reserves than do successful efforts firms.
Prior research that has been conducted in this area is presented
in the next section. The third section describes the methodology,
including the formulation of the hypotheses, the sample selection and
size, the definition and measurement of the variables, and the data
collection procedures. In the fourth section, the statistical tools
utilized are presented, and the results of the research are analyzed.
The final section contains a discussion of the scope and limitations
of the study and suggestions for future research.
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REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Four dimensions of supposed differences were presented by full cost
lobbyists in their testimony before the SEC and the U.S. Department
of Energy: aggressiveness in exploration (full cost firms claimed they
were more aggressive); external capital requirements (full cost firms
claimed they had a greater need for external capital); size (they
claimed they were smaller); and age (they claimed they were newer).
The lobbyists argued that these differences justify different
accounting rules for full cost firms and successful efforts firms.
Deakin [1979] tested the significance of the differences of these
dimensions. He used three measures for the aggressiveness construct:
average depth of exploratory wells, number of exploratory wells/
revenues, and development wells/total wells. The indicators of need
for external capital were measured by the debt/revenue and the
*
*
* 3
r
•
•
capital expenditures/revenue ratios. The maturity variable was
measured by the age of the company. The proxy for size was total
revenue. His results indicate that depth of drilling and proportion
of exploratory wells to revenue (aggressiveness proxies) and level of
revenues (size) are not statistically significant. The capital need’s
proxy, debt to revenue (greater for full cost firms), and age (full cost
firms were younger) are significant.
It is somewhat surprising that size is not significant and,
furthermore, suggests that his results might be sample specific.
Presented in Table 1 are t-test probabilities of differences in means
and the differences in means for both the raw data and the
transformed (natural logarithms) data (to adjust for possible
nonnormality) for seven surrogates of size using 1987 data for the
400 firms listed in the Oil and Gas Journal. As the tests indicate, the
successful efforts companies are significantly larger across all eight
measures for the raw and transformed data. This leads us to conclude
that full cost companies are smaller.4
Lipka and Kim [1988] also tested for differences using a number
of accounting and operating variables. They found, consistent with
Deakin’s results, no support for differences in aggressiveness.5
Overall, the above studies suggest that full cost firms are more highly
leveraged and younger but not more aggressive. Since aggressiveness
is one of the fundamental assertions made by the full costers, it is
useful to extend testing to other proxies for the aggressiveness
construct.
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Table 1. Probability Levels for Tests of Significant Differences in Size*
P ro b a b ility
M ea su re

Total Assets
Stockholders’ Equity
C & E Expenditures
Oil and Gas Sales
Oil and Gas Assets
World Wide Reserves
U.S. Reserves
Note:

R a w D a ta

L o g D a ta

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.004
0.026
0.006
0.000
0.001
0.016
0.075

* The hypothesis in the alternative form is: successful efforts companies are larger than full cost
companies.
The sample includes 172 full cost and 212 successful efforts companies. Sixteen companies did
not report their accounting method.

METHODOLOGY
This research tests three previously unexamined surrogates for
aggressiveness: willingness to continue drilling, degree of
participation m farm-out agreements, and extent of reliance on
purchased reserves relative to found reserves. Deakin’s [1979]
surrogates of the aggressiveness construct are based on the opinion
expressed by an expert witness for full cost companies before the
Department of Energy. Using various proxies, this study extends his
approach and seeks to improve on it based on in-depth interviews
with a panel of four experts who helped create and validate the
questionnaire.
Willingness to continue drilling determines what constitutes a
successful well. Whether or not a firm decides that drilling is
economically feasible is extremely subjective.6 Brock, Klingstedt, and
Jones [1984, p. 172] explain this rather ambiguous situation:
After drilling the well to final depth and evaluating the many tests that have
been made during the drilling, the operator is faced with the decision to
abandon the well or to attempt completion of the well. There is no fine line
of demarcation that gives an automatic answer to the question of whether
to abandon or to attempt to complete the well. The answer depends on whether
the operator thinks that there are enough hydrocarbons present to justify the
additional expenditures necessary to complete and equip the well.
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The minimum required reserves are used to measure aggressive
ness. By controlling for efficiency in our assumptions (identified
below), we are able to construct a measure of aggressiveness. Thus,
if the full cost claim is true, then they are more likely to drill with
fewer expected reserves for any given depth than are successful efforts
firms. Formally, the first hypothesis is (in its alternative form):
Hai:

The minimum amount of expected reserves required to drill
a well per a given depth are less for full cost firms than
required for successful efforts firms.7

As mentioned above, once a well has been drilled to its final depth,
an evaluation must be made to determine whether the estimated
reserves found are great enough to justify incurring the additional
completion costs. Based on full cost claims, we posit that full cost
firms are more likely to attempt to complete drilling with fewer
expected reserves for any given depth than are successful efforts firms.
The second hypothesis is thus stated as:
Ha2: The minimum amount of expected reserves required to
complete a well per a given depth are less for full cost firms
than for successful efforts firms.
The next measure of aggressiveness is the number of farm-out
8 •
agreements in which the firm is involved. Drilling farmed-out wells
involves exploration of property that the lessor-firm does not view
as economically feasible. Consequently, the lessee is more aggressive.
Thus, it is expected (according to full cost claims) that the ratio of
farm-out agreements (assignor) to farm-in agreements (assignee) will
be greater for successful efforts firms than for full cost firms. This
expectation is stated in the third hypothesis:
Ha3: The ratio of farm-out to farm-in agreements is greater for
successful efforts firms than for full cost firms.
Aggressiveness in exploration may also be examined in terms of
the relative reliance of full cost and successful efforts firms on
purchased reserves and found reserves. Our panel of four experts
suggested this proxy as an indicator of aggressiveness. This indicator
appears to be a reasonable measure of aggressiveness because
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purchasing proved reserves is substantially less uncertain than
exploring for potential reserves. The following hypothesis is
constructed to provided further evidence on their claim of
aggressiveness:
Ha4:

Full cost firms rely more heavily on found reserves than do
successful efforts firms.
The Questionnaire—Definitions and Measurement
of the Variables

Most of the data used in testing the hypotheses were obtained
through the administration of a questionnaire (see the Appendix).
The questionnaire was pilot tested on four experts: three
geophysicists and a geologist.9The final version was sent to managers
of exploration or officers who are also geophysicists or geologists.
Names and addresses were obtained from the Oil and Gas Journal’s
(OGJ) database.
The first variable tested is the expected minimum amount of
required reserves for various depths. The minimum amount is
examined for two different decisions. First, the required amount for
initial start-up of drilling is studied. Second, the required amount for
completion is determined. Both decisions are investigated for specific
well depth intervals. Five different intervals are employed (see the
Appendix). Differences between successful efforts and full cost firms
for each interval and for both decisions are tested for significance.
Testing the hypotheses in this manner may disclose behavioral
differences according to depth (shallow versus deep) and according
to type (start-up versus completion).
In order to minimize the possibility of confounding effects between
operating efficiency and aggressiveness and to minimize the variance
of responses, respondents were provided with a list of the following
assumptions: (1) the wells are drilled without any complications; (2)
the wells are on-shore; and (3) the wells are inside the continental
United States. Expected drilling and completion costs were
provided.10 Further, selling prices of oil and gas were given, and a
20 percent risk factor was assumed.11
The second variable tested is the ratio of farm-out to farm-in
agreements for 1985, 1986, and 1987. The respondents were requested
to estimate the ratio based on the date that the farm-out and farm-
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in agreements were signed, not the date the work commenced, to
ensure uniformity among the answers for each of the years. This
clarification is important since work may not commence for
somewhat lengthy periods of time after an agreement is made. Each
of the three years is tested separately to examine for possible
differences across years.12
The respondents were asked to give their firms’ total U.S. proved
liquid reserves for the end of the 1986 fiscal year as a check figure.
The response to this question was compared to the amount reported
by the firms in their 1986 10-k reports to check for accuracy. Lastly,
the respondents were asked to identify their job titles and how long
they have been with the firm.
The third surrogate for aggressiveness is evaluated by constructing
ratios of purchased and found reserves to ending reserve balances.
The theoretical justification for constructing these variables is based
on the proposition that acquisition of resources is a function of the
desired ending inventory balance (which in turn is related to a number
of economic factors, including current and expected future prices,
interest rates, and future demand). Assuming that the function is
linear and homogeneous, we have:
Acquisition
Ending Balance
The ratio, k, can be definitionally decomposed into three
components: kp, the ratio of purchased reserves, kf, the ratio of found
reserves, and k a, the ratio of other sources (improved recovery and
revision of estimates). The first two components, kp and kf, are the
ratios examined in this study. Unlike the first two measures (welldepths and farm-out agreements), the data for kp and Ayare obtained
from the financial statements (annual reports and 10-k’s). A number
of alternative tests can be performed on the ratios, and these are
described below.

Sample Selection, Size of Sample, and Response Rate
The sample of firms used in this study is restricted to companies
that are listed in the Oil and Gas Journal 400 for the fiscal year end
1987. We deleted from the sample those firms that are (1) strictly
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Table 2.
Oil and Gas Journal’s 400

Sample and Responses
400

L ist

Less:
R o y alty C o m p a n ie s

(

D u p licate C o m p a n ie s (P a rtn e rsh ip s)

( 36)

C o m p a n ie s w ith n o e x p lo r a to r y activ ities

( 21)

C o m p a n i e s n o l o n g e r in e x i s t e n c e

(

5)

7)
331

F irm s A v ailab le fo r S u rv ey
N u m b e r o f R esp o n d e n ts

94

R e sp o n se R ate

28%

U s a b l e R e s p o n s e s ( 9 0 % o f all r e s p o n s e s )

85

Table 3. Analysis of Differences Between
Nonrespondents and Respondents
Panel A:

Total vs. Respondents

Chi-Square Test o f Frequencies
Percent <of Firms

No. o f Firms

T o tal S am p le
R esp o n d en ts
A'2
P ro b ab ility

Panel

B:

Total

SE

FC

SE

FC

331
94
2.38
.10

183
61

148
33

55
65

45
35

Nonrespondents (NR) vs. Respondents (R)

Mann- Whitney V- Test
Medians
NR

R

z-value

Probability

2 3 ,7 4 6

39,291

-1 .8 5

.06

C ap ital E xp.

1,7 3 4

5 ,6 5 0

-2 .5 3

.01

O il a n d G a s S a le s

3 ,8 1 8

7 ,7 3 5

-1 .3 9

.16

17,580

2 8 ,5 5 2

-1 .3 5

.18

281

585

-1 .6 4

.10

3 ,3 7 6

5 ,3 0 0

-1 .3 2

.19

A ssets

O il a n d G a s A s s e ts
P ro d u ctio n *
R eserves*

n for
n for
Note:

N R ra n g e s fro m 236 to 237
R ranges fro m

92 to

94

* In Equivalent Units = (Gas Reserves/6) + Oil Reserves

royalty companies, (2) partnerships,13 (3) nonexploratory, and (4) no
longer in existence. These criteria reduced the universe to 331 firms.
Table 2 shows a breakdown of the deleted firms.
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We observe that respondents differ from nonrespondents for the
following seven variables for 1987: (1) total assets, (2) capital and
exploratory expenditures, (3) oil and gas sales, (4) oil and gas assets,
(5) equivalent units of production, (6) equivalent units of reserves,
and (7) method of accounting (see Table 3). As noted below, these
differences may limit the generalizability of our findings. Also, the
differences may partly be explained by the severity of the energy crisis
as prices plummeted by approximately 40 percent during the sample
period. Smaller firms simply may not have had competent staff
available who could respond to the questionnaire.

STATISTICAL METHODS AND RESULTS
The correlation between the total 1986 U.S. proved liquid reserves
self-reported by the respondents with the numbers reported on the
OGJ database is calculated to check for the reliability of the answers
provided by the respondents. Correlation analysis is used since, in
many cases, the responses may not exactly equal the numbers
reported on the database due to retroactive adjustments in reserves.14
The Spearman Rank correlation coefficient for the two items is equal
to 0.94, which is significant at the 0.01 percent level. Based upon this
result, we have no reason to believe that the respondents’ answers
are unreliable. Furthermore, the majority of the respondents were
either vice-presidents or managers of exploration, and their average
length of years with their firms was five.

Analysis of Well Depths
Each of the well depths are analyzed separately to determine if
differences in required reserves exist as the wells become deeper. Due
to the small sample sizes and the nonnormality of the data, the MannWhitney 77-test is conducted for each well depth. The results are
reported in Table 4.15 In conducting this test, outliers are recoded
to their boundaries values. In no particular test were more than four
observations recoded.16
Overall, the results indicate that only marginally significant
differences may exist between full cost and successful efforts firms
with respect to the minimum reserves required to consider drilling
and completing wells. While a few of the well depths for drilling and
completing an oil well are marginally significant, the evidence is
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Table 4.
Well Depth
{in feet)

Results of Mann-Whitney U-Test Analysis of Well Depths
No. o f Firms
SE
Panel A:

FC

Medians
SE

FC

Probability

Oil Wells —Drilling

0- 5 ,0 0 0

38

24

50

73

.0 8

5 -1 0 ,0 0 0

38

24

190

200

.30

1 0 -1 5 ,0 0 0

31

20

500

600

.1 7

1 5 -2 0 ,0 0 0

24

15

1 ,4 3 0

2 ,0 0 0

.0 6

2 0 ,0 0 0 +

19

12

3,3 6 1

4 ,5 0 0

.32

Panel B:
0-

Oil W e lls- Completion

5 ,0 0 0

37

23

25

25

.3 9

5 -1 0 ,0 0 0

37

23

55

65

.2 9

1 0* - 1 5 , 0 0 0

30

19

200

200

.47

1 5 -2 0 ,0 0 0

24

15

400

430

.1 8

2 0 ,0 0 0 +

20

12

780

920

.09

Panel C:

Gas Wells — Drilling

0- 5 ,0 0 0

37

25

582

879

.2 6

5 -1 0 ,0 0 0

37

25

1,8 7 0

2 ,0 0 0

.43

1 0 -1 5 ,0 0 0

30

21

5 ,0 0 0

5 ,0 0 0

.44

1 5 -2 0 ,0 0 0

25

17

1 5 ,0 0 0

1 8 ,0 0 0

.25

2 0 ,0 0 0 +

20

14

4 0 ,0 0 0

3 8 ,0 8 0

.28

Panel D:

Gas Wells—•Completion

0- 5 ,0 0 0

36

24

250

283

.3 6

5 -1 0 ,0 0 0

36

24

611

735

.4 6

1 0 -1 5 ,0 0 0

29

20

2 ,0 0 0

2 ,0 0 0

.48

1 5 -2 0 ,0 0 0

25

17

4 ,0 0 0

4 ,9 0 6

.47

2 0 ,0 0 0 +

21

14

8 ,6 6 3

1 0 ,0 0 0

.30

Note:
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Outliers outside two standard deviations of the mean are recoded to the appropriate boundary.

insufficient to reject either of the first two hypotheses. Furthermore,
the data in Table 4 suggests that full cost firms nominally require
more reserves than successful efforts firms. In other words, they may
be less—not more—aggressive with respect to depths. However, the
differences are not statistically significant.17
Analysis of the Farm-Out Agreements
The analysis of farm-out agreements is conducted on the
percentage of total agreements that are farm-out agreements for 1985,
1986, and 1987.18 As can be seen in Table 5, a statistically significant
difference (at the 7% level) between successful efforts and full cost
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Table 5.

Results of Mann-Whitney [/-Test Analysis
of Farm-Out Agreements

No. o f Firms

Medians

SE

FC

SE

FC

Probability

1987

45

29

.7 5

.67

.07

1986

42

28

.71

oo

.2 0

1985

41

28

.7 5

.7 0

.25

Note:

•

Year

This analysis is conducted on the percentage of agreements that are farm-out agreements, calculated
as: Farm-Outs/(Farm-Outs + Farm-Ins).

firms is found for 1987. As the medians indicate (consistent with the
mean ranks not reported), the full cost firms consistently have a
smaller percentage of farm-out agreements. However, because 1987
is the only statistically significant year, rejecting the null hypothesis
is unwarranted. A possible explanation for the statistically increasing
significance from 1985 to 1987 may be that full cost and successful
efforts firms are not inherently different under stable economic
conditions, but perhaps differences evolve under economically poor
times. The period from 1985 to 1987 exhibited increasingly difficult
times for oil and gas firms as prices fell while consumption remained
stable.19 These adverse economic conditions may be driving the
results.20

Analysis of Purchased and Found Reserves
In order to evaluate our fourth hypothesis, we obtained the
purchased 2 and
found
reserve
data
from
financial
reports
on
1
#
microfiche. Unfortunately, the data for 27 of the companies that
responded to the questionnaire were either missing or illegible. We
randomly chose 50 supplementary companies with the specification
that missing full cost (successful efforts) companies be replaced by
full cost (successful efforts) firms. Attempting to maintain our sample
size of 85 companies, we searched a total of 135 companies. Our final
sample includes 71 companies. The sample period is for 1984-1986.
This period is chosen in order to obtain a clearer perspective on the
possible effects of the deterioration in oil prices that began at the
end of 1985 and worsened in 1986.
The results reported in Table 6 are of t-tests which determine if
the percentages calculated are significantly greater than zero. The
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Table 6.

Results of /-test Analysis of Dependence on
Purchased and Found Reserves
1984

(%)

10.3

/-statistic

3 .7 b

F o u n d R eserves

(%)

17.1

/-statistic

5 .9 b

Panel
P u rc h a se d R eserves

B:

(%)

10.3
2. l a

(%)

2 2 .8

/-statistic

4 .5 b

Panel C:
P u rc h a se d R eserves

(%)

10.3
3. l b

(%)

13.8

/-statistic

4 .0 b

Panel D:

0 .0

(/p )sd

0 .1 *

F u ll C o s t — S u c c e s s f u l E f f o r ts D iff. in F o u n d R e s e r v e s

M

se]

/-s t a t i s t i c
Notes:

11.7

3 .9 b

3 .7 b
8 .4

14.8
6 .7 b

5 .5 b

5 .3 b
12.9
8 .2 b

17.7

1 3.6
2 .9 b

3 .6 b
15.3

12.2

3 .9 b

3 .7 b

14.7
3 .9 b
15.6
5 .9 b

6 .7

5.5

2 .2 a

2 .4 b
6 .2

14.5
5 .5 b

4 .5 b

10.0
3 .6 b
11.3
5 .9 b

Differences between Firms by Type of Activity

/-statistic

[(//)fc

8 .5

10.7

F u ll C o s t — S u c c e s s f u l E f f o r ts D iff. in P u r c h a s e d R e s e r v e s
[(/p )fc “

1984-1986

Successful Efforts Firms ( N — 45)

/-statistic
F o u n d R eserves

1986

Full Cost Firms (TV = 26)

/-statistic
F o u n d R eserves

1985

Full Sample (TV = 71)

Panel A:
P u rc h a se d R eserves
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(%)

11.0
4. l b

8.1

4 .6

3 .6 b

2 .1 a

(%)

9 .0

0 .9

6.0

4 .2

3. l b

0 .4 *

4 .0 b

2 .7 b

All tests of significance are one-tailed.
a Significant at the .05 level.
b Significant at the .01 level.
* Not significant.

results indicate that both sources of reserves (kp and kj) are important
overall (Panel A), for full cost firms (Panel B), and for successful
efforts Firms (Panel C). The fourth hypothesis is directly tested
(Panel D) by examining the differences between the means of the
two types of firms as evaluted:
0 'X

(kp)Fc ~ (kp)sE and (kj)Fc ~ (k/)sE•
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With respect to (tp)rc ~ (tP)sE, the full cost firms relied more heavily
on purchased reserves than their successful efforts counterparts in
1984, 1985, and 1986, and over the three-year period, although the
difference for 1984 is not statistically significant. Similarly, full cost
companies relied more heavily on found reserves than the successful
efforts companies in 1984, 1986, and over the three-year period.
Thus, full cost firms both purchase and find relatively more reserves
than their successful efforts counterparts.25 The item of interest,
found reserves, is an important component for both full cost and
successful efforts firms; however, it is more important for full cost
companies as shown in Panel D. This is the first finding that we are
aware of that corroborates the contention that full cost companies
are more aggressive in exploration.26
0 A

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The noted response biases mentioned above and the small sample
sizes may limit the generalizability of the results. Also, the standard
criticisms of unsupervised completion of questionnaires apply. The
personal information section of the questionnaire revealed that the
forms were typically completed by a vice-president or the manager
of exploration, and they had generally been with the firm for at least
five years. Data verification is impossible because this survey was
unsupervised. However, a check was performed to see if their
responses are reliable. This test indicates that they are.
Conversely, in support of this study’s methodology, we have
isolated purer measures of aggressiveness than previously considered.
The results reveal no significant differences between successful efforts
and full cost firms with respect to: (1) the minimum amount of
reserves required to drill or to complete wells, and (2) the percentage
of total agreements that are farm-out agreements. In fact, there is
weak evidence that full costers are less aggressive in terms of well
depths. The analysis of farm-out agreements reveals that, as the
economic conditions progressively worsened from 1985 to 1987, the
differences between successful efforts and full cost firms progressively
became more pronounced. Specifically, full cost firms appear to
become less likely to engage in farm-out agreements as the assignor.
This result suggests that differences between successful efforts and
full cost firms may be related to economic conditions. This aspect
appears to warrant further investigation.
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Our third measure provides strong evidence that both types of
companies (regardless of size) rely significantly on both purchased
reserves and found reserves. Importantly, found reserves are
relatively more important for full cost companies than for their
successful efforts counterparts. Exclusion of the large firms does not
alter this finding. This evidence supports the full costers’ proposition
of their greater reliance on exploration. In short, the first two
measures of aggressiveness indicate that full costers are perhaps less
likely to drill as deep as their counterparts, and under depressed
economic conditions, are less likely to farm-out potential reserves.
But the found reserves to total year-end reserves measure indicates
that full cost companies do rely more heavily on exploration for their
resources. To the extent that reliance on found reserves is an
appropriate measure, evidence is provided to support the proposition
that full cost firms are more aggressive.

APPENDIX:
OIL AND GAS QUESTIONNAIRE
Part 1
Listed below are: (1) some specific well depths measured in feet,
(2) costs of drilling a dry hole, and (3) additional completion costs.
Next to each depth, please write the minimum amount of oil reserves
(bbl) or gas reserves (mcf) (please fill in both) that would be required
for the firm you work for to complete the well.
Assumptions:

1.

Well is on-shore, inside the continental United
States
No complications
Prices: Oil $ 17.00/bbl; Gas $1.50/mcf
20% risk factor

2.

3.
4.

Minimum reserves required to consider drilling:
Well Depth
(in feet)
05,000
5,001-10,000
10.001- 15,000
15.001- 20,000
20,001 +

Assumed
Dry Hole Cost
$

120,000

500,000
1, 200,000

4.000.
8.000.

000
000

Gas
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Minimum reserves required to consider completing the well:
Well Depth
(in feet)
05,000
5,001-10,000
10,001-15,000
15,001-20,000
20,001 +

Assumed Additional
Completion Cost

Gas

$ 110,000
250,000
1,000,000
2,000,000
4,000,000

Part 2
A. Please estimate the ratio of farm-out to farm-in agreements
that your firm entered into for the following years. Note the emphasis
is on the date the agreement is made, not when the work commenced.
Assignor—one who makes an assignment (farm-out). Assignee—one
to whom an assignment is made (farm-in).
Year

Number o f Farm-Out Agreements : Number o f Farm-In Agreements

1987
1986
1985

____________________
____________________
____________________

B. If your firm does engage in farm-out agreements as the
assignor, then what typically is the reason for doing so? Please check
any of the following items below that describes your firm.
____ 1. Limited capacity (can only drill so many wells with the
resources available).
____ 2. Perceived lack of sufficient profitability in drilling the well.
____ 3. Other reasons: ---------------------------------------- -----------Part 3
A. What was the total of your U.S. Proved Liquid Reserves
(bbls) for fiscal year-end 1986?_______
B. Does your firm operate? Yes------ N o -----C. Please estimate the proportion of purchased reserves to
reserves found through exploratory activities for the following years
(i.e., purchased : exploratory, example of 2:1)
1986 ___________________
1985 ___________________
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D.
Given the opportunity to engage in a test-well or dry-hole
contribution in order to obtain information from a nearby operator,
does your firm usually agree to participate if:
1.
2.

The contribution is in the form of cash
The contribution is in the form of land

Yes___
Yes___

N o ____
N o ____

Part 4
A. What is your firm’s date of origination? (Note that if your
firm is a subsidiary, please record the subsidiary’s date of
origination.)__________________
B. 1. Have you ever changed your method of accounting
(i.e., from Full Cost to Successful Efforts)?
Yes____ N o ____
2. If so, more than once?
Yes___ N o ___
3. If so, please list the date(s):________________________
C. What is your job title? _______________________________
D. How long have you been with this firm? ________________
E. Would you like to receive the results of this research?
Yes___ N o ____
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NOTES
1. Deakin [1989] demonstrated that the full cost companies behaved rationally.
2. In other words, the existence of fundamental differences is a necessary, but
not sufficient, condition.
3. Dhaliwal [1980] constructed a direct test on the difference in the debt to
equity ratio between SE and FC firms. He observed that firms using the FC method
of accounting have significantly higher long-term debt than firms that use the
successful efforts method.
4. Since we are not directly concerned with the size hypothesis, the results are
presented at this point rather than below in the analysis section.
5. Consistent with Dhaliwal, a difference is observed in the financial leverage
variable.
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6. The degree of subjectivity as to what are actual reserves doomed the SEC’s
attempt to switch over to reserve recognition accounting [ Wall Street Journal, 1981,
p. 39].
7. Rejection of the null hypothesis will confirm the FC lobbyists’ position that
there are fundamental differences in aggressiveness between FC and SE firms.
8. A farm-out agreement is a contract used by the owner of a working interest
to transfer all or part of the operating rights in exchange for the assignee’s assumption
of the costs to develop the property. Typically the assignor-firm transfers its working
interest to another firm, the assignee, and in return, the assignee performs and
absorbs the cost of specified drilling and development activities. The assignor,
however, usually retains an overriding royalty or a net profits interest in the property.
This situation occurs when the assignor does not think that it is economically feasible
for its firm to drill the well, even though it holds the lease. On the other hand, the
assignee may feel that it is economically feasible for their firm to drill the well. Rather
than selling the lease to the assignee, the assignor will allow the assignee to drill
at its own cost. If the well is successful, the assignor will generally receive a royalty
or net profit interest.
9. From the pilot tests it was determined that the amount of time required to
complete the questionnaire is from 30 to 45 minutes.
10. The control for cost effects permits us to avoid the problem of confounding
present in other empirical studies.
11. A risked well is one in which geologic surveys permit professionals to assess
the likelihood (risk) of not discovering an economically viable source of energy. We
chose the 20 percent risk level since our panel of experts suggested that it is frequently
encountered.
12. To help identify the existence of any differences between FC and SE firms
with respect to the farm-out to farm-in ratio, the respondents were asked for reasons
why their firm engaged these contracts. Specifically, we asked whether limited
capacity or lack of profitability were contributing factors. The opportunity to list
other reasons was also provided.
13. Firms with virtually the same name, the same address, and the same auditing
firm are collapsed into one firm.
14. As firms continue to gather information about their reservoirs, they adjust
their proved reserves numbers. Also, the numbers reported on the database are the
1986 year-end estimates, while the figures reported on the questionnaire are reported
in late 1988 and early 1989.
15. The Mann-Whitney U-test is a test of mean ranks; however, we report the
medians because medians are more easily interpreted. A Chi-square test of medians
was also conducted. The results are consistent with the test of mean ranks.
16. The boundary is defined as two standard deviations from the mean. We also
included and excluded the outliers. The results are approximately the same as those
reported in Table 4.
17. The reason that the sample sizes decrease as the well depths get progressively
deeper is that many respondents claimed that no matter how many reserves were
expected to be at that depth, they would be unable to drill. The decrease in sample
sizes for the deeper depths due to this reason is approximately equal for both FC
and SE firms.
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18. This analysis is based on percentages rather than ratios to avoid the
arithmetic problem of zero in the denominator. Thus, the calculation is: Farm-Outs/
(Farm-Outs + Farm-Ins).
19. Prices for crude oil (per barrel) were above $27 during most of 1985 but
fell below $16 by 1987.
20. In an effort to detect why firms engage in farm-out agreements as the
assignor, the respondents were asked to give their reasons for doing so. The most
common responses were that their firms possessed limited capacity or that they
perceived that the wells may lack adequate profit potentials. Using a Chi-square
test, no significant differences were found between SE and FC firms.
21. We are indebted to an anonymous reviewer for suggesting the use of
published reserve data for this part of the study.
22. Included in our sample are ten (nine successful efforts and one full cost)
large firms, where large is defined as oil and gas properties in excess of $2 billion.
Since the full cost argument is in the context of non-major firms, these tests are
performed excluding these ten large firms; consequently, the unreported results for
the sub-sample are the same.
23. In order to be consistent with tests reported earlier, Mann-Whitney tests are
also performed for Panel D, and the unreported results are consistent.
24. Since t has a third component, tQ, it is possible for full cost companies to
simultaneously rely more on both purchased and found reserves.
25. Thus, successful efforts firms rely more on other sources (K0, improved
recovery and extensions) in order to increase their reserves. This may indicate that
successful efforts firms are more efficient with respect to their existing reserves.
26. Recalling that our First measure may indicate the obverse (but with marginal
significance at best), we have an apparent contradiction. A possible resolution is
that successful efforts companies are slightly more aggressive in well depths, but
overall full cost companies do more exploration.
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PERSPECTIVES

THE CHALLENGE OF "ELSEWHERE"

Richard L. Measelle

“The narrow mind of the auditor,” the headline of a recent column
in the London Financial Times aroused my curiosity. After reading
the column, my curiosity became abject curiosity because the article
went on to belittle the relevance and usefulness of the current
auditor’s report on historical-cost based financial statements noting:
“Those out to deal actively in the company’s shares ... should seek
their information ELSEW H ERE
Some 400 years earlier, another Englishman, William Shakes
peare, said: “There is a tide in the affairs of men, which, taken at
flood, leads on to fortune. On such a full sea are we now afloat, And
we must take the current when it serves, or lose our ventures.”
Auditing as a service seems to be floating in a sea of change.
Undercurrents of creeping regulation, litigation, threat of litigation,
companies becoming country-like, and advances in information
technology all seem to be causing the compasses of destiny to spin
and the sailors to merge into larger groups for defensive protection.
At the heart of the matter is the need to understand that “we must
take the current when it serves, or lose our ventures.” That
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understanding will lead us out of the storm and set us on a course
to a greater destiny. That destiny will be “elsewhere”; the place where
“society” seeks information. So, the thesis of “elsewhere” is that we
can and will move the essence of auditing “providing information
that is accurate, relevant and timely” from the “actual” status through
the “perceived” and “desired” barriers to that which is a “realistic”
state of the art of auditing.
The antithesis is a defense or rationalization of the “actual” status
which is risky, at best, in a rising tide of change. We have made the
past data as present information where, actually, in today’s world,
the present is past and our challenge is to make the future into the
present. Therein lies the value of our competence and knowledge to
society.
I have been asked to talk to you today about emerging new
accounting service areas, but I cannot do so unless I anchor back
to the core service, auditing, and explain these services in the context
of the core. Let me, therefore, attempt to develop a brief philosophical
underpinning of what will follow.
Society needs to cope with a changing environment. Their dream
is to control the dynamics of change; their hope is to be able to cope.
Essential to controlling or coping is the ability to obtain information
... information of value.
Information is needed to cope within the environment. Not since
the universe’s Big Bang has an environment just “happened.” Our
environment is constantly changing and the discernible patterns point
toward:
•
•
•
•

more large enterprises than small
more complex enterprises with global interests rather than
simple regional or national interests
more interdependent enterprises than independent
more reliance on intellect than experience developed from
repetition

All of these characteristics, if they continue to develop, prescribe
a need for current information and not historical data. Because
society does not need to rationalize why something has happened
as much as society needs to know what is happening.
The “ mind of business” grows dorm ant without current
information. The “product” of the accounting profession is
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information. The power of the profession can only be derived from
the power of its “product.” Feeding the mind of business enhances
the power of the profession. Thus, information is power both to the
profession and to society ... power to understand what is happening
and what could happen ... power to decide.
A bedrock for understanding the information is having confidence
in the source. Knowing, without any doubt, that the source can be
trusted; is reliable and is knowledgeable adds an intrinsic value to
the information.

WHAT THE AUDITING PROFESSION HAS
(THE SOUL OF AUDITING)
To paraphrase a great marketer ... in the client’s office (the field)
auditors collect data, analyze data, evaluate data and form an
opinion; in the marketplace auditors sell confidence. They are truly
“providers of comfort.” The presence, the imprimatur of the signature
seem to preclude all questions ... such power.

NEW SERVICES
Service beyond the limits.
Leveraging off the interdependent values of auditing—
competence, quality, integrity, and objectivity—the accounting
profession can meet society’s needs just by realizing the potential that
lies within. It is possible to even give a legitimate birth to the off
spring of auditing—consulting. By adapting present standards of
practice (as have been done in the so-called “accounting”
organizations) the consulting industry could mature into a true
profession ... a profession privileged by right of license. Maturation
of the consulting industry will be accelerated by the extensions from
the “actual” status of auditing into the realm of what is “realistic.”
Along the path of extension will be a growing interdependence among
those possessing financial acumen, tax astuteness, and technical (as
in information technology) competence.
The law of the marketplace dictates that when a need exists it will
be met. Auditing has been the product that has met certain
information needs over time. Those needs changed and the
evolutionary nature of auditing developments lagged behind the
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market. Now, we do not have the luxury of time ... time for gradual
adaption to innovations. With optical computers (1,000 times faster,
and with ways of handling information not possible in conventional
computers) planned for delivery within the next decade, the auditing
profession must be revolutionary to survive. The gap between what
is “realistic” and the “actual” will be filled by others providing the
“elsewhere” that information seekers are searching for. In the absence
of extending our power, our space is getting smaller.
How can we revolutionize the “actual” status of our contribution
to society, that is, making the “past appear to be the present”?
Revolutionize at least to the stage where the “present is past,” ideally
to the stage where the “future is present.”
In the course of examining our trends and the current environment,
we can observe that
•
•
•
•

the public image of the auditing profession has peaked
information processing technology advances at an incredible
speed
capital flows are the invisible economy, and
money, credit, deficits, taxes, exchange rates, are the
determinants of economics and the allocation of resources

What is the potential of using the power of the image of the
profession in such an environment; exploiting the opportunity
created by information technology; auditing the global capital flows
and assessing the possible effects of the fiscal determinants (above)
on the financial structure of a company, an industry or an alliance?
Inside our firm, in our research efforts, our partners have identified
the need for a new information model: information that is reliable,
relevant and timely. Currently, to satisfy their need for timely
information, decision-makers use sources besides the historical cost
financial statements. They get this “other information” relatively
timely. But, this “other information” is probably not reliable—this
is the “elsewhere” I mentioned earlier.
Our firm is conducting research to determine what information
investors, management and the public need to make decisions. Our
goal is to develop a new information model which will meet all their
needs. Integration of this information model into new service could
satisfy the ultimate need for timely information.
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Moving then from information (the product) to the delivery
system, I would observe that Tom Peters and other luminaries have
identified other viable mechanisms for the accounting profession to
meet the marketplace demand for this new information model—cost
effective delivery of relevant, timely, reliable information.
Summarizing remarks by Tom Peters, the Economist (February 17,
1990] reported:
Vertical integration is a failed strategy in today’s fast changing environment...
there’s a brand-new game to be played a game that has... big stakes and
big penalties for laggards. To survive, you must seriously and quickly consider
subcontracting every task in the enterprise. It is virtually impossible to overdo
subcontracting... manufacturing, distribution, accounting, whatever—should
be subjected to a simple test: could the output of each of these divisions be
successfully sold on the open market? If not, subcontract the work to firms
that specialize in each function, which will almost certainly do it better and
more cheaply.

Our newest service lines involve this subcontracting (or
outsourcing) concept. We have begun to enter into contracts
(partnerships, if you will) with companies to provide all of their
controllership, information technology, and tax compliance needs.
There are three service lines that make up our Contract Services
practice.

Contract Financial Management
• Under CFM relationships, we satisfy our client’s needs for
financial information by taking primary responsibility for input,
processing and output of financial information on a full-time basis.
• In order for us to deliver the quality service our clients expect,
we must control the resources which perform the activities. Therefore,
we assume management of the client employees and the systems to
perform our responsibilities.
• CFM enables management to focus their time and energy on
serving their customers’ needs because we are dedicated to delivering
the reliable, timely, relevant information they need to be competitive
in today’s global business environment. Using the concepts developed
in the New Information Model project, we are dedicated to providing
these companies information that is substantially better than that
used by their competitors.
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• Not only does CFM enable us to provide value-added services
for our clients, but it provides enriched and broadened career paths
for our employees. Think for a moment about the value to an auditing
firm if their young managers had practical experience in industry as,
say, plant controllers.

Comprehensive Audit Services
• CAS includes the management and delivery of all internal audit
needs by Arthur Andersen on a continuous, long-term basis with
agreed-upon pricing and deliverables.
• We are able to utilize our worldwide professionals to perform
the internal audit activities locally and in remote locations of multi
site and international companies.
• Performing internal audits on a contract basis provides the com
pany with greater cost control, more flexible resources and the assur
ance that the individuals performing the work meet Arthur Andersen’s
standards for quality and client service with a long-term career path.

Comprehensive Tax Services
• In 1988, our tax practice began pursuing contracts to manage
the tax activities of bank trust departments. We now have numerous
contracts for tax management services in banks as well as other
commercial clients.
• These contracts include the management of all tax preparation
and filings, including sales, real estate, payroll, and so forth, as well
as federal and state income taxes.
• CTS will help the client improve compliance, provide improved
financial information crucial to making strategic decisions and
provide access to a variety of tax specialists.

IMPACT ON HIGHER EDUCATION
These new service lines provide challenges and exciting opportunities
for students but also creates a challenge for higher education. The
accountant will need a much broader base of skills to deliver these
day-to-day services.
Education of the accountant in the following areas will need to
be stressed:
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•

•

•

•

•

A solid understanding of economics and finance. The
accounting professional should know about common financing
techniques and financial instruments.
A good grasp of mathematics and statistics. Present value
calculations, sampling and laws of probability are bound to be
important in developing data for our new information model.
A basic grounding in human behavior and ethics. Understand
ing human nature teaches us much about ourselves and our
environment and how to interact in it with professional
integrity and objectivity.
Entrepreneurial skills: The ability to look at the client’s
operations with the same eyes as an active owner or manager
provides the practical outlook that a trusted business advisor
requires.
Leadership: These skills include communicating effectively,
encouraging teamwork, envisioning the future and managing
change.

CONCLUSION
Our firm’s founder, Arthur Andersen, spent most of his career
sending the message that the accountant’s role was just beginning at
the completion of an audit.
Three-quarters of a century later the message is still the same.
Traditional financial statement auditing, while still the heart of our
business, is only a part of our efforts for our clients. We need to
understand what the numbers mean and the environment in which
the client operates. Using this collective knowledge allows us to offer
meaningful business advice to our clients.
The continued growth and relevance of the accounting profession
will hinge on our ability to uphold tradition while changing to meet
our client’s demands for reliable, relevant and timely information.
The leaders will be those who take risks and redefine the accounting
profession while upholding the traditions of integrity, objectivity,
competence and professionalism. In so doing, we will address in a
positive and proactive way, the problem of “elsewhere.”
Speech at Case Western University
September 17, 1990

THE CPA AS TAX ADVISOR

Harry F. Immerman

There is a historical perspective to the CPA as a tax advisor.
The income tax acts of 1906 and 1913 created a whole new use
for financial accountability—the determination of federal income
taxes. Although income for tax purposes differs from income for
financial accounting purposes, the two have always been closely
related. Thus, with the changes in tax legislation in the early 1900s,
it was natural for CPAs to become income tax experts.
Clients sought our expertise with respect to both compliance with
tax regulations and advice on how to minimize their tax burden
consistent with those regulations. Arthur Andersen, himself, noted
in a 1925 address to a regional meeting of the predecessor
organization to the AICPA that “in the past 10 years business has
found that advice from an accounting viewpoint may have high cash
value in the form of taxes saved or refunded.”
This historical framework is relevant because it underscores two
important points:
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Clients saw the CPA as the natural person to advise on tax
matters; and
Clients expected their accountants to be competent on tax
matters.

With this as the backdrop, I would like to briefly explore three
aspects of the tax practice today:
1.
2.
3.

how the role of the CPA as a tax advisor is consistent with
our professional responsibilities;
the tax services that have evolved to meet the needs of our
clients; and
the challenges of the educational community: to produce
quality graduates to serve in our profession—and who will
serve our clients well.

ROLE OF CPA AS A TAX ADVISOR
Within the tax practice, CPAs are clearly identified as advocates! We
represent our clients before the Internal Revenue Service and help
them to comply with increasingly complex laws and regulations.
Further, we represent our clients’ interest in transactions with other
taxpayers.
The scope of this role, however, must conform to standards of
practice set forth in (1) the AICPA Code of Conduct, (2) the
Statements of Responsibility in Tax Practice, and (3) the penalty
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code.
The AICPA Code of Professional Conduct recognizes that the role
of the tax advisor is different than that of the auditor. While all
members of the AICPA are required to perform all professional
services with the highest sense of integrity, the principles of
independence recognize that a CPA can be an advocate without
violating the standards of independence and integrity. According to
the AICPA’s standards, “members who provide auditing and other
attestation services should be independent in fact and appearance.
In providing all other services, a member should maintain objectivity
and avoid conflicts of interest.” The CPA need not “appear” to be
independent in performing tax services.
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The Statements of Responsibility in Tax Practice, approved by the
Federal Tax Division of the Institute, are advisory opinions on the
appropriate standards of tax practice and are designed to outline the
extent of a CPA’s responsibility to clients, the public, the government,
and the profession. The underlying principle of these statements is
that the CPA may recommend a position to a client or prepare or
sign a return if the CPA has a good faith belief that the position has
a realistic possibility of being sustained administratively or judicially
on its merits if challenged. However, the CPA may not be associated
with frivolous positions or positions that exploit the audit selection
process.
The Internal Revenue Code and the Regulations governing
practice before the Treasury Department contain similar standards
of behavior and impose penalties on preparers who violate them.
Implicit in all these rules is the recognition that the CPA, with
respect to tax services, is expected to be an advisor and an advocate
for his or her client. It is both a right and a responsibility! In fact,
within the whole scope of the service debate, there has been little or
no challenge to the scope of service in the tax practice.1

EVOLUTION OF TAX SERVICES
The development of the tax practice and the necessity of
specialization have evolved in response to two factors:
1.
2.

the need of our clients for assistance in the management of
their tax affairs; and
the recognition that the attest function is enhanced because
tax advisors are better able to help the auditor evaluate the
adequacy of the federal income tax provisions and liabilities.

Today’s business transactions and the financial instruments to
which they give rise have become increasingly sophisticated and
complex. Our tax laws have responded by becoming voluminous and
equally complex. “Simplification” is a term that has no practical
application in the tax law.
Accordingly, the business community demands increased
specialization. Today, our tax practices have experts in state and local
taxation, mergers and acquisitions, valuation services, personal
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financial services, expatriate tax services, benefits and compensation
consulting services, and international taxation, as well as a host of
industries and general corporate matters.
• State and local governments have responded to cutbacks in
Federal funding by increasing the frequency of their audits and hiring
more capable and aggressive tax examiners. Our clients’ state and
local needs have become so significant that today we not only have
experts in the field of state and local taxation, but, within this
specialty additional specialization in franchise tax, sales and use tax,
property taxes and even concentration in particular jurisdictions.
• Mergers and acquisitions have been a significant part of most
tax practices for the past decade. While financially motivated
transactions, like leverage buyouts, do not appear to be as frequent
as in the past, strategic acquisitions to complement overall business
objectives continue. Our need for experts to help develop creative
approaches to structuring and financing these transactions will
continue.
• The use of experts in the area of valuation began with the need
to justify the useful lives of depreciable property but quickly
expanded into other areas. The expertise of these specialists was
helpful in identifying property qualifying for investment tax credit
and became increasingly valuable in the allocation of purchase price
associated with taxable acquisitions. Today, it is an essential
component of our ability to do effective estate planning by valuing
for estate tax purposes the assets of our clients.
• Corporate executives and entrepreneurs alike have become
equally frustrated with the ability to cope with the complex tax rules
related to their personal finances. As we have become more capable
of helping them understand and plan their personal tax and financial
affairs, they have been better able to devote their attentions to
businesses they manage.
• The globalization of business has been marked by the growth
in the number of executives that get transferred on international
assignment. The tax cost associated with these transfers is enormous
and can, in many cases, equal the compensation of the executive.
As a result, the tax practice has found the need to develop our
specialists’ expertise in the relevant tax and compensation laws of
the United States and the foreign jurisdictions. Today, we can
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effectively reduce the cost of the international assignment and,
hopefully, diminish the executives’ and their families’ anxieties
associated with the initial transfer.
• There is hardly a business that is not in some way effected by
globalization. Many of our clients, regardless of size, view themselves
as multinationals. They demand objective advice as to the tax
implications of international business operations and investment. As
the world economy becomes more integrated, international
competitiveness requires us to have the ability to respond quickly and
consistently. It is important that we are able to render the same full
scope of service throughout the world.
• Our clients’ most important need is that we understand their
business and the industries in which they operate. Knowledge of the
rules does not help if we cannot apply it to the nuances and practices
of a particular industry. Therefore, we need industry specialists who
can tie the disparate rules of these various specializations to a fabric
that is relevant to our clients.
I am convinced that our clients will continue to demand that CPAs
be competent to meet the increasingly difficult task of complying with
and planning under enormously complex and lengthy tax laws.
We, in turn, will demand that the people we hire be better prepared
to respond to the challenges. I would like to briefly discuss the
professional skills that must be developed and an approach to the
structure of tax courses.

THE CHALLENGE OF THE
EDUCATIONAL COMMUNITY
In April, 1989, the then Big 8 firms developed a paper titled Perspective
on Education: Capabilities for Success in the Accounting Profession.
Three skills were identified in that report as critical to success:
1.
2.
3.

Communication Skills,
Interpersonal Skills, and
Intellectual Skills.

To communicate effectively, practitioners must be able to transfer
and receive complex information, present and defend their views, and
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listen effectively to gain information and understand opposing points
of view. The ability to work with others is so fundamental that it
seems to be overlooked. However, the ability to influence others, help
resolve conflicts, organize and delegate tasks, and motivate, mentor
and develop people are among our most important responsibilities.
Individuals seeking to be successful in our diverse profession must
be able to use creative problem-solving skills in a consultative process,
to solve diverse and unstructured problems, to comprehend an
unfocused set of facts, identify and anticipate problems and find
acceptable solutions, and to recognize risk and evaluate alternatives.
The capacity for judgment must be developed; it cannot be presumed
to exist. Practitioners must have the ability to identify ethical issues
and apply a value-base reasoning system. These skills are as
important as the substantive technical knowledge of taxation and
provide the foundation on which to build.
To educate students to be tax professionals, we must do more than
convey the rules of taxation. Tax courses must provide a conceptual
understanding of the tax laws—the logic of the system. We must also
stress that problem-solving is not solely finding technically correct
answers, but in providing acceptable alternatives. Very significantly,
the message must be present that the tax practice is more than
preparing returns: Its mandate within the scope of service is to be
an advocate and an advisor to the client!
1990 Accountancy Regulation Forum
Case Western Reserve University
September 17, 1990

NOTE
1. The dimensions of tax practice have been established by traditional accord,
following negotiations with the legal profession. However, the myriad of problems
connected with today’s business environment requires the skills and expertise of both
attorneys and certified public accountants. The role of the CPA as tax advisor
involves recognizing the need as to when to employ the services of other professionals
to provide competent advice to our clients. See G. Previts, The Scope o f CPA
Services [Wiley, 1985, p. 5] and Lawyers and Certified Public Accountants: A Study
o f Interpersonal Relations [Prepared by the Members of the National Conference
of Lawyers and CPAs, November 1981],

A PERSPECTIVE ON
THE SOCIOLOGY OF
ACCOUNTING SCHISMS

Arthur R. Wyatt

One aspect of the schism between the academic and practice
community that is touched on in a recent paper by Bricker and Previts
[1990] but not developed fully concerns whether accounting
standards should be tested on a conceptual framework or should
bubble up from observations of practice followed by codification of
those practices that seem to gain a greater acceptability. Their paper
does an excellent job of describing the differences in perspective in
the earlier years, including the roles played at an earlier time by
academics in the A1CPA. When the AICPA created the Accounting
Principles Board, it also dedicated resources to additional research
to provide the basis for the conclusions to be reached in the
deliberations of the Accounting Principles Board. In that process that
AICPA turned to the academic community and, in particular, to
Maurice Moonitz and Bob Sprouse. In addition they turned to others
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to do other of the accounting research studies, and only after
dissatisfactions arose within the practice community with the results
of the research efforts did the AICPA turn to practitioners to
undertake significant research projects. In the latter part of the APB
years, the academics on the board were still inclined toward
developing a conceptual framework, but George Catlett of Arthur
Andersen was the only practitioner who was supportive of that
approach. George was frequently told that it was not possible to
develop such a framework, and that challenge led to development
by Arthur Andersen of its two publications dealing with Objectives
o f Financial Statements fo r Business Enterprises [1972] and
Standards o f Financial Reporting fo r Business Enterprises
Throughout the World [1974], Both of those documents bear
similarities to various aspects of the existing conceptual framework
of the FASB.
More recently, while I was at the FASB, we regularly were
criticized for having had an undue academic influence over both our
framework and our existing standards. The fact was, of course, that
relatively few academics were involved in the process, but the
criticisms remained. Most of those criticisms came from the preparer
community, a community that fundamentally does not want
accounting standards to restrict their freedom of behavior and
particularly does not want to move away from the transaction-based
historical cost model or accept the volatility in reported earnings that
would come from any significant departure from that model. Those
in public practice have tended to move into the preparer community
camp, in part because of pressures brought upon them through the
increasing commercialization of accounting practice. The research
emphases in the academic community over the past quarter century
have, in my view, exacerbated the schism in the sense that it has
become easy for practitioners to point to the articles published as
evidence that academics are not in tune with the problems in the “real
world.” It is interesting that academics have had a significant
influence on the development of concepts and the board’s conceptual
framework but have had very little influence on the development of
specific accounting standards. Maybe the future will see an increased
role for academics in this area.
On page 2 of the Bricker and Previts paper there is an example
of communication and cooperation between the academic and
practice communities, the support of applied academic research, and
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curriculum development by the foundations of various public
accounting firms. That example may be somewhat overstated. I think
we need to recognize that financial support to universities is very selfserving insofar as both public accounting firms and industry are
concerned. Those organizations, of course, absorb the output of the
academics’ teaching activity. It is probably capable of demonstration
that little direction has been given by the firms to the use of the
resources provided, with some notable exceptions (e.g., Peat
Marwick in their support of auditing research). In large measure, the
funds provided to schools by accounting firms have been able to be
used by the schools for whatever purposes they saw fit and only
occasionally have the resources available been directed toward
specific programs.
'My next comment has to do with their following paragraph, and
it seems peculiar to me that they omitted from that paragraph the
changes in research focus that emerged in the latter part of the 1960s
and have continued on to the present time. At the time that I was
an active academic there was a much greater degree of faculty
involvement with the profession than is the case at the present time.
This included both a side practice involving professors and an
undertaking of research for the AICPA. While the changes in the
environment that Bricker and Previts identify are valid, somehow
during this period the research model and focus was altered. As a
side note, it is interesting that when I decided to leave the academic
environment for the practice environment in 1965, I had a long
conversation about my decision with Bob Mautz. During the course
of that conversation I recall vividly indicating to him that I really
felt more a part of the practice of the profession than I did the
academic side of the profession. This was an observation that simply
came out in the discussion and was not anything that I had given
any significant thought to prior to that conversation. While I was
not consciously aware of the division that was occurring, I was
subconsciously aware of it enough, apparently, to have made such
an observation.
In the Bricker and Previts section on “The Accounting Principles
Schism,” I have the following observation. Certainly the schism
remains. Academics have a comparative advantage in the conceptual
arena, as previously noted, and have strongly influenced the direction
of the FASB conceptual framework, at least the pieces dealing with
the definition of elements and the qualitative characteristics. The
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defects in the framework in the areas of recognition and measurement
are the result of practically oriented decisions made by the FASB
to try to get the framework off their agenda. The board clearly
decided not to pursue where the logic would lead them—to move
toward a more market value oriented model than the existing model
because of two factors: (1) the absence of a sufficient number of board
members who were willing to move in what direction and (2) a
perception that the practice community would reject any further
moves in that direction. My current work in the international arena
suggests that interest in the market value orientation is growing
somewhat. It keeps bubbling up in different environments at different
times, and it is often supported by a negative assessment as to the
usefulness of the current model and the information that it produces.
Recent testimony by Richard C. Breeden, chairman of the SEC,
before the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban
Affairs recommends moving to market value for investment
securities, a sharp break from the historical cost model for the SEC.
The Breeden initiative is likely to be implemented, and, if so, will
be a watershed event in the evolution of accounting in the United
States. In my view, the academic community has a tremendous
responsibility to continue pursuing the development of a conceptual
framework, but it suffers from having a generation of academics who
were attuned to other kinds of issues and to the absence of individual
academics who are well respected by the practitioner community.
That defect will not be easy to rectify.
I have no quarrel with the discussion under the section “The
Present Schism.” I have expressed a hypothesis in the past that may
be relevant here and some may find it of interest. University education
in accounting (disregarding the “commercial colleges”) evolved out
of economics departments, and most of the leading accounting
academics in the early part of the century who had earned doctorates
had earned those doctorates in economics. Some of them, and
Littleton is a notable example, strove to distinguish accounting from
economics and to elevate the stature of accounting education to the
level of respect that had been earned by the field of economics prior
to the start of this century. The stature of accounting education
suffered, of course, from its early beginnings in trade schools or
commercial schools, and Littleton moved to develop a concept of
accounting that could be distinguished from the basic concepts in
economics. Since economics focused on wealth and changes in wealth
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and on the contributions to wealth creation by land, labor, and
capital, Littleton strove to develop notions for accounting that had
a different orientation. He perfected the income focus and the
matching notion, rejected that accounting was oriented to reporting
on changes in wealth, and emphasized rather that accounting was
focused on reporting on the quantification of efforts and
accomplishments and the matching of those efforts with accomplish
ments. Thus, he rejected the use of values, because values were wealth
oriented and emphasized the focus on transactions and the tracing
of the fair values of those transactions (which became historical cost)
through the accounting records over a period of time.
If this line of reasoning has any validity, it would appear to mesh
also with the proposition that academics strive for suitable stature
in their fields of interest. Accounting education went down this road
with its emphasis on earned doctorates. The move toward the social
science model for research activity, however, may be partly to blame
for the continuation of the schism. That model seemed to exclude
the applied research model and the focus on applied problems in the
work to be undertaken by those pursuing the earned doctorate.
While I cannot quarrel with the point ending on page 12, 1 believe
that academics are too willing to accept this barrier as an impossible
one to cross when, in fact, with a fair amount of effort access can
be obtained to certain kinds of information that is available in
accounting firms. Certainly when I undertook my research that led
to Accounting Research Study No. 5, I found that Arthur Andersen
(a firm that at that time I had no particular association with) was
more than willing to provide me unsupervised access to their Subject
Files that contained many case studies of previously completed
business combinations. This then led me to undertake a similar kind
of research effort at the New York Stock Exchange with regard to
their various listing applications. Using the material so gathered, I
was able to approach other firms to discuss with their technical people
certain business combination transactions that were a matter of
public record. When it became clear that I had information about
a particular client some of the firms would clam up, but others were
willing to add background to the material that was publicly available.
This is hard work, and I would agree that access to data is limited.
I believe that relationships can be established over a period of time
that will enable an academic to have access to the materials that most
would conclude today are unavailable.
►
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On page 13 of their paper Bricker and Previts note the need to
instill appreciation for the ethics and social roles of accounting and
especially the commitment to serve the public. I would submit that
accounting academics pursuing an earned doctorate do not get very
much feel for this in their advanced education. They certainly do not
get the same level of feel for these responsibilities as do those who
pursue a medical degree or a law degree in their advanced levels of
education. One result is that the finished product of the accounting
advanced academic work feels no particular community of interest
with the profession and it is natural for that individual’s teaching to
not emphasize the public service aspects of public accounting. While
exceptions certainly do exist, ways must be found to blend better the
distinctive culture of the practicing side of the accounting profession
with the preparation of those who want to pursue academic careers
in accounting.
Finally, let me conclude with a note about the issue of the role
of academics in standard setting. The focus on concepts is clearly
an irritant to the preparer community, and to the practicing
professionals to a lesser extent. One curiosity to me, however, is the
preparer community acceptance, almost worship, of the existing
historical cost model, a model largely attributable to Professors
Littleton and Paton, two prototype academics with little association
with the practical world. The historical cost model is the real
academic model, but its use in practice has clothed it with a high
degree of acceptability. If the initiatives of the preparer community
that have led to the distinct change in focus by the FASB over the
last several years are successful, the role of academics will clearly be
diminished. The increasing power of the preparers over the standard
setting process could culminate in the preparer community achieving
full control, for a period of time, and academics would be given only
lip service. In my view the income statement matching notions are
a distinct deterrent to moving forward on a conceptual framework
that has promise for delivering the kinds of financial information that
users have a right to expect to receive.
My observations are rather rough and certainly have not been
subjected to the tests of any rigorous research. Hopefully those with
similar research interests can either provide the support for some of
these notions or the bases for their rejection.
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CRISIS AND OPPORTUNITY IN
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND
THE ACCOUNTANCY PROFESSION

William V. Roth, Jr.

When the Savings and Loan crisis began to snowball, it was
Congress and the Administration that felt the heat—especially in
the beginning. More and more, however, your profession is sharing
the responsibility. Only two weeks ago the British publication, The
Economist [1990, p. 15], citing the S&L crisis as well as other
financial concerns, claimed—and I quote: “Accountancy is in a
sorry state ... (the) trade has seldom enjoyed less esteem.” Earlier,
the National Journal [1990 p. 2224] reported: “Critics of the
accounting industry accuse accounting firms of identifying too
closely with their clients rather than considering the public interest
when giving their imprimatur to a transaction. A 1989 GAO report
found accounting problems at thrifts so troublesome that the
agency referred six accounting firms to professional or regulatory
agencies for review.”
Research in Accounting Regulation, Volume 5, pages 189-194.
Copyright© 1991 by JAI Press Inc.
All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.
ISBN: 1-55938-399-2
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We all know the statistics, the problems, the issues, and conflicts.
We know who is being sued and who is being considered for suit.
We understand the reasons. We feel the consequences. We wait for
the repercussions.
The challenges are very real.
But so are the opportunities. The world is fast becoming a global
community. The force of arms has been overtaken by the force of
economics. Countries are measured not by the size and number of
their weapons, but the balance on their books. I can think of no other
time than now when accountancy and statesmanship is of utmost
importance. We are seeing this with historic agreements like that
between Arthur Andersen and the Soviet Union. We are seeing it
with the need of former Eastern Bloc nations to learn anew how to
collect the right kind of information to facilitate economic decision
making. As the Financial Times [1990, p. 16]recently reported: Today
“accountants are in the vanguard of western capitalism’s advance into
the eastern bloc....Their job is two-fold: to advise western investors
interested in buying up eastern European assets, and to help east
European businesses interested in expanding into the west.”
There is little doubt concerning the necessary and vital function
accountancy will play as we move into what President Bush has called
“a new world order.” There is little doubt concerning the fact that
our professions will become ever more involved as we meet the
opportunities that wait ahead.
We need to be prepared.
We need to work together to dispel the twin stigmas of doubt and
duplicity that are breeding cynicism regarding honorable professions.
We need the ability to make strategic decisions based on accurate
and timely information. And I believe that moving toward this end,
we can learn from the Savings and Loan crisis. We can take an
objective view of the past and move beyond the mistakes. In no way
am I minimizing the S&L situation. Rather, I am taking a serious
look at what went wrong, and determining what can be done—not
only to repair the damage but to insure against future problems in
the banking and insurance industries (to mention only two).
According to the General Accounting Office, the problems
concerning accountancy that contributed to the present crisis
concerned: first, inadequate audit work in evaluating whether loans
were good; and, second, inadequate reporting on the S&Ls’
accounting practices, regulatory compliance, and internal controls.
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Of course, audit failures do not cause business failures; however, we
learn—as I recently heard—that there is a danger when scorers and
referees become players and coaches. There is a definite loss of
fairness and independence, and along with it a definite loss of public
confidence. This is how many perceive the problem with your
profession—a conflict of interest as accountants (entrusted by the
public as the scorers and referees) become players as consultants,
corporate financiers, and investment managers.
And it is not only the public that has this concern and high
expectations of your profession. In the recent suit Charles Keating
brought against the Federal Government, in an attempt to recover
Lincoln Savings and Loan, Keating told the judge that Federal
Regulators did not understand the way things were done in the real
estate business. After all, Keating said, the very transactions that
regulators claimed were illegal were approved by his CPA firm.
Unfortunately for Keating, the judge was not “limited” to legal
knowledge only. Rather, Judge Stanley Sporkin is a CPA and an
attorney who once headed the SEC’s enforcement division—uniquely
qualified to hear the case.
As you recall, he dismissed Keating’s suit, and said that many of
the questioned Keating transactions were in reality sham transactions
from the very start. He stated that if Keating and his accountants
and experts were correct in their evaluation of these transactions as
appropriate then the system of accounting that exists in the United
States is “in a sorry state. ” With respect to his expectations concerning
the role of the profession, he also said that “what is difficult to
understand is that with all the professional talent involved (both
accounting and legal talent) why at least one professional would not
have blown the whistle to stop the overreaching that took place in
this case.”
As a United States Senator, I share the general interest of the
Congress in the condition and operation of regulated firms and
programs and the quality of information the accounting profession
supplies about these firms. Additionally, I am a member of the Senate
Banking Committee, the Finance Committee, and the Governmental
Affairs Committee. Because of these responsibilities, I have focused
my attention on the insured depository institutions, excluding credit
unions, in which there are continuing problems and where the
taxpayer, the ultimate insurer, remains very much at risk.
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In this industry, the role of the accounting profession has grown
to such an extent in recent years that in a very real sense, the Congress,
the regulators, and the public—in addition to the managers and
shareholders in regulated firms—are clients of the CPA firms that
provide services to these institutions. In a recent report dealing with
the S&L crisis, the Comptroller General, who heads the United States
General Accounting Office, concluded that “independent audits are
an integral part of the system of controls designed to identify and
report problems in S&Ls when problems arise. As such, audits should
provide useful information to Federal Regulators who oversee S&Ls,
depositors and shareholders in S&Ls, and the public.”
Frankly, I agree with this, but I also believe it is a concept that
some CPA firms and some of the regulated firms have a difficult time
grasping—and this is understandable. To make the independent audit
meaningful to all of these users is a challenge. If the needs of the
regulators go too far, the independent audit could lose its benefit to
managers. On the other hand, if it does not go far enough the public
is not served.
In an attempt to strike a balance, I proposed a bill (S-3050) last
year that is designed to improve the quantity and quality of
information that the regulators can use to determine the state and
needs of insured depository institutions. This is important, because
we rely on the regulators—that is, the appropriate Federal banking
agencies—to oversee some 16,000 banks and savings institutions with
combined insured deposits totalling more than $2 trillion.
Just as Congress relies on the regulators, the regulators—for the most
part—must rely on the managers of the institutions to provide timely
and accurate information about financial conditions and the adequacy
of management. To meet the responsibilities of monitoring these 16,000
institutions is a daunting task. There are not enough examiners to
provide in-depth, on-site examinations each year. Consequently, it has
been proposed that regulatory agencies increase the number of
examiners—either by hiring more or by letting contracts.
I believe it would best serve the institutions, the regulatory
agencies, and the public to rely on the Public Accounting profession,
itself, to provide an independent assessment—an assessment that
focuses on the reliability of the information provided by management
about the financial condition of the insured institutions. The
legislation I proposed builds upon this idea as well as upon the
strengths of your profession.
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As a first step, my proposal requires insured depository institutions
to obtain independent audits annually. Many people would be
surprised to learn that not all banks and savings institutions are
required to have independent audits annually. Of the 186 banks that
failed in 1987—and these are the most recent numbers I have—only
65 had independent audits. My proposal recognizes that an
independent audit contributes to the safe and sound operation of an
institution.
My proposal also requires the regulators to establish a system by
which they can test the work of the accountants to assure that it was
done correctly, that is, in accordance with professional standards. It
requires that independent public accountants express their
independent opinion on more than the financial information. These
opinions will serve as a check on overly optimistic regulatory
reporting and other problems encountered at certain institutions. The
opinions will focus on the institutions’ compliance with laws and
regulations, system of internal controls, and assertions about the
form and effect of related party transactions.
The report on compliance that I envision would be a statement
by the auditor that, with respect to transactions tested, the institution
complied in all material respects with provisions on law and
regulation that could have a material effect on the financial
statements. I believe that such a report is possible; however, I suggest
that there would have to be an understanding between the
accountant, the firm, and the regulator regarding which specific laws
and regulations could have a significant effect on the financial
statements. Because my proposal does not call for the accountant
to be a policeman and does not change the relationship between the
accountant and the banking institution, I do not see that there is a
need to grant immunity to the public accountant.
The report on internal controls will provide regulators with some
assurances that the management of the institution is taking care to
safeguard the assets of the firm and has established checks and
balances that should reduce errors and fraud. In this case, the
accountant would study and evaluate the system to determine the
nature, timing, and extent of audit tests and would report whether
the study disclosed any material accounting control weaknesses.
The report on related party transactions is intended to highlight
this type of transaction. These are transactions which are not at arms
length. They have caused problems for government regulators who
*
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must clean up the mess when institutions fail. The institution’s
management would be expected to disclose such transactions which
might have a material effect on the financial statements. Such
transactions would be tested to assure that the true form and effect
of them were in fact reported.
It is clear that the bank and savings and loan failures did not occur
overnight. Yet, we have frequently been surprised by the failure of
a bank or a savings and loan institution. Quite simply, the purpose
of my proposal is to find a way to prevent these surprises. If high
quality information is available quickly, it may be possible to save
troubled institutions before the insured deposits are wasted, lost, or
stolen. Toward this end, your profession must assume a vital role.
I can assure you that my proposal is not the only answer to the
problems that besiege our insured financial institutions. However, in
keeping with the challenges that confront us—challenges we must
turn into opportunities—I believe my proposal will allow us a
fundamental channel to work together. It provides a place where we
can begin the debate as well as our search for a balanced and
appropriate way to assure that regulators have the information they
need to protect the insurance funds and, ultimately, the taxpayers.
—Address delivered at the
18th AICPA-SEC Conference
Washington, D.C.
January 9, 1991
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IDENTIFYING RESOURCES
FOR SEC EDUCATION

*

Jimmy W. Martin

INTRODUCTION
Accountants must understand the environments in which they work.
The attainment of this understanding has been cited as a primary
objective of educational courses at the university level [Accounting
Education Change Commission, 1990], The Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) comprises an important part of the regulatory
environment. Both public and corporate accountants are affected by
the SEC’s policies and procedures. While not all companies come
under the SEC’s jurisdiction, thousands of publicly held firms must
adhere to the agency’s registration and periodic reporting
requirements.
Despite the influence of the SEC on the accounting profession in
this country and the educational objective mentioned above, studies
indicate that the fundamentals of SEC knowledge are not widely
taught. Ketz and Kunitake [1985] report that one of the areas where
R e s e a r c h in A c c o u n tin g R e g u la tio n , V o lu m e 5, p a g e s 195-206.
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graduating seniors appear weakest is knowledge of the accounting
requirements of the SEC. Yet, practitioners believe that regulatory
accounting is an important area. This was evidenced by a study
dealing with graduate accounting programs which found that audit
managers believed that SEC accounting was the most important area
that should be covered in graduate accounting courses [Robertson
and Smith, 1973],
Why are SEC accounting issues given so little emphasis in our
universities? Certainly, it is not because the area can be easily
mastered once the student enters the accounting profession. In fact,
two prominent accounting educators, after working at the SEC as
Accounting Research Fellows, concluded that “the structure of the
authorities and publications is so complex that finding the way
through them is like mastering a maze” [Miller and Robertson, 1989],
A few universities have addressed the SEC problem by establishing
specific courses in SEC or regulatory accounting. Others have
maintained that SEC related topics should be interwoven into
standard accounting courses such as intermediate and advanced
accounting. Regardless of the approach, accounting instructors need
to be knowledgeable in SEC topics and able to guide students in their
quest for an understanding of the regulatory environment.
To what degree should a student understand the regulatory
environment? In the author’s opinion, this depends largely on the
objectives of the student. For example, a student desiring a career
with a national public accounting firm should probably place more
emphasis on regulatory topics than a student who desires to work
for a local CPA firm.
Yet many, if not most, accounting educators are relatively
unfamiliar with SEC accounting topics. A survey of accounting
department heads indicated that an important reason for omitting
an SEC course was “no faculty members with expertise in the area”
[Ketz and Kunitake, 1985],
The accounting profession, both educators and practitioners, has
taken some steps that may help to alleviate the problem. The
American Accounting Association established the SEC Liaison
Committee partly as an attempt to promote educational endeavors
in the SEC area. In 1979, the SEC initiated a program whereby an
educator would be selected as an SEC Academic Fellow and work
for one year at the SEC’s offices in Washington, D.C. This program
has enabled several academicians to gain experience in SEC matters
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Table I.

Participants in the SEC Academic Fellow Program

Name

Year o f
Participation*

Current University

G eorge C. M ead

1979-80

M ic h ig a n S ta te U niversity

H a rv e y S. H e n d ric k s o n

1980-81

F lo rid a In te rn a tio n a l U niversity

J e r r y F. A r n o ld

1981-82

U niv. o f S o u t h e r n C a lif o r n ia

Jack C. R obertson

1982-83

U niv. o f T e x a s

J o h n H. S m ith

1983-84

N o r t h e r n Illinois U n iv e rsity

R o b e r t K. E s k e w

1984-85

P u r d u e U niversity

Jo h n n y R. Jo h n so n

1985-86

T h e A m e ric a n U niversity

W esley T. A n d re w s Jr.

1986-87

F lo rid a A tlan tic U niversity

P a u l B .W . M iller

1987-88

U niv. o f C o lo r a d o

R a y Ci. S t e p h e n s

1988-89

O h io S ta te U niversity

T h o m a s R. W eirich

1990-91

C e n tra l M ic h ig a n U niversity

Note:

* There was no academic fellow appointed tor the

1989-90

A ustin

C o lo ra d o S prings

academic yeai

and take those experiences hack to their classrooms. (See t able I
for a list of educators serving in this program.)
Since 1987, a refereed periodical, Research in Accounting
Regulation, has provided an outlet for persons doing research in SI X'
matters. In addition, the University of Southern California has
established the SEC and Financial Reporting Institute. The Institute
has sponsored several research projects and, as of this writing, eight
of these have been published.
The objective of this paper is to survey the available SEC-related
edueational resources and bring these to the attention of educators/
professionals, whether one is interested in obtaining an introductory
overview or detailed information on a technical topic.
The information sources are classified into three groups: texts,
commercial reference services, and continuing education programs.
The texts are further subdivided into five areas: texts that provide
an overview of the SEC; texts providing a legal perspective; texts
providing a historical perspective; texts that delve into technical
reporting issues; and texts that provide critiques of the SEC and its
policies.
TEXTS
If one has little knowledge of the SEC, a text that presents a broad
overview of the agency should be considered. At present, only one
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such up-to-date text exists, An Introduction to the SEC by Skousen.
Skousen’s book contains approximately 175 pages of text and focuses
heavily on the Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934. Other topics that are covered include the SEC’s historical
background, organizational structure, secondary acts administered
by the agency, the registration and periodic reporting processes, and
liability under the acts. The text also contains a section on key
discussion points for classroom lecture purposes. The book is now
in its fifth edition and retails for approximately $20. (See Table 2
for information on the publisher of this and other texts mentioned
below.)
For those already familiar with the SEC, more detailed texts might
be consulted. If a historical perspective is desired, several texts are
available. Burk’s Value in the Marketplace provides an excellent
discussion of regulatory issues that have impacted the United States
stock markets throughout much of this century. The author criticizes
the SEC for its weak, often ineffective leadership and gives plausible
theories of the influence of regulation on the development of the
security markets. The book focuses primarily on the period from 1930
to 1970.
For those desiring a historical perspective, but in a readings-type
text, the 1984 Proceedings of the Arthur Young Professors’
Roundtable titled, The SEC and Accounting: The First 50 Years,
should be considered. The twelve articles look at the evolution of
SEC regulation from the viewpoints of economists, attorneys,
educators, practicing accountants, and SEC commissioners. One
article discusses congressional concerns regarding the accounting
profession and the SEC’s oversight role.
Information on early attempts to regulate the securities markets
is given by Parrish in Securities Regulation and the New Deal. He
covers early attempts by state and private groups such as the
Investment Bankers Association to regulate the markets. The
legislative histories of both the Securities Act of 1933 and the
Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 are presented. The remainder
of the text focuses on events occurring through the 1930s. For
researchers desiring an analysis of the establishment of the SEC and
its role in those early, formative years, Parrish’s text should be
consulted.
While the Previts/Merino text, A History o f Accounting in
America, does not focus on the SEC, it does cover the changing role
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of accounting in America from the days of the pilgrims to 1978. Thus,
the reader is better able to appreciate the need for the federal securities
acts in 1933 and 1934. Particularly useful is the book’s coverage of
the SEC’s impact on the accounting profession’s standard-setting
process.
For those desiring a complete history of the SEC, Seligman’s The
Transformation o f Wall Street would be an excellent choice.
Seligman discusses the evolution of attitudes of SEC regulators and
describes what he perceives as inconsistencies between these attitudes
and the objectives of regulation as incorporated in the securities laws.
The researcher may perceive a need for a legal perspective when
performing SEC research. If the area of inquiry is the underwriting
function, Bialkin and Grant’s Securities Underwriting is one of the best
texts on the subject. The book is a compilation of chapters written by
different authors. Each chapter focuses on a different aspect of the
underwriting process. Accountants and auditors having to work with
underwriters will benefit from the book by obtaining a better
understanding of regulatory problems as viewed from the underwriter’s
perspective. All 16 chapters are interesting; however, chapter 4 on
liabilities, chapter 6 on the SEC registration process, chapter 8 on due
diligence, chapter 10 on letters for underwriters, chapter 14 on
regulation S-X, and chapter 15 on shelf offerings are particularly useful.
If the topic is the accountant’s or auditor’s legal liability under the
securities acts, Gormley’s The Law o f Accountants and Auditors
would be a good choice. Although published in 1981, this text
provides an exhaustive analysis of legal cases through 1980 and
remains an invaluable reference source. The book deals with statutory
as well as common law topics, but chapters 7, 8, and 9 give excellent
coverage to liability provisions of the securities acts. In particular,
chapter 8 is one of the best secondary reference sources available on
section 18(a) of the Securities and Exchange Act. In addition, chapter
13 covers SEC enforcement and is one of the best sources available
on the enforcement area.
Several references are available that cover securities law in general,
but do not focus directly on accountants. Of all these texts, Loss and
Seligman’s, Securities Regulation, is perhaps the most comprehen
sive. The third edition (1989) should be available in most law libraries
and consists of 4 volumes. One interesting section of this text focuses
on the SEC’s functions in bankruptcy proceedings—a topic that is
ignored in most of the literature.
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Two other texts covering securities law in general are Hazen’s The
Law o f Securities Regulation and Ratner’s Securities Regulation.
Hazen’s text retails for under $35 and Ratner’s paperback version
sells for under $15 and thus, might be considered for one’s personal
library. While both sources cover the various laws administered by
the SEC, Ratner’s text gives a more condensed presentation. The two
books complement each other well in that the reader can get a quick
overview of the topic from Ratner, while Hazen provides more indepth coverage.
Another text covering legal perspectives is Soderquist’s
Understanding the Securities Laws. This text, whose main advantage
is readability, provides a good overview of the various requirements
of the 1933 and 1934 securities acts. Chapters 11 and 13, covering
respectively tender offers and short-swing profits are especially
recommended for researchers interested in those areas.
For researchers needing detailed information on disclosure
requirements, a periodically updated reporting service is probably the
best choice for getting current up-to-date information; however, a
few texts might be mentioned here. Aftermath’s Handbook o f SEC
Accounting and Disclosure takes each major account on the balance
sheet and income statement and provides examples of proper
disclosure under the SEC’s reporting requirements. He also includes
a section on specialized industries that provides information on such
firms as development stage enterprises and savings and loans
institutions.
Another text that covers the SEC’s rules and regulations on
disclosure is the SEC Accounting Guide that is published in
paperback form each year. This book contains the Financial
Reporting Releases, Staff Accounting Bulletins, and Accounting and
Auditing Enforcement Releases among other things. SEC accounting
regulations are constantly changing, and this yearly updated
publication is one relatively inexpensive way (about $25) to keep up
with the latest releases.
Educators should consult representatives of the national public
accounting firms concerning the availability of technical SEC
materials. Most large CPA firms have SEC manuals, and some of
the firms have made these available to educators for use as reference
materials. The manuals are usually updated yearly and contain a
wealth of technical information primarily focusing on SEC disclosure
requirements. Some of these, such as Price Waterhouse’s Accounting
*
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and Auditing Service: SEC also contain reprints of key SEC rules
and regulations as well as selected SEC filing forms.
For those desiring a critical analysis of the SEC’s performance in
regulating capital markets, Burk’s Value in the Market Place,
mentioned above, should be consulted. Another text that sharply
criticizes the SEC is Kripke’s The SEC and Corporate Disclosure.
Kripke charges that the SEC has been dominated by technicians who
failed to recognize the realities of the market place, and thereby have
required the costly presentation of irrelevant data. He believes the
SEC’s disclosure system has been ill conceived primarily because of
certain false assumptions that underlie the reporting system.
Karmel, a former SEC commissioner, charges that the SEC has
evolved from a regulatory agency to a prosecuting agency. In her
book. Regulation by Prosecution, Karmel charges that the SEC has
allowed its prosecuting function to dominate its activities to the
detriment of the capital market system. Specific reforms are
recommended for the purpose of enhancing capital formation.
In The SEC and the Public Interest, Phillips and Zecher conclude
that the SEC’s mandated disclosure system has not improved the
pricing of securities in the secondary markets and is not cost effective.
Regarding security market regulation, the authors assert that the SEC
has installed barriers to keep inefficient security exchanges in
business, thus inflating the investor’s cost of trading securities.

COMMERCIAL REFERENCE SERVICES
If one is serious about SEC-related research, the researcher should
have access to at least one comprehensive reference service. A favorite
of many practitioners is the Accountants’ SEC Practice Manual,
published by Commerce Clearing House. This service consists of two
loose-leaf volumes that are updated monthly. Virtually all
accounting-related topics are covered from registration requirements
to audit requirements for SEC filings. Similar services are available
from other publishers (see Table 3).
If the researcher requires information beyond the accounting and
auditing realm, Clark Boardman’s Securities Law Library might be
consulted. This is perhaps the most comprehensive service available
and can probably be found in most law school libraries. Among the
41 binders of material is a 4 volume set on international capital
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Table 3.

SEC Related Commercial Reference Sources

Title

Format

Publisher

Accountants ’SEC Practice
Manual

C o m p r e h e n s iv e S erv ice

CCH

Securities Fraud &
Commodities Fraud

C o m p r e h e n s iv e S erv ice

S h e p a r d ’s / M c G r a w - H i l l

Securities Law Library

C o m p r e h e n s iv e S erv ice

C lark B o a rd m a n

SEC Accounting and
Reporting Manual

C o m p r e h e n s iv e S erv ice

W G & L

SEC Compliance

C o m p r e h e n s iv e S erv ice

P ren tice-H all

SEC Financial Reporting

C o m p r e h e n s iv e S erv ice

M atth e w B ender

SEC Accounting Report

N ew sletter

W G & L

Securities Regulation &
Law Report

N ew sletter

B u re a u o f N a tio n a l A ffairs

SEC Docket

N ew sletter

CCH

Compact Disclosure

P C D atab ase

D is c lo s u r e , Inc.

markets and securities regulation. Researchers needing an in-depth
understanding of filing exemptions should find the 5 volume set on
exempted transactions to be useful. In addition, blue sky laws, resales
of restricted securities, analysis of no-action letters, and short-swing
profits are among the many areas covered. Most of the volumes in
this library are revised yearly.
If the research topic deals with fraud, the researcher should be
aware of the loose-leaf service, Securities Fraud & Commodities
Fraud. This 6 volume work provides comprehensive coverage of
illegal acts such as front running, parking, gun jumping, churning,
and others. Any research project involving rule 10b-5 could be
enhanced by this useful publication. Volume 6 contains a detailed
index that provides complete references to the various subjects.
If the researcher needs to stay abreast of the latest developments
in the securities regulatory area, a newsletter might be considered.
One such newsletter is the Securities Regulation & Law Report that
is published weekly by the Bureau of National Affairs, Inc. This
publication covers developments at both the federal and state levels.
The newsletter covers 5 areas: accounting and disclosure, federal
securities and corporate developments, commodities regulation, no
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action letters, and state developments. Other similar newsletters are
available from other publishers (see Table 3).
Those doing empirical research on firms reporting to the SEC
would likely benefit from a PC database, Compact Disclosure,
compiled by Disclosure, Inc. Compact Disclosure provides
information on more than 12,000 publicly held companies. While a
command language system is available for experienced users, the
software includes a menu driven system for beginners. Using this
database allows access to data contained in various filings such as
the 10-K, 10-Q, 8-K and proxy statements, among others. In addition,
one can elicit data not only from the basic financial statements, but
also from supplementary information such as segment data. The data
base also provides statistical data on 29 ratios or variables plus other
information such as the firm’s 5-year summary, the full text of
management’s discussion and analysis, the president’s letter, and all
exhibits filed with the registration statements or periodic filing forms.
Compact Disclosure distributes its information via compact discs
and a disc reader is provided with the service. The discs are updated
bimonthly. If needed, data can be provided as far back as 1968. At
this writing the cost of the service is $3700 per year for not-for-profit
organizations.

CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAMS
A few programs are available through which individuals can pursue
their SEC interests and also gain continuing education credits (see
Table 4). National CPA firms present programs that mainly deal with
SEC disclosure requirements. For example, Peat Marwick offers
seminars on SEC reporting and compliance, and some of these focus
on specific industries such as banks.
The AICPA offers a self-study course entitled Guide to SEC
Reporting fo r Small Businesses. This course focuses on reporting
requirements for forms 10-K, 10-Q, and 8-K. At this writing, the
course costs $130 and is recommended for 8 hours of continuing
education credit.
The SEC Institute conducts courses of SEC reporting require
ments. These are generally two-day courses that are held at various
locations. The faculty consists primarily of partners from national
accounting and law firms, as well as SEC officials. For those who
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C o n t in u in g E d u c a t io n C o u r s e s / C o n f e r e n c e s

Name
S E C R e p o r tin g S k ills

Price

Length

$695

2 D ays

Sponsoring Organization
T h e S E C In stitu te
1000 C o n n e c tic u t A v e ., N W
W ash in g to n , D C 20036

A d v an ced S E C R ep o rtin g

$795

2 D a v•• s

T h e S E C In stitu te

A n n u al S E C R e p o rtin g F o ru m

$795

2 D ays

T h e S E C In stitu te

A n n u a l N atio n al C o n feren ce on

$475

2 D ays

A IC P A

C u rre n t S E C D ev e lo p m e n ts

M ee tin g s an d T rav el
S erv ices D iv isio n
1211 A v e n u e o f t h e
A m ericas
N ew Y ork, N Y

*
21st A n n u a l In stitu te O n

$575

2 D ays

S ecu rities R e g u la tio n

P ra c tic in g L a w In stitu te
D e p t. D R A 9 , 7 th A v e n u e
N ew Y ork, N Y

S e c u ritie s F ilin g s: R e v ie w a n d

10036-8775

10019

$475

2 D ays

P ra c tic in g L a w In stitu te

$130

8h rs .*

A IC P A

$895

2 D ays

K PM G

U p d ate
G u id e to S E C R e p o rtin g fo r S m all
B u sin esses (S elf-stu d y )
S E C R ep o rtin g an d C o m p lia n ce

P eat M arw ick

E x ecu tiv e E d u c a tio n
T h re e C h e s tn u t R id g e R o a d
M o n tv a le , N J 07645-0435
B ank S E C R ep o rtin g and

$895

2 D ays

K PM G

P eat M arw ick

C o m p lia n ce

Note:

* Recommended CPE Credit.

may not be able to attend the courses, a faculty workbook may be
purchased for approximately $100. These workbooks offer a wealth
of information, especially on recently issued reporting requirements.
The Practicing Law Institute offers courses on a variety of SEC
topics. Most of these are held in New York, Chicago, or West Coast
sites. While they are oriented toward lawyers, many of them consider
accounting issues and filing requirements that are of interest to
accountants. For those unable to attend, a course handbook can be
purchased for approximately $50. These handbooks often contain
800 to 1000 pages of material.
The AICPA sponsors an annual conference in early January on
current SEC developments. This is an excellent way to update one’s
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knowledge on current events at the SEC, as well as the FASB. The
conference speakers consist of top officials at the SEC as well as
private accounting and legal experts.

CONCLUSION
The Securities and Exchange Commission comprises an important,
if not the most important, part of the regulatory environment in
which accountants work. Thus, it is imperative that accountants have
an understanding of that environment. Because of the lack of
emphasis on SEC topics in university accounting courses, many
accountants do not possess an adequate understanding of the
regulatory environment. Because of the profession’s renewed
commitment toward broadening the education of accounting
students to encompass a better grasp of the environment in which
accountants work and because of the recently mandated continuing
education requirements of AICPA members, both educators and
practitioners may give more attention toward upgrading their SEC
knowledge. This paper has provided an introduction to some of the
primary sources of SEC information and hopefully will facilitate
one’s quest for more knowledge in the regulatory area.
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BOOK REVIEW

The Structure of American Industry
edited by Walter Adams
(New York: Macmillan, 1990, 8th ed., pp. xiii, 386)

Reviewed by Thomas R. Robinson
While the first edition was published in 1950, this current edition
provides an up-to-date view of major United States industries and
the process which brought them to their current state. The book
consists of chapters on eleven industries from agriculture (Chapter
1) to weapons (Chapter 11). Given the typical economist’s quandary
as to whether to produce “guns” or “butter,” the placement of these
two chapters seems appropriate. Each chapter is written by a
prominent economist, which would quickly become obvious even to
the reader who did not peruse the profiles of contributors. Each
chapter provides a section on the structure of each industry, including
competition, the performance of the industry over time, and
regulatory/public policy issues. Other sections address issues specific
to individual industries. Two final chapters discuss conglomerate
mergers and public policy. The focal point, however, should be on
the individual industry chapters.
Chapter 1 provides an excellent discussion of American agriculture.
It was particularly interesting to a life-long city dweller such as myself
to examine the size of this industry and the concentration among large
corporate farms. The chapter also summarizes increases in
productivity, by product, from 1910 to 1986. The only drawback to
the chapter is that it lingers far too long on elasticity issues, which
would bore and perhaps intimidate a noneconomist.
Research in Accounting Regulation, Volume 5, pages 209-211.
Copyright © 1991 by JAI Press Inc.
All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.
ISBN: 1-55938-399-2
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Chapter 2 traces the growth of the petroleum industry from 1928
to 1988. The chapter studies the exploration, refining, marketing, and
transportation segments of the industry, as well as supply issues.
Chapter 3 discusses the structure of the steel industry and its
changes through “Administered Price,” “Competitive” and
“Protectionist” eras. Several pages are dedicated to technological
innovations and international competition.
Chapter 4 appropriately follows up petroleum and steel with the
automobile industry. This chapter traces the history of the
automobile industry from 1900 to 1988. Particularly informative is
the author’s tracing of the consolidation of the industry decade by
decade from thirty-two firms initially to seven (three U.S.) primary
firms today. The authors also diagram the complex cooperative
agreements between international automobile firms.
Chapter 5’s discussion of the beer industry is interesting but seems
out of place when contrasted with the other industries in Adams’
book. In you have limited reading time, skip this one.
Chapter 6 on the computer industry (at twenty pages versus beer’s
twenty-eight pages in chapter 5) does not do the industry justice.
Scant attention is paid to recent technological advances and the
growth of the personal computer industry. I would hope that the
ninth edition will correct this oversight.
Chapter 7 provides an insightful look at the motion picture
industry form kinetoscopes to video cassette recorders. Market share
data is informative, but should be used cautiously given recent
developments in this industry—specifically, the downsizing of
Cineplex Odeon after its recent financial difficulties.
Chapter 8 presents a current view of the airline industry. Especially
interesting is the discussion of the importance of computer
reservations systems and the existence of anti-competitive pricing
mechanisms.
Chapter 9’s discussion of the telecommunications industry and the
changing regulatory environment is critical of government
intervention in the industry. The author predicts increased local
regulation in the form of increased public utility commission
regulation.
Chapter 10 provides a brief overview of the banking industry
including a reference to the current thrift crisis. The chapter provides
information of the relative concentration of the industry in both the
United States and internationally. While this presents a good
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overview, the serious student is better served by a Banking or Finance
textbook.
Chapter 11 concerning the defense industry, along with the
agriculture and automobile chapters, is one of the best. As with
automobiles, the authors’ trace the leading defense contractors
through the years. Graphical representations show per unit airplane
costs from the P-40 in 1940 to the stealth bomber in 1990.
Despite shortcomings in some individual chapters and the fact that
several industries (e.g., railroads) are missing, the book is an excellent
starting point for research in a particular industry. Each chapter
provides an extensive list of references and suggested readings to
assist the researcher. The book would also be a good text for any
survey course where these industries are discussed.
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